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W'$LF CREEK
NUCLEAR OPORATING CORPORATION

Ban o. wanem March 10, 1992
rirenount ano
ch+f Fnecutivv 0Heer VM 92-0037

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conenission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Station F1-137
Washington, b. C. 20555

Subject Docket No. 50 482: Wolf Creek Generating Station Annual
Safety Evaluation Report

Gentlemen:

Attached is the Annual. Safety Evaluation Report for- Wolf Creek Generating
Station which is being frubmitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2). This

report covers the period of January 1, 1991, to December 31, 1991.

Very truly yours,

w.)
Eart D. Withers
President and
Chief Executive Officer
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cc: A. T. Howell (NRC), w/a
R. D. Martin (NRC), w/a
G. A. Pick (NRC)..w/a
W. D. Reckley (NRC), w/a
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Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to provide a brief description of char.ges ,
tests, and experiments performed at Wolf Creek Generating Station pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.59(a)fl). This report includes summaries of the associated
safety evaluations that were reviewed and found to be acceptable by the
Plant Saf ety Review Committee for the period beginning January 1, 1991 and
ending December 31, 1991. This report is submitted in accordance with !

the requirements of 10 CFR 50,59(b)(2).

A change to the-safety evaluation tracking process occurred approxiraately
mid-year. This change involved sequential numbering of all safety
evaluations upon initiation. However, because this process was not "

initiated until mid-year, nmny evaluations were not asoigned a sequential
number and are therefore divided into three major categories.

Section I contains the Plant Modification Requests which were initiated
prior to mid-year, These are the primary vehicle used for permanent plant
modifications and design drawing revisions. Section II contains Safet.y
Evaluatione primarily used for temperary plant modifications, procedure
revisions and temporary procedures. Also included in this section are the
anfety evaluations assigned a sequential number under the new process, The
type of change the evaluation is applicable to is denoted in the title.
Section III contains the summarico of the remaining safety evaluations,
initiated prior to mid-year, utilizing various programs including Corrective
Work Request Dispositions and Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Change
Requests.,
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 00772 Revision: 5

R actor Vessel Head Stud Storage Rack Restraint

D3scription:
This modification provides for permanent restraint of the reactor vessel head
stud storage racks by adding members to support the storage racks when in Mode
6, Refueling, where the studs are in the rack and the floor load is near seven
thousand pounds per rack. There are vertical structural members attached to
the floor which extend up into the storage racks to provide for seistaic
restraint of the storage assembly.

Safety Evaluation:
The addition of the seismic restraints and floor supports eliminates the
potential of the racks falling through the grating directly onto the incore
instrumentation seal tables, potentially causing a small break Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA). Additionally, the potential of the racks falling on
the electric power supply to the reactor head vent valves has been eliminated.

There is no_ increase in the probability of occurrence cr the conuequences of >

an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR. This is because the design change adde seismic'
restraints for the storage racks and supplemental structural steel to the
docking-at 2068' elevation. In addition, the storage is remotely located with
respect'to the reactor head and controle.

This design modification improves the structural support of the reactor vessel
head _ stud storage racks.- The irprovement in the design reduces any
probability of a II/I failure or subsequent propagation of facility accident
as defined in USAR. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created. ->

The' margin of safety as defined in the baeis for any Technical-Specification
in not reduced.

.
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 00830 Revision: 1

Failed Fuel Radiation Monitor Sample Volume Reduction
-

,

Descriptions
Chemical & Volume. Control System (CVCS) Lotdown Radiation Monitor SJ-RE-01
. acts as a grous failed fuel detector by continuously monitoring the CYCS,.

Intdown sample line and providing an alarm upon the presence of an abnormal
~

incresso in grose ganna activity. This to a modification of the detector
sensitivity that involves a reduction in sample volvme and a setting cha.nge
for the discriminator to enable the unit to detect only failed fuel products
and dierogard other high energy reactor coolant cyst.em by-products.

_

Safety Evaluation:
This monitoc is non-nafety related and provides no control function. It

provides an -alarm only upon An abnormal increase in the aross gamma activity
in the CVCS letdown system and does not activate noe intsrf ace with any safety
related system, component or structure. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malf unction of
equipment-important to safety previously evaluated la the USAR.

This modification does not alter the seismic, environmental or equipment
qualification of any system, component or structure. There is no possibility
that|an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not' reduced.

-
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 00870 Revision: 4 -

|

Pump Gland Supply Water Modification

D3scription:
Thic modification installs a cyclone separator in the circulating Water Pump
House to supply clean supply water to the circulation and service water pump
glands. Previously, water supplied to these pump glands aloo supplied an
emergancy'chower and eyewash etation. A potable water connection now supplies t

water to the emergency shower and eyewash station and the original supply
pumps are no longer used.

Safety Evaluation:
The Gland Water and Pctable Water System do not perform any safety related
function or provide support for any equipment important to safety. Thero is
no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

Since the modification is located away from any safety related equippent and
not physically connected to any supporting systems, there'in no possibility
that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

PLANT.MODIPICATION REQUEST: 01006 Revision: 3, 4

. .
v

Demineralized Water Make-up Storage and Transfer Degasifier Vacuum Pump
011 Mist Eliminator Hodification

' Description:

Revision O to this modification provided for a high efficiency oil mist-
eliminator en the demineralized water make-up storage and. transfer degasifier
vacunn pump discharge. Revisions 3 and 4 provide for;the elimination of the >

loop seals .on the :ines of f the oil mist aliminator and for permanent drainage
piping _from the second stage drainage valve to the oily waste drain.

Safety Evaluation
The Demineralized Water Storage and Transfer System serves no safety function
and-has no safety design basis. These changen do not increase the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipraenty

important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

These changes involve only a non-safety related system and do not affect any
,

safety related equipment. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment ivoportant to safety of a different type than anyr

evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
'is not reduced.

,
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 01184 Revisten 2

Auxiliary / Fuel Building Normal Exhaunt System Modification

Doncription:
Various areas serviced by the Auxiliary /Fuol Duilding Normal Exhaust System
were identified as having less than design flow values. This revision
modifies the fan / motor system of the Auxiliary / Fuel Duilding Normal Exhaust

System to increase tho horsepower and operating speed of the f ans, CGLO3A & B.
Not all of the modification documents and affected documents are issued with
this reviaton, t hese will be included in later revisions.

A change to the USAR is involved with this modification to reflect the ~

increase in the horsepower of the drive motor to the exhaust fans. The safety
svaluation will be revised when the fan base modification documento are issued
to account for the additional weight that the modification will impose to the
Auxiliary Building floor slab.

Safety Evaluation
The new componento installed by this modification are compatible to the
original components in f unction and operat ion. Thereforo, there is no

increase in the probability of occurrenc,e or the concequenece of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR,

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The function and operation of the Auxiliary Building Normal Exhaust System is
not addressud in the Technical Specifications and therefore doce not reduce '

the margin of safety as defined in basis for any Technical Specification. ~

. _ _ _ _ _ - _ . - - _ _ - - _ - - - _ - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 01479 Reviaton: 0,1,1

: Safety Parameter Display System Data Transfer Optimization

Description
Deficiencies t. ave been identified in the Wolf Creek Generating Station Safet,
Parameter Display-3ystem (SPDS) during plant transient events. The primary
deficiencies are attributed to significant delays and periodic f ailures in the
transfee of data from data sources to SPDS displays.

This modification repleces the internals of all ten Balance of Plant (BOP)
noneywell Input / Output (I/0)-cabinets, the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
Westinghouse I/O cabinets and the Annunciator Multiplexer Riley Internalu.
zother additions include establishment of a fiber optic communicattons link
between each.of the I/O cabineto of the main. processing host computers in the
Technical Support center Computer Room, link between the plant computer anda
the plant simulator, and the development of SPDS software in-house.

This modification also includes two new genetrations in the Control Room Shif t
Supervisor's office-floor. The design for the new penetrations includes
closure details to maintain boundary separation for fire, water and airborne
hatards to the same levels as the origins 1 design basis.

Safety Evaluations
~

The subject modification does not adversely affect any safety related system,
component or structurn. It meets all applicable installation requirements for
electrical and civil / structure codes and standards. All penetratione required
by this modification are sealed per establiuhed procedures. There is no

-

increase in.the probability of occurrence'or tho consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR..

This modification does not present modifications to any piping system, nor
does it affect any previous hazard analysia. There la no possibility that an
accident-or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different typo
'than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The-margin of safety no defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
'is not-reduced.

, . - , . .. - _., .. --a-. - ..
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. PLANT MCDIFICATION REQUEST: 0l$72 Revisions 1

Hot Tool Room Hodification

Description:
Thin modification involves analysis o' the Hot Tool Room location and its
use-as-built. The area reserved for the Hot Tool Room was checked fcr the
possibility of b. locking tire exits and limiting the accessibility of portable
fire extinguishers. The results~of this review indicated that no obs: ructions
-existed. The area had also been reviewed for-other design interfaces and it
was deterninsd that the area le not within any II/I boundaries and does not
adversely affect any safety related compcnente provided expansion ancho-o were
installed in accordance with specifications.

Revision 1 was initiated to change thu safety classification to safety related
because the anchor bolt installation to the Auxiliary Building floor regetros ;

a safety related plant modification.
L

'

Safety Evaluations
The location of the Hot Tool Room does not create an obstruction that might
block fire exite or limit the accessibility of portable fire extinguishers.
The area in not witnin any II/I boundaries and dona not affect any safety
related equipment. Installation of the anchor bolts to the Auxiliary Building
floor does not chance tha floor's design characteristics. There is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequenceu cf an accident
or malfunction of equipment important-to safety previsualy evaluated in the
USAR.

.The installation of the anchor bolts is a common activity in the Auxiliary
Building and has been previously evaluatr,d. There is no possibility that an<

accident or malfunction of aquipment. important to cafety of a dif ferent typo. '

than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

~ThL margin of' safety an defined in the bania for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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' PIART' MODIFICATION REQUEST: 01727 Revisions 1, 2

Post Accident Sampling System Valve Modification

Dascription:
This modification provides the addition of 3 control boxes and the necessary
cable routing and termination changes for solenoid operated containment
isolation valves SJ HV005, SJ HV006 and SJ HV127 in the Pcat Accident sampling
System (PASS). This modification results from the replacement of these vsives
with later model valves. These valves are provided with an external control
box with a heat dissipating resistor. The resistor le used to reduce the
continuous current to the valve solenoid so that it operates at a reduced
temperature.

Safety Evaluation 2
The effect of the addition of the new control boxes is solely to reduce the
continuous current supplied to each valve solenoid. This reduces the heat
produced by the solenoid winding, thus extending its qualified life. The
modification does i.ot adversely affect any existing accident or hazard
an.alysis. .There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of aut accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

The modification.does not adversely affect any equipiaent important to safety.
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important'

to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced,

i"
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PiANT NOO1FICATION REQUEST: 01- HeyJsion: 3

~

4

Domestic Hot Water Heater Steam Control And Health Phynics Electric Hot
Water Heater Addition Hodification

- Description:

During a field walkdown for design changes involvad in this modification, a
bypass valve was found in the field but not depicted on its associated piping

'

-and instrumentatien (lagram (P&ID). The P&ID is found in the USAR, thereforz
this safety eva)vation was initiated as'a result of the revision to the P&ID.
There are no hardware changes to the plant and this drawing change has no
effect on the operation of the syotem.

P

Safety Evaluation:
This is a drawing char.ge only. Theru is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the coissoquences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The proposed chaage is a drawing change to identify a valve in the field that
is not depicted on the appropriate drawing. This 3rawing change does not have
the poscibility of creating an accident or malfunction of equipment importar.t
to safety of a different type than any evaluated proviously in tne USAR.

There are no margins of safety associated with this drawing change.
Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification is not reduced.

,
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PLANT N0D3r1CATIO.4 REQUEST: 01829 Revision: 3

Turblee Building' Ammonium Hydroxide Storage

Description:
This mcdification provides for the storage of ammonium hydroxide in the
Turbine Building. A permanent, air conditioned storage room is provided to
store unopened leak-tight ammonium hydroxide drums. The purpose of the
storage room inside the Turbine Buildiig is to provide an environment cool.

enough for the' ammonium hydroxide so that off-gassing does not occur.
Off-gassing is required to be minimized to eliminate a potential personnel
aazard.

Safety Evaluation:
'This modification does not involve changes to the safety design bases for any
system. The subject modifir;.ation will not adversely affect the operation or
function of any safety relaced system, structure, or component including the
dierel generators. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of malfunctions
of equipment important to safety previously evalusted in the USAR will not be
increased. Calculations-addressing an ammonium hydroxide accident on control

'

Room habitability determined that Control Room Operators would still have
sufficient ti:me to don their full f aced self-contained breathing apparatuses.
Thcre is no increase in the probability cf occurrence or the consequences of-
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously ,

evaluated in the USAR.

Release of ammonium hydroxide from its new storage location will not adversely
affect the Control Room or any other safety related equipment incl sing the
diesel generators (e.g. through ingestion of gas via air intakes). Therefore,
there is nn possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a-different type than any evaluated previouely in the USAR may be
created.

No. safety system, structure, or component has been: adversely affected by this
modification. The margin of safety as. defined'in the basis'for_any-Technical
Specification is not reduced.

. - - -
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: k 254 Revision: 6

Dineel Generator Room Door Replacument

-Description:
This modification replaces Diesel Generator Room Doors 33021 and 3302 and
changes their swing to open to the inside of the Diesel Generator Rooms. The
door swing change aids in closing the doors and maintains a tight mir seat
because of the constant outward airflow. The door uwing change constituter a
change to the USAR.

Safety Evaluation:
The safe operation of the systems is not adversely affected by the changos.
Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment iteportant to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The changes performed do not affect plant conditions and systems as referenced
in the USAR for postulated accidents. Therefore, the margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

|
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 02495 Reviolcn 4

Service Air Compressor And Dryer Replacement .

LDescription:
2his revleion to the modification provides for the replacement of the
'Ingersoll-Rand Raciprocating Air Curpressor CKAOlA with an Atlas Copco ZR4-Cl
rotary screw air compressor. It also replaces the existing Kemp Air Dryer
Skid with a Pneumatic PN-1200 dual air dryer skid. A cooling water booster
pump la added and the carbon steel cooling water inlet and outlet piping near
-the compressor is replaced with stainlens steel piping.

- Safety. Evaluations

The fail-aafe nature of the safety relates system instrumentation is not
effected by this modification. The neceesary presnure protection is
mair.tained. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the ,

consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously_ evaluated in the USAR.

Failure of the booster pump is not discussed in the USAR. Dut, its.not impact
-10 no different than loss of coolant to the air compressor. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The Technical Specifications do not directly address the Service Air System.
Based on the fall-safe design of the interfacing plant control systems and the
Service Air System enhancements provided by this modification, there is no,

' reduction in the margin of safety as-defined by the baris for any Technical
Specification.

\
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 02782 Revision: 0

Heating coil Vent Replacement

Description:
The heating coil vent valve assembly on the heating coil outlet of computer
Room Fan Coil Unit SCE01B had broken off at its root. The subject
modification replaces this assembly with 3/8-inch copper tubing and a ball
valvo labelled GE V075. The replacement valve has been reviewed and meets the
material and quality code requirements applicable to the original valves in
the heating coil. The replacement valves weigh less than the originals and
will function under the system temperature and pressure. Because of the valve
number change, a USAR change is necessary.

Safety Evaluation:
Since this modification replaces an existing valve with a valve that meets all
code ar.d design requirement applicable to the original design, there is no
increase in the probability of occurxence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

The replacement valve meets the applicable codes and standards and is designed
to operate under the system temperature and pressure. There is no possibility
that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to eafety of a
different type than any evaluated previausly in the USAR may be created.

There are no margins of safety associated with this modification, therefore
the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

-
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQ' JESTS 02867 -Revision: 0

Process Sampling pH Analyzer And Flow Cell Replacement
*

Descriptions-
This modification replaces the existing pH analyzers and flow cells / electrodes
'in the process sampling panels 171 and 172 with new pH analyzers and flow

cells / electrodes which are more reliable. Pressure regulators and indicators
,

are also being added to each sample ~ line in order to meet _ sampling
requirements of the new flow cell / electrodes. The associated recorder which
provides local indication and alarm only, is located in panel 171 and is being
modified to_ accept the input from the new analyzers. The panels are non-Q,
non-class IE and serve no safety function.

Safety Evaluation:
The Process Sampling System pH monitoring serves no safety function. Failure
modes associated with the affected equipment does not adversely impact any
safety related structures, systems, or components. There is no increane in
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety.previously evaluated in the USAR.

~

This modification only replaces existing pH monitoring equipment in_the
Procean Sampling system with more reliable equipment. The equipment will
perform the same design _ function as that originally installed. There is no
possibility that_an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
Hof a different type than any' evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

This modification enhancos the performance of the pH monitoring system. The
margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is
.not reduced.

,
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LPLANT ttODIFICATION REQUEST: 02946 = Revision: 0

Feedwater Preheating Modification

.Dsacription:
This modification provides additional preheating of the feedwater during
startup by tapping the Main Steam System upstream of Hain Staam Dump Valven AB
UV0034 and AB UV0035 to provide additional steam for preheating feedwater in
Feedwater Heaters 6A & B and 7A & B during power ascension at low lo ds. This

- modification eliminctes the potential for the steata generator nozr.les to be
-over-stressed due to temperature transienta and improves steam generator level
stability thereby reducing unnecessary reactor trips that challenge safety
systems. -

Safety Evaluation
This r.on-safety related modification does not increaso the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accidont or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification is bounded by the Limiting Fault Analysis for the Steam
Systetn Piping Tallure (major) and the Fendwater System Plpe Break. There is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any avaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

'

The margin of safety ac defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

~

PLANT MODIFICATION REQUESTS 03015 Revision: 2'

Turbine Vibration Monitoring Gystem Replacement-

Dascription
This modification consists of replacing the turbine vibration sannors and
monitoring equipment with a new system that la-integrcted with the Turbine
' Supervisory Instrument (TSI) system, thereby using its trip circuitry.

Safety Evaluation -
.The TSI| system is non-safety related. This modification does not affect any
equipment important to safety. There is no incroase in the prooabLlity of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety , ,5vioualy evaluated in the USAR.

The new system performs the same-functiono of the previous ayatem while adding
redundancy and rn11 ability to the TS1 system. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of eg'tipment important to safety of aLdifferent type-

than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

4

the margin of safety as defined in the basis for ar>y Technical Specification
is not.raduced,

i t
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Pl. ANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03043- ' Revision 0
,

Diesel Generator Jacket water Thermostat Reset

Dascription:
This modification provides a change to'the diesel generator jackot water
keepwarm thtrmostat reset value indicated on a related drawing. During review
of.the USAR a typographical error and a misleading statement were identified.
The USAR changes,'resulting from this modification, are merely corrections and
do not-reflect design changes.

Safety Evaluation:
The two affected-esctions of the USAR contain discrepancies due to a
typographical' error and to a misleading statement in tLe diesel generator
inattuction manual. Tho' required'USAR-changen are corrections only and do not
represent any type of change to the design.

There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of ' equipment important to safety of a different

-

type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
- to safety of. a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be,

created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basic for eny Technical Specification
is not reduced.

|
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03095 Revislunt O'

Low Pressuriter Pressure Beactor Trip Setpoint Documentation change

Description:
A Technical Specification amendment has been completed to provide for a 2
percent reduction in the thermal design flow, and a maximum average steam

,

generator tube plugging level of 4 percent, not to exceed 4 reecent in any
single steam generator for wcGS. To ensure protection of the vessel exit
boiling limits at lower precoures, the low preswurizer pressure reactor trip
setpoint safety analysis limit was raised from 1860 pounds per square inch
absolute (psia) to 1900 pala. This modification revises the documentation
affected by the.setpoint change.

Safety Evaluation:
The reduction.in the thermal design flow and the steam generator tube plugging
level'does not affect any mechanismo postulated in thu USAR to cause Loss of
Coolant Accident-(LOCA) or non-LOCA design basis events. The adjustment of
the low pressurizer pressure reactor trip bistables does not adversely alter
the function or performance characteristics of any instrumentation or
equipment. There in no increaoe in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunctica of eq ipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

The changes do not siter the plant configuration in a way that introduces a
new potential hazard to the plant. There is no possibility that an accident

,

or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previouoly in the USAR may be created.

All applicable safety analysis' acceptance criteria continue to be met for_the
reduced thermal design flow and steam generator plugging level. The margin of
safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

,
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,

' PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03133 Revision 0 *

Rsnistance Temperature Detector. Bypass Elimination

*

Dascription
This modification isivolves removal of the existing Resistance Traperature
- Detector (RTD) bypass lines and replacement of the existing RTDs with
thermowell Rits. Three dual elemant WTDs are t* sed for each hot leg, t.ese are
located in the existing ecoops, cne dual element thermowell RTD is located in
- the existing cold leg penetration. The nottles in the crossover legs for the
return lines aro no longer _needed, and than are capped. This moditicatic.: is
desirable in order to increase plant avalleatlity and reliabillcy due to the
removal of soveral valves that have been tus source of leakage inside
containment and to reduce long term man-hour expenses and man-rem orposure in
the RTD bypass loop area when *ompleting Intervice Inspections and other
maintenance activities.

'

-Safety Evaluationt
Tho' functions thst utilsze temperature input from the original RTDs are not-
affected by thetr removal and replacement because the signals derive 3 from the
replacements are equivalent to those provided by the oritinal ATDs. The input
to the rod contrel system and steam dump control system from the replacement
RTDn are equivalent to that currently provided by the original RTDs. There is
no increale in the probabil?.ty of occurrence or the consequences of an
a'ecident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated '

in the USAR.

These changes are p6rformed-in a mar.nor consistent with applicable atandcrds,
preservo.the existing design bases, and do not adversely impact the
qualification of.any plant-nystems. The consequences of a misnile due to the
postulated' ejection of-a thermowell have been. reviewed and determined to be
sbound by the current sma11' break loss of coolant accident analysis. Thero is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipmer.t important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously'in the USAR may be
created.

,

'

The margin' of safety as defined'in the bacio for any Technical Specification
'is not reduced since the current USAR analyses remain bounding.

,
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| Attachmont to WM 97*0037
Pegs 18 of 200

PLANT MODIFICAT73N REQUESTS 03142 Revision 0

Residual Heat Anmoval Permanent Pressure Indicator Addition

Duscription:
This modification provides f or the addition of permanent dif f erenttal proueure
(DP) flow indicators across existing orifices in the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) S y s t ein. This providos f or permanent local indication of RHR System flow
snd a more convenient cannet in which to conduct flow testing.

Safety Evaluation
The addition of the seismically denigr.ed flow indicators providen local
indication of RHR System flow. Because they are seismically designed, their
only oossible failure mcde is the loss of their indication function. Since
thia function of indication satisfies no safety requirement, such a failure
would have no safety impact on the RHR System or any other system, component
or structure. There is no increano in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

The dehign changes do not alter the seismic, environmental or equipment
qualification of any system, component or structure. There is no rossibility
that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a
dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may 59 created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not re duced.

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST 03184 Resiaion O

Public Address System Addition

Descriptions
This modification provides for the addition of 3 speakers and 1 amplifier to
the Plant Public Addremo System. These items are being added in the Auxiliary
Building and fn the communication Corridor to provide improved public addresa
coverage in these areas.

Safety Evaluatient
This modificttion affects only plTnt communications. This system does not
serve a safety related function and is not evaluated in the USAR for any
accident condition. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of
cecurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

{
\
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Attachment to WM 92-0037
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i

FLANT HODIFICATION REQUF.ST: 03190 Revision: 0

Floor Drain Valve Installation

Descriptions
This modification provides for the installation of 4-inch water check valves
in each of the three floor drains .tn the Auxiliary Building Corridor

''
(North) which exhibit positive air flow characteristics. This positive air
flow allows the distribution of airborne radioactive contaminanta into areas
of the plant / corridor considered to be accessible during normal plant
operations."

Safety Eva)s etions
This moattication installs threw check valves in the Floor and Equipment Drain
system to the came design requirements as the original desige requiroments for
structural intenrity and drainage capacity. Also, the affected floor drains
do not perform a saftty related function. Therefore, there is no increase in
the probability of oc turrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction __of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibil! ty that an accident or malfunction of equipmer.t important
to safety of a diffe ene type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

t

|
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'

PLANT HOD!rICATION REQUEST 03216 Revision 0
|

Hain Steam Sys*.em Steam Trap Changeout ;

Description
This acdification is in the non-safety related Hain Steam System (AB). The 1

modification involyse changes to the taaterial of steam traps AB 87005, 006, i

007 & 008, and piping components immediately downstream of them, from carbon i

steel to Chrome-Holy steel. Chrome-Moly steel is the salected replaceeent
patorial because it hau a higher resistance to erosion / corrosion than carbon
steel. The chrome-Moly steel material also maintains the system's original ,

'
desir;n structure and functional integrity.

The modiftcation invc1ves a change to the USAF to reflect the change in pipe
material. i

'

Safety Evaluation:
'

This modification does not adversely affect the system function, operation,
structural integrity, or reliability. The piping being modified performs
no safety related function. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunctivn of equipment ,

'

important. to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification does not af fect any seismic, environn. ental, or equipnent ,

'

qualifications of.any system, component, or structure. 1here is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety ,

of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification '

is not reduced. t

:
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Attachment to WM 92-0037 l
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PLANT N0DIF3 CATION REQh'EST 03280 Revision 0 i

|

component Cooling Water To Reactor Coolant Pump Thermal Barrier Check !
Valve Replacement j

Descriptions- |

This modification replaces each 3-inch component Cooling Water (CCW) to j

Beactor Coolant Pump (RCP) thermal barrier check valves with two 1.5-inch
check valves. Test connections are added upstream and downstream of each
check valve to facilitate testing of the valves. The modification requires ,

relocation of a fire hose station, a portable fire extinguisher, a pull ~ .

station, ana a gaitronica station.
i

The increase in system pressure drop due to the modification has been
evaluated and found to be acceptable. The required CCW flow to the RCP !

thermal barriers is maintained with the modification.

Safety Evaluation $
,

The valves and their associated piping are in safety related systems (the
Reactor coolant system and the ccW system). This modification does not
adversely affect the systeme* fynction or operation, structural integrity,

,

reliability, or regulatory enenitments. The nodification will 1) improve the
CCW System function / operation by redecing the valve size and therefore :
ensur'ng full dise lift, and 2) improve the ability of the CCW System to i

with6.ind a RCP thermal barrier rupture by adding double isolation valves.

The fire protection review perforced for this modificatien indicated thet
,

relocation of a fire home station, a portable firc extinguisher, and a pull
station does not affect the previous fire protection analysis. The National-

Fire Protection Agency requirements for location of the above fire equipinant
,

is by general area, and this area 10 maintained with thin modification. ;

The now check valves are seismically and environments 11y quallflod to the same |
requirements of the existing check valves. There is no increase in the ,

probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of '

equipment.important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification does not affect any neiemic, environmental or equipment *

qualifications of any other system, component or structure. There is ne
possibility that an accident or. malfunction of equipnent important to safety }
of'a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created..

!

The margin of. safety'as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not-reduced.

>.
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t

i

PLANT NODIFICATION KEQUESTs 03281 Revision: 0

Main Turbino Control Oil System Piping and Instrument Daawing c.-ction

Description:
This modification provides for the creation of Piping & . instrumentation i

'Drawings (P&ID) for the Main Turbina y,lectro-Hydraulic control 011 System,
also known us the Main Turbine control 011 (CH) System, to repr esent the ,

as-built conditions of the system. This system cupplies high pressure fire
resistant hydraulic fluid for controlling the turbine. *

The only systems associated with this change are the CH System and the closed
Cooling Water (EB) System. The CH System and the affected portion of the EH
system are located in the Turbine Building. Both syntoms are non-safety
related. The change consists of a documentation change only, adding two new ,

P& ids, which had previously been depicted only on vendor documents. No plant
modific,ttions are associated with this design change.

,

safety Evaluation
This modification'does not affect any hazards analyses or any environmental,
seismic, or equipment qua11tleations of any system, component or structure.
There is no incesase in thu probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety p eviouslyr

evaluated in the USAR.
,

There'is no possibility.that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

,

created. '

The EB and CH systems are not addressed in the Technical Specificatione. The |
margin of. safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is
not reduced.

i

:

!
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attechment to WM 92-003?
Pega 23 of 200

P1.AMT HODIFICATION REQUEST 03313 Revision 0

Roactor llend Cable Tray Cover Attachment

Description
This modification providum f or a.. alternat.e method to attach tray covern to

selected t rays which extend outward to the reactor head that require frequent
rework. The modification allows the attachment of t ray covers using a locking
latch /atrike assembly in lieu of standard attachment methods. The latch and
strike are permanently attached to the tray and tray cover respectively. The
design requires that applicable galvanized surfaces be repaire.1 during latch
assembly installation with a suitable coating to reinotate the original
protective coating on the tray. All other attributes of the original tray
cover installation r ab, rema'n unchanged.

Safety Evaluation

a1 , % cq a .- beest evaluate * with renpoet to theBoth the latch ammemt v

peak neismic accelerattun L. the trays and have Leon foand accupt*ble. The
intch and strike are of smalt untt weight and therefore do not aignificantly
change the response of the treys from that as prowently inntalled. The
modification to the tray synt es with regard to the drilling of holes in the
tray siderails and covers to facilitate rivet installstion results in no
significant loss of strength to either componir nt.

The depign changes provided by this modification do not alter c r adversely
impact any bases for the tray system, or any other syntec, struct.ure or
component, including sein.*c quallt Mation of the tray. There is no increase
in the probability of occurrence or the ccusequences of an accidc ut. or
malfunction of equipment. Important to safety provicust) ova'uated in *.he Uti.TR.

No 11/1 hazard is created ncr is there additinn of any com')uotibic materirl.
There in no posuibility that an secident or malfunct'on of equipment important.

to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR mt.y be

n created.

Tho margin or safety as defined in the basin for any Technical Spo;1fication
is not reduced,

h

!
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I

!

PLAttT MODIFICATION REQUEsY: 03345 Revision: 1 |
'

!

!F.ssential Service Water Perranent Pressure Indicator Addition

Descriptions i

This modification provides for the addition of permanent Pressure Indicators {
EF P4-109 and EF PJ-110 in the Essential Service Water (ESW) return lines to
the service Water (SW) System and differential pressure indicators EF PDI-111 ;

'

and EF PDI-112 across the ESW supply and return lines to the SW System. These
!indicators, locateo in the Control Building, will provide for permanent local

indication of E8W pressure at the return lines. ,

Safety Evaluations
The addition of the four seismically designed pressure and differential
press':re indicators provides local indication of Esw preneure at the supply ;

and return lines to the SW System.- Because they are seismically designed,
'

thei- only possible failure modo is the loss of their indication function.
Since this function of indication saticfies no safety requirements, such a

,

failure would have no safety impact on the ESW System or any other system,
*

component or atructure. Therefore, there is no increase in the prnbability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment

-,

e

important to nafety previously evtluated in the USAR. ,

'
The design changes do not alter the seismic, environmental or equipment ,

qualification of any system, component or structure. There is no possibility
that an accident or malfuration of equipment isoportant to saf ety of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of. safety as defined in tho basis for any Technical Specification
is not veduced.

,

,
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-

PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 4 03361 Hevisions 1 |

Bolted Ring Tongue Lug And Butt Splice Method Allowance

Descriptions
this modification revisen the ropair section of an electrical eq_ipment cable
detail drawing to allow the use of a bolted ring tongue lug with a compression
type ring tongue, eit her L pad type terminal with one hole or two holes or a
noninbulated YSV Type Bundy Butt Splice with WCSF-N Type Raychem Innulation.
The bolted ring tongue lug or butt splice is designed to allow repair of the
existing cable / wire conductor in lieu of replacement. |

|

Safety Evaluations !

The addition of the subject splices will prevent the possibility for damage |

-being caused rhile routing new cablu. In addition, the added conductor
reelstance, provided by-these splicing methods, is considered insignificant i

(no significant current restriction' and the insulation reslutance of WCSF-N_.

Type Raychem Insulation has been tested and qua11 fled for use in a harsh
environment. Therefore, tue use i.f the subject splicon does not jeopardize ,

the function of the affected cablo/ wire conductor. j
' i

The safety related function of the af fected cable / wire conductors is to
provide safety related power to salety related loads. As stated above, no ,

significant failure potential hau been added to the cable / wire conductor by
'use of the bolted ring tongue lug or butt splice, thus no significant failure

petnntial le the function of any associated safety related equipment has been
induced. Therefore, the probability of occua rence and tne consequences of an
' accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety has not been
increased.

The possibility of an accider.: or malfunction of. equipment important to safety
of a different typo than previously evaluate 1 in the USAR has not been
created.

i
There is no reduction in the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification.

,

>
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,

;

PLANT MODIFICATION REQUE8Fs 03364 Revision 1
!

stop Valve component Replacocent

Description:
This modification provides for the uoa of an updated mode of the before seau
drain valves for the stop valves in the high pressure turbine steam supply i

lines. The original valves are no longer available and two require |
replacement. The replacement valves meet material and quality code
requirements applicable to the original design and function.

t

safety yvaluation:
This modification complies with the same codes, standards, and design
requirements applicable to the original design. There is no increase in the
prob 6bility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Since the replacement valves have greater weight than the original valves, ,

,

changes to the pipe support configuration are included with this modification.
The new pipe support configuration also meets all cone and design requirements 6

Iapplicable to the original-design. There is no possibil.+y that an accident
or maliunction of equipment important to safety of a differsnt type than any
evaluated previously in the US7R may be created.

- !

There are no margins of safety associated with the chat.ges identified in this i

modification. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any i.

Technical Specification is not reduced.
t

,

'
PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03383 3evision: 0

>

Safety Injection Pump strainer Flange And Spacer Removal

Descriptions f
Because of leakage, the_ safety injection pump start-up strainer flangte wnd i

spacers are being removed. The strainer flanges no longer serve a design
,

purpose and their removal and replacement with a single length of pipe
connected to the pump suction flange resolves the leakage prot'nm.

;

Safety Evaluation: '

'his modification does not affect the seismic evaluation of the subject piping.

- nor affect the structural integrity of the pressure boundary. There la no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accidert

'

or malfunction of equipment important t safety previously evaluated in the
USAR. ,

r

No new failure modes are created by this modification. There is no
'

possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than_any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

System functions and desijn parameters remain unchanged. The margin of safety :

as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced,

i
,
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Attachment to WH 92-0037
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PLANT HODII'IC.ATION REQUrsT 03390 Revisions O

chemical And Volume control System Snubber E11minatlon

Description:
This modification eliminates small snubbers in t hs chemical and Volume Centrol
System (CVCS) which are more vulnerable to damage as a result of sudden
dynamic forces and/or are located in a high radiation area and therefore do
not have easy access for inspections. This considerably reduces the cost
of repair, maintenance and inspectLon.

Safety Evaluation:
A seismic stress analysis in performed to determine any effect on the existing
piping, supports, valves, equipment nozzles and other related coroponents.
All existing pipe supports and spring hangers are capable of carrying the
revised loads and no hardware change is required except oliminat*on of
snubbers. Valve acceleration and equipment nozzle loads are within allowable
range. There are no changes in pipe break locations and stubber inopoetion
critoria.

The function of piping, supports, valves, equipment nozzle.5, and other related
componento is not adversely affacted by this change. Thuret' ore, there is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipnent important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

There is no por:i'oility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety ao defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced,

i
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Pl.AhT NODIFICATION REQUESTS 03399 Rev1aion: O

Shop Building Water Heater Drnwing C5ange

Descriptiont
This modification provides a drawing change to show an existing 3-inch globe
valve os the hot water supply line for the Shop Building water heater.

'

Eafety Evaluations
There are no hardware changes to the plant. This change has ro affect on the
operation of any oystem or component. Therefore, there is no increaun in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previovely evaluated in the USAH.

|

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to nafety of a different type that any evalunted previously in the USAR may bv
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

(
,

L

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03405 Revision: 0
W

Chemical Addition Skid Berm Addition

Description:
This modification involves welding a 3-4 inch high burm around the base of the
chemical addition auxiliary boiler bald, drilling holen in the bottom of the
skid to allow drainage to the chemical drain system, welding a drain line to .

'
the botton of the skid around the holes and routing the line to the floor
drain.

Safety Evaluation:
This modification provides for directing an accidental chemical spill to the
proper drain, thun reducing the probability of personnel injury and equipment
damage. The chemical addition skid and the 11oor drain that a chemical spill

,

is directed to do not serve a safety related function. There is no increase
in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. 2

This modification does not affect any safa shutdown components, equipment or
systems. There le no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the ,

'USAR may be' created.

. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
'

'

is not reduced.

I

i
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PLANT WODIFICATION REQUEST 03409 Revision: 0

Diesel Canerator Room Storage cabinet And Work Bench installation ,

Description:
This modification allows the permanent storage of a table and two tool gang !
boxes in each Diesel Generator Room. The gang boxes are fixed to the floor
with seismically quellflod anchor bolts to restrain gang boxes from damaging '

equipnent . Additionally, this modification approven the storage of transient
combustibles in the tool boxes.

Safety Evaluations.
The boxes and table are located remotely away from the diesel generators with
the boxes anchored to the floor when located adjacent to plant piping.or
equipment. Additionally, the door (s) swing is limited to proximity to piping
and equipment. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences.of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

Seismic anchor bolts are installed in the base of.the gang boxes to assure the
boxes do not impact on the fuel supply line for the diesel generator. The
denign precludes the potential of the gang boxes impacting on the equipment.
Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR.may be created.

The marq'.n of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is no*. reduced.

,
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03410 Revision: 0 ;
,

Diesel Generator Starting Air Compressor Condensate Drainage f
!

Dsseriptione |
This modification involves incorporation into "as-built" design of drain lines

,

temporarily installed on the 2nd and 3rd stage dump relief valve discharge for
diesel generator starting air compressors.

l
Safety Evaluations

,

This modification is classified es safety related because of attachments to a
Category I structure. However, the drain piping installed f rom the air
compressors does not affect operation of the diesel generators or any other

,

safety related equipment. There is no increase in the probability of !

occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malf unction of equipment j
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. ,

i'
These drain lines provide a pathway for water to leave the air compressors te
help prevent corrosion and oil degradation. Their routing cnd function, or
malfunction, does not create the possibility of an accident or malfunction of

,

equipment important to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification !
La not reduced.

t

i

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST 03437 Revision: 1
!

Hydrogen Analyser' Subcomponent Qualified Life Recalculation
3

i
Descriptions-

Previously, the subcomponents of the J-359 hydrogen analyt.or were divided into ,

several groups, and the qualified lives of each subcomponent were calculated
by using a conservative activation energy for all the materialu in each group. '

This method was unneceswarily conuervativu. With this revision, the quallfled
life of each subcomponent is calculated based on its own activation energy and
aging data,

safety Evaluation:
Recalculating the qualified lives of the subcomponents of the hydrogen ,

analyrerfusing actual activation energies and environmental parameters for
each subcomponent hem no effoet on previously evaluated accidents or safety.

i. related equipment malfunctions. Therefore, there is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no. possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

I

i The margin of safety as defined in tho basis for any Technical specification :
is not reduced.

,
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03443 Fevision: 0

-Feedwater Computer Point Unit Hodification

Dascription:
This modification provides for changing the Balance of Plant Computer Point

AEF105 to raad in units of Ib/hr instead of inches water column. This change
will make it more consistent with Feodwater Flow Indicator AE-F1-105, which is

part of the condensato and Feedwater System (CFS). The modification does not i

affect any of the safety related portions of the CPS. They consist solely of |
wiring changes in Main control P.nel RP053CD which is not safety related and |

contains no safety related circuits.
,

Safety Evaluations
This modification only impacts the non-safety related portion of the CFS.
There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accidunt or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
exeated.

IThere are no Technical Specification Bases for the portion of the CFS being
modified. The margin of e&fety au defined in tho basis for any Technical
specification is not reduced.

>

b
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUESTS 03451 Revision: 0
'

Residual Heat Removal Suction / Isolation Valve Automatic Closure
Interlock Removal

|

Description:

The Automatic Closure .tnterlock ( ACI) ensures that both Residual Heat Removal ;

(RHR) suction / isolation valves are fulty closed when the Raaetor coolant
.

|

System (RCS) pressure is greater than 682 psig. The ACI ensures that there is
double isolation between the RCS.and the RHR System when the plant is at
normal operating conditions and precludes conditions that could lead to a Loss
Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) outside containment. However, some recent loss of i

RHR events were caused by inadvertent automatic closure of the RHR
auction / isolation valves. This modification provides for the removal of the

ACI associated with the RHR suction / isolation valves and the addition of an
alarm that actuates in the Main Control Room if the suction / isolation valve is '

"not fully closed" in conjunction with "RCS Preocure-high" to siert the
operator of an incorrectly positioned RHR suction / isolation valve.

,

Safety Evaluations
The removal of the ACI increases plant safety by decreasing the probability of
an interfacing LOCA and increasing RHR Syntem availability. There is no
increamo in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident i

or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the i
USAR.

-This_ modification does not affect heat input transients and is considered to ,

be a_not improvement in plant o&Iety. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

i

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

!

z
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I

PLANT NOD;r! CATION REQUEST: 03454 Revision: 0

iAuxiliary Toedvater Pump Room Door Modification

Descriptions !

This modification involves increasing the opening size of door 11201 to tho ;

Auxiliary reedwater Pump Romn. This is done by making the existing 3-foot
6-inch door into a mesh panel section and the existing 5-foot 0-inch pane) i

section into a door (total meshenclosure is 8-feet 6-inchen). The physical
codification may utilize any appropriate combination of existing door
materials, new channel, wire mesh, or fasteners. Ary new material utilized is |
considered non-safety.

'

The existing security device on door 11281 will remain in the same
configuration. The conduit / wiring vill require an extension to the north to
reach the new door. Appropriate security documentation will be revised at
close out to reflect the-as-built condition. ,

;

safety Evaluatious- '

The same configuration of locking and security switches is maintained. The |
structural integrity of the door is not degradad. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident. or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification retains the materials and basic structure of the existing-
door.- There-is t4o possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to_ safety of a different type than any evaluated previously la the i

USAR cay be created.

.

Door 11281 is not referenced or involved in Aay safety system defined in the
Technical specifications. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
basis for any Techaical specification is not reduced.

.

h
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PLANT mod!r! CATION REPUESTs 03479 Ruvision: 0
|

Loak Test Connection Addition

Dascription |

This modification addu a 3/4-inch vent and c 3-inch drain betwoon each pair of I
the Essential Service Water (ESW) to Service Water (SW) crosstie isolation I

valves. The addition is in the ESW System in the Control Hullding basement.
The vents and drains are intended tc improve the ability to drain the ESW andv

SW Systems and to enhance leak rate tasting of the crosstie isolation valves.
,

The only change to the USAR offected by this modification in to show the )
additien of the vents and drains. I

i

Safety Evaluations |
The vents and draiaa do not affect the ESW System operational characteristics '

and do not compromise the ability of the ESW System or any interfacing syntom
to perform its intended safety f unction. The vents and drains are designed
in accordar.ca with existitig design criteria. There in no increase in the ;

probability of occurrence or the consequencen of an accident or malfunction of
equipment iraportant to saf ety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The addition of the vents and drains does not alter the seismic,
environmental, or equipment qualification of any system, component or

,

structure important to safety. There in no possibi?.ity that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any

'
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the baris for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

:

PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03482 Revision: 0

Mixed Waste Storage Modification

Description
_This modification provides alterations to the Owens Corning Dullding to meet

_

the requirements for storage of mixed waste. :

Lafety Evaluation:
This modification does not effect any safety related equipment. There i.s no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

Radioactive content is maintained below 10 CFR 20 and 50 Guidelines for normal
operation including anticipated operational occurzeneen. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03506 Revision O

Circulating And service Water systema rouling/Corrosloh Honitoring
Sub-System Installation

Description:
This modification involves the implementation of fouling / corrosion monitoring
sub-systems for the circulating Water and Service Water Systema. The
modification adde non-safety related small-bore piping which contains loe
energy cooling water. The modification is located in a remote section of the |

Turbine Build).ng and supports a solely monitoring function.

Safety Realuationt )
The evaluation of Turbine Building floodino postulates a rupture of a 12-inch
dienster expansion joint. This modification adde amatt-bore piping, which

'

cannot approach such a large flow rate. There in no increase in the
probability =of-occurrence or the conseg'aences of:an accident or malfunction of
equiprtant important to safety proviously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility Lnat ar accident or malfunction of equipment important
.to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAn may be
created.

<

'fhe margin of' safety as defined in thu basis for any Technical specification
'is not reduced.

,

,

!
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PLANT WODIFICATION REQUEST 03507 Revision: 1

Diesel Building Heating, Ventilation, And Air Conditioning System
Operation Clarification

Descriptio e
From a review and evaluation of the Diesel Building Heating, Ventilation, and
Air conditioning (HVAC) System design basis operation, it wan determined that
the USAR was unclear in respect to the minimum requiremento necessary to
ensure adequate combustion air during diesel operation. This modification
provides for revision to the USAR and the Diesel Building HVAC System
description to clarify the system operation.

Safety Evaluations
This modification involves only a clarification of the supply and exhaunt flow
rate requirements in relatien to the diesel combustion requirements. There is
no increase in the probability of_ occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

This clarification of the Diesel Building HVAC System operation does not
change its design basis. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical Specifloation is not reduced.

. ._
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PLANT MODir! CATION REQUEST 03511 Revision 1

*tmospheric Relief Valve Actuator Environmental Qualification Update
Description:

The actuators for the Steam Cenerator (SG) Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVa) AB
PV0001, AB PV0002 and AB PV0004 had their NUMEG-0588 Appendix E Lose St
Coolant Accident (LocA) and Main Steam Line Break (HsLB) categories unanged
from Category A (i.e., must function during and following a LOCA and MSLB) to
Category C (i.e.,may fall in any manner during or following a LOCA or MSLB).

Justification for this revision has been approved by the NRC in a let;.er dated
February 25, 1988 from Paul O' Conner, NRC, to Bart Withers, Wolf Creek Nuclear
Operating Corporation.

Safety Evaluation:

The SG Atmospheric Relief Vhlves have Masonellan No. 18 actuators for the
purpose of controlled plant cooldowns. Based on an evaluation of the
available information, it is concluded that a MSLB event with uncontrolled
opening ARVs caused by failure of the actuators and their appartenances han no
adverst impact on plant safety.

In addition, upon receipt of a steam Line foolation Signal following a LocA,
the ARVs and their actuators closo. Failure of the actuators after a LOCAwill not reopen the ARVe. Hov)ver, even if the valves were to open, manual
isolation la possible by closing valves AB V0007, AB V0018, AB V0029 and An 0

V0040, since the steam tunnel will be accessible following a LOCA.

For these reasons, by assigning a NUREG-0588 Appendix E Category C for a MSLB
and LOCA, and deleting the malatenance contingencies on the ARVs' actuators,
the probability of occurrence and the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR
will not be increat,ed.

The possibility of an accident or a malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than previously evaluatod will not be created.<

There is no reduction in the margin of safety an defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification,

u
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PLANT MODIFICATION L ,VESTt 03Pf9 Revision 0, i

Refueling Water Storago Tank Level Indication Modification

Descriptions
This modification allows abandonment of a non-safety related level indicator
for.the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). A stainless steel tape connected
tu a tioat used for level indication was determined to be broken.
Approximately 23-1/2 feet of tape is believed to utill be hanging in the tank
from the float. -This mo3tfication also allows the spring clip, which has
become detached f rom the f ront and has f allen to the bottum of 1.he tank, to

remain in the tank.
_

Safety Evaluation:
It has been determined that the f ree end of the tape does not reach the
discharge nor adversely af fect the operat ion of any plant equipment. The
spring clip left:in the bottom of the tank will stay in the tank and not
affect any other equipment. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Abandonment of the level indicator in its present configuration and the*

presence of the spring clip in the tank does not affect any systems,
structurco, or conponente important to safety. There is no possibility that
an accident or maltunction of equipment important to safety of a different
type than any evaluated pre cod.y in the USAR may be created.

;

P
~

the margin of safety as de.. s1 in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

-
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- PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03549 Revision 0

Feedwater isolation Reset Hodification

Description
This modification entails extending the P-4 Reactor Trip signal logic from the
Solid State Protection System (SSPs) Logic cabinet to the control panel and
back to utilize the handswitch to momertarily open the P-4 signal circuit.
opening of the circuit allows control Room Operators to open the feedwater
isolation valves in the presence of a P-4 reactor trip nignal after either the
Steam Generator Hi-Hi Alarm or Safety Injection Signal are removed.

Note that the presence of a second Steam Generator Hi-Hi Alarm or Safety
'

Injectica signal will still result in a closure of the feedwater isolation
. valves, ao per existing design. Also note that nothing happens if only a P-4
Reactor. Trip Signal is received,.again as per existing design,

i

Safety Evaluations *

The generation of protection signals is not impacted, nor is any protection
signal permanently blocked by this modification. The outcome of a feedwater
isolation upon Steam Generator H14H1 Alarm or Safoty Injection Signal is not

'

af fected, however, this modification allows the control Room Operators more
flexibility in the recovery method. The outcome of a second scenario based
upon the generation of a second signal, even during the " recovery period" of
the first signal, is not affected. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The failure modes andeffects of this modification have been evaluated. There i
*

-is no possibility that an accident or taalfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not. reduced.

.

?
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PLANT MoDIFICATIcW REQUESTt 03558 Revision: 0

Essential Service Water Pump Access Platform Addition

Descriptions.
This modification provides for the addition of two platforms in the Essential

*

'Service Water (ESW) pumphouse for access to ESW Pumps A G B, thus allowing
easier routine maintenance.

:

Safety Evaluation:
These platforms are designed as seismic II/I no as not tc affect any safety
related equipment in the vicinity during a seismic event. There is no
increas; in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

Existing equipment and their seismic or environmental qualifications remain
unaltered. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of

*

equipment important.to safety of a different type than any evaluated '

previously in the USAR may be C1 tted.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
'

is not reduced.

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03561 Revisions O

Feedwater Pump Seal Water Return Line Orifice Relocation

Description:
This modification relocates orifices on the seal water return line for each
steam generator feedwater pump from near the feedwater pump to the condenser
inlet. The modificatior is in the non-safety related porcion of the
Condensate and Feedwater System _(CFS) in the Turbine Building. Relocation of
these orifices eliminates vibration downstream of the orifices previously
experienced during etartup conditions. Thu relocation.doem not impact the
function o' the steam generator feedwater pumps nor the ability of the CTS to
perform any power generation or safety design bases.

Safety Evaluation
The system function and design parameters remain unchanged. There la no
- increase-in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to Lafety previously evaluated in the
USAR..

This modification does not affect equipment important to safety. There is no
- possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than'any evaluated previously in the USAR may be createc.

Tre margin of safety au defined in the banis - for any Techniemi Specification
is not reduced.

,

t
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03566 Revision: 0
f

2nd Stage Reheater Drain Tank Drainline Tee Replacement ;

Description
Abnormal pipe-wall thinning has been identified in the 2nd Stage Rcheater i

Drain Tank Drainlint Taws downstream of Eccentric Orifices AC F0005, 006, 007

and 006. cause of thts abnormal pipe-wall thinning is two-phase !

erosion / corrosion (E/C), primarily impingenent of high-velocity fluid through
the bottorned eccentric orifice bores onto ';he downstream tee branches and

possibly the adjoining foodwater heater 7A/B nozzlea. This modification '

constituten replacement of existing carbon-steel piping matorial with
low-alloy steel, which is more resistant to E/C wear.

,

Dafety Evaluations
.The subject piping is non-safety related and le located in the Turbine
Building. Change in piping maturist from carbon steel to low-alloy steel will
reduce the probability of leakage / rupture of subject process piping in the '

Turbine Building due to E/C wear. Ali,oenble stress values are the name for ;
the existing and replacement piping.

iThere is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident.or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously

'
evaluated in the USAh.

1

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of. equipment important
to safety of_ti different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

-

created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification "

is not reduced. ,

,
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FLANT N0DIF1 CATION REQU38T 03567 Revision: 0 t

!

Scavenging steam Pipe Replacement

Descriptiont ;

Abnormal pipe-wall thinning has been identified in the scavenging steam to
'
i

heater _6B pipeline immediately downstream of Eccentric orifico AC FOOOB.
cause of this abnormal pipe-wall thinning is *.wo-phase erosion / corrosion
(t/c), prirnarily impingsnent of high-velocity fluid through the bottomed ;

eccentric orifice bore onto the adjacent piping wall. This modification !

cc >titutes replacement of existing carbon-steel piping material with .

IloJ-alloy steel which is more resistant to E/c wear.

Safety Evaluationt :

The subject piping is non-safety related and is located in the Turbine
Building. change in piping material from carbon steel to low-alloy steel will ;

reduce tho probability of leakage / rupture of subject process piping in the '

Turbine Building due to E/c wear. A11osable stress values are the same for
the existing'and replacement piping.

,

There is no increase in the protsability of occurrence or the consequences of
an tecicont or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously ;

evaluated in the USAR.

Ther, As no possibility that an accident ct malfunction of equipment important
'to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

e

The margin of safety <tc defined in the basis for any Technical specification
,

is:not reduced.-
,

;
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PLANT 'e:ODIFICATION REQUESTt 03569 Revision U

Containment Penetration Redesign

Description:
This modification provides for the redesign of Containment Penetrations P-34
and P-65 to assist with Eddy Current Tenting and Studge Lancing. This
modification removes the caps and adds flanges with blinds to the penetration
sleeves. This will allow access into containment for Eddy Current cables and
sludge Lancing hoses and eliminate the routing of these lines through doorways
a.id the emergoney personnel hatch.

,

Safety Evaluationt
Using blind flanges in place of the original pipe caps still maintains the
containment pressure boundsey for these penetrations. There is no increase in !
the-probability of occurrenen or the consequences of an accident or

-

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. |

Using a bolted flange closure instead of a weld cap does not create an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type >

- than any evaluated previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

.

t

i

- PIANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03588 Revisions O

Gaitronics Handset Addition
.

'

Descriptions-
.

in the FireThis modification provides for the addition of a desk-top handmot
Protection office. The addition provides page and party-line communications i

on the plar.t Public Address System from the office.

Safety Evaluation
This modification af fecto the non-safety related Public Address System and

^

does not involve any equipment important fo safety. There is no increase in
'the probability of occurrence or tha consequences of an accident or

taalfunction of equipment importent to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. 3
<

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important-
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously '.n the USAR may be
created.- .

The Technical Specifications involving communications systems address only.the
-

requirement to maintain communications between the Control Room and refueling
pereonnel. This modification does not affect this requiremont. Thereforo, the
margin of safety.as defined-in the basis for any Technical Specification is ;

,

| not reduced.

{
'

|

,
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PLANT K3D1 PICA * ION REQUEST 03591 Rtvision: 0 |

!
|Piping Material substitution

Description:
During previous refueling outages, unplanned replacements of like-for-like j

pipe / pipe fittings were required as a result of abnormal two-phase '

erosion / corrosion (E/C). This modification provides a pre-Refuel V outage
evaluation to allow for unplanned replacement of E/C worn piping components in
the Main Turbine, Condensate, and Feedwater Heater Extraction and Dreine'

Systems during the Refuel y outage with better d/C resistant materials and
witbout the issuance of up-front design change docuanents.

'
Safety Evaluation:

The Main Turbine, Condensate, and Feedwater Heater Extraction and Drains
systems do not contain any safety ralated or special scope piping components.
The proposed change of piping material in the-Turbine Building from low-carbon

'

steel to low-alloy steel does not increase the probability or consequt..ces of
any accident or malfunction of equipment important ta safety previously
ev41uated in the USAR.

Piping configuration remains the same. The modification only involves a -

change to a high E/C-resistant material. Therefore, there is no possibility
that an accident or malfunction of a different type from any evaluated
previously in the.USAR may be created.

No margin of safety in the Technical Specificationo pertains to the subject
,

piping. Therefore, the margin of safety au defined ir, the basis for any
Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

i
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST 03599 Revfalon: 0

Steam Generator.Feedwater Pump Lube Oil cooler Vent inn Modification

Descriptions
-This modification invol ees adding flanges in the reture vent lines, from the i

steam generator feedwater pump turbine lube oil coolers oack to the respective j
'-lube oil reservoirs, to f acilitato disassembly of the linas and tit;htening of

threaded fittings. Tho material and installation configuration is
commensurate with another installer application within the same return vent .

lines and similar service (lube oil) plant applicatione. |

Safety Evaluation
The subject components are part of ti:e faedwater pump turbine -lube oil
system. The affected portion of this rystem does not serve a safety related
function and is not evaluuted in the USAP for an accident condition. Also,

,

the USAR doeu not identify the affected porcion as affecting egttipmen6
.

important to safety. Therefore, there to no increase in the probability of ;
h occurrence or the consuquences of an accident-or malfunction of-equipment -

important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

:

The subject addition of flanges does not affect the structural or flow
characteristics of this system, therefore there is r_o pons).bility that an
accident or malfunction of equipme:1t important to safety of a dif ferent type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created. :

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification j
is not reduced. "

,
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-PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST 03606 Revision 0

Diesel Generator Master Transfer Owitch Clarification

Description:
This modification provides a sevision to the USAR to oliminate confusimi on
all applicable design documenti. tion tnat inaccurately describes the existing i

diesel gerarator master transfer switches as " key-locked" or " key-operated".
The handle currently used on the master transfer switches is a Westinghouse
pistol grip type that is removable from the switch " key-shaft" when in the
" automatic". position. This handle is described in the USAR and in other design
ducementation as " key-locked in the automatic position (key removed ouly in
auto)". This description is incorrect or at least leads to the incorrect
assumption that an actual " key" is ir,volved.

'

Safety Evaluation:
This modi fication .does not af fect nr.y system, -structure, or component that is
important _o safety.. Its only purpose is to make a change in existing
baseline documentation to more accurately describe the type of switch
currently installed. Thero is no increase in the prcbability of occurrence or
the consegaences of an accident or malfanction o* equipment important to
safety previously evaluatsd in the USAR.

There.is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluared previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification-
is not reduced,
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PLANT NODIFICAT1014 REQUEST: 03615 eavision: 0

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Holst Replacement

~

Dsseriptions
Thin modification provideo for the installation of a .m. r ' cee ton holst,

replacing a previous two ton hoist, for Auxiliary Feoose<.r Pump Monorail and
lloist HKFilA. The hoist is located over safet; related Auxiliary Feedwater ,

pump A. Thus, this modification is classified as mainmic II/I (special
scope).

The empty (idle) hoist must not fall of f the uonorail daring a :eeismic event
and otrike the operating pump. During use of the hoist to lift a pump
component, there is no II/I concern since the pump would not be operational.
In addition, the Heavy Loads Report has evaluated the effect of a load drop
and found that floor slab failure would not occur. This change only affects
certain equipment location plane in the USAR which lists the hoist capacities
for !!KFilA.

Safety Evaluations
No change has occurred in the loads to be lifted. Review of structural
drawings concludes that the monorail structure is more than adequate tor-

maintain a three _ ton capacity hoist. There is no lacrease in the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important 1 safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

4here .is no posutbility that an accident or malfunction of equipment
Limportant to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR may be created.

The margin of safety an defined in the basis for any. Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 0?617 Revision O

Liquid Monitor Outlet Piping Replacement

Description:
The piping between the outlet nozzles of liquid effluent radiation monitors
RE35 and 36 has been experiencing flow blockage. This mo6*,fication increases
the area of flow by replaclng the outlet piping with 3/4-inch diameter SCH. 80
piping.

Safety-Evaluation
The subject piping was evaluated with the pertinent allowances for corrosion
and internal pressure for comp'aance to the ANSI B31.1 power piping code, and
found that the proposed changes are acceptable. The safe operation of the ,

system will_not be adversely affected by the change, therefere the prcbability
of occurrence and the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR are not increased.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The-margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical $pecification
is not reduced. '
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PLANT MODIFICATION .EQUEST: 03619 Revision: 0
>

Synchronining Check Relay Acquisition ,

Description:
This modification initiates a USAR change resulting from a concern regarding
the identification of a non-safety related synchronizing check relay as safety
related. The disposition to this modification states that this relay does not
perform a safety related function but that it is identified as safety related
because it is an associated component and the USAR states that associated
components are identified as safety related. 3

The subject USAR change is just a clarification of a paragraph that discusses
interlocks that would' prevent operator error from paralleling the standby
power sources. There are no such interlocks; however, there are interlocks in
the form of synchronizing check relays that would prevent an operator error

'
from paralleling the standby power sources with the available offsite power
when they are out-of-synchronism. That is, if the operator made an error by
closing the control switch of the circuit breaker when the DG is not
synchronized with the available offeite power, the DC (or available offsite
power) circuit breaker will not close if the relay does not provide - closing
permissive signal.

Safety Evaluation:
This change is for clarification purposes, s? there is no increase in the
probability of occurronce or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The synchronizing check telay does not perform a safety function and its .
failure will not affect the function of safety related equipment. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluateci previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin.of safety as' defined =in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

.
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 036S1 Revision: 0

Nitrogen Isolation Valve Addition

Description:
This codification adds isolation v4.1ves to facilitate maintenance and manual
closure of a potentially failed main eteem atmospheric relief valvo (ARV),
These new isolation valves ,tre maintained normally open, maintain the required
flow and presouro of the nitrogen, and thererore, do not offect normal
operation of the ARVs, The addition of these valves enhances laolation
capability that already exists by allowing isolation of nitrogen to an AP.V
without lealating the associated auxiliary feodwater control valve.
Additionally, the means to access the nitrogen isolation valven, as we?.1 as
the compressed air isolation valves, are provided by ladders installed by thin
modification.

Safety Evaluation:
This modification does not affect the ability of the ARVs to perform their I

"

design function. Th(re le no increase in the probability of occurret;ce or the
consequences of- an accident - or malfunction- of equipment important to safety

.previously' evaluated in the USAR.

No new hazards are created, no previously evaluated hazard analyses are
af fected and no new1f ailtro modeu of any component, system, or structure are
introduced. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to actety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR nay be created. -

Since the function.of the ARVs is not altered in any way, the margin of safety
as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not' reduced.

.
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PLANT NODIFICATICH REQUEST: 03669 Rnvision: 0

Feedwater Pre-Heatinf Remote Control Addition

De1eription:
This modification installs two non-stfety related controllers onto Panel RLO27
of the Main Control Board. Two Litton non-safety related connectorn are also
installed at the bottom far right and of the panel away from any safety
related components.

Safsty Evaluation:
The net weight change on Panel RLO27 is insignificant and the seismic
qualification of the panel remeins valid. There is no increaue in the
probability of occurrence or the conseque.acea of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification does not adversely affect any equipment important to safety.
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunct. ion of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated prov'.ously in the USAR may be
crented.

The n.argin cf refety au defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
le not ref.uced.

f PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03671 Revision: O

Spent Fuel Pool Exhaust Samplo Isolation Valvo Fuse heplacement

Descriptions
Ihis sodification involves the replat.ument of 3A fusen associated with 120 VAC
controls for Tpent Fuel Pool llormal/ Emergency Exhaust Sample Isolation Valveo

' GG RV027A, B, C, G D and GG RV028A, D, C, & D with 6A fuses.

Safety Evaluation:
The safoty function of thu affected valves le to provide flow of cample air to
the fuel building exhaust gaseous radiation monitors. This modifiention
ensures that the prop 7r size fusa in installed. The replacement fuse is
similar to the existing fuse except for the time-current characteristics.
Since it is rated at a higher current, it in raore reliable. Therefore, there
is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the conooquences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

'
This modification has no adverse impact ca any of the affected componenta.
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of 4 different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.y

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical SpecLfication,

J. .
is not reduced,

|
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i

PLANT HOD %FICATION REQU3STt 03683 Revisioni 0

Drawing Continuation Correction

Description
This modification corrects the continuation between drawings H-12HC04 of the
Solid Radweste System, M-02LF05 of the Auxiliary Lullding Ploor and Equipnent
Drain. System and M-12BCC2 of the Chemical Volume Control System. This'

modification also corrects the applicable figures in the USAR.,

Safety Evaluation
Correcting the continuation between drawings does not increase the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment

.
inportant to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

'Tnere Lis no possibility that an accident or malfunction of egetpoent important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin uf safety as defined in the basis-for any Technical Specification ;

is not reduced.

' PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST '03685 Revision: 0
1

Relief Valve Discharge Tailpiece Installation

Descriptions.
This design change provides for the addition of exhaust tailpieces on relief
valves KA V7C7 and KA.V724. These valves scrve the main feedwater control '

valve accumulator.and its downstream piping, and are located in the Turbinn
.Uuilding.. The addition of these tailpieces redirects the nitrogen discharge
and providos a safer-environment for parsonnel-working in the area.

Safety Evaluation:.

This modification a(plies oaly.to the portion of the Compressed Air system
that serves the main feedwater control valves which is non-safety related.
This modification does not-affect any environmental, seismic, or equipment
qualification of any system,. component or structure. There is no increase in-
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an' accident or
malfunction of equipment Limportant to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The loss of the'tailpieces would not hinder the functioning of this subsystem.
Additionally, the addition of tailpieces does not affect the valve setpoints.
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR'may be
created.

The' margin of nafety an defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

!L
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. PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03686 Revicion: O

: Addition of Telephena And convenience outlets
I

Deveription:
This modification consists of adding telephone and convenience outlets in the
Control-Building. . The systems affected by the additions are the non-safety
related Telephone (QE) and Nosqal Lighting (QA) Systemw.

<

Safety Evaluation:
'This anodification does not involve spatial or system interaction to azafety
related equipment. There in no increase in the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
sa:fety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is nn poesibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a 'dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
-created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
la not reduced.

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03G93 Revi'31on O

component: Cooling Water Piping Configuration Drawing Correction

Descriptions
, .

The as-built condition of the piping' downstream of the Escential Service Water
-to-Component Cooling, Water Pumps. Train A Drain Valve EG VI81 is different than
'indicatcd on an associated drawing. The as-built condition is correct,
therefore this n.odification corrects the confiqueation found on the drawing..

. Safety Evaluation:

The physical configuration remaino unaffected. Changing the drawings to
. reflect as-built conditions does not affect any accident analysis. There is
no. increase in the probability.of occurrence or the consequences of an
<;ccident or. malfunction of equipment importent to safety previously evaluated.
in the USAR.

-There11s no possibility that an' accident or malfunction of equipment important-
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification-
'

is not reduced.

-
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-PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST 03706 Revision O

Site Auxiliary Power System Drawing Changa

Oescription |

This-modification provides a change to a Site Auxiliary ?ower System drawing ]
to reflect the correct site architect / engineer equipment number for 480 V

'

Motor Control Center SL2%.

-Safety Evaluation:
This is a drawing change only. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that An accident or malfunction of oquipnent important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created,

,

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

i*

PLANT MODIFICATION REQUESTS 03708 Revision: O

Feedwater Heater Continuous Vent Orifice Replacement
>

Description:
This modification replaces the continuous vent orifices on Feedwater Heaters
'5A & B, 6A & B and 7A=& B with stainless steel " integral orifices". The'
. subject orifices are non-aafety related and are associated with thw Feedwater
' Heater Extraction Drains and' Vent System. The new integral orifices eliminate
-localized erosion exhibited in the original orifices-that were supplied by the

'

feedwater heater-manufacturer,

Safety Evaluation:
This modification does not affect the a.bility of the feedwater heaters to
perform their design function. There is no increase in the probability of

. . occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction o^ equipment
,

| important to. safety previously evaluated in the USAR, ,

I

No new hazards are created nor are any rew failure modes of equipment
-introduced. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important t, safety of a different type than any evaluated
praviously in the USAR may be created.

The' Technical Specifications do not address the Feedwater Heater Extraction
,

~ Drains and Vents System. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the|:
basi' for any Technical Specification is not reduced,L s

!
:
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-PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03723 Revision: O

Control Rod Drive Mechanism Cooling Fan Motor Replacement

Description:
This modification provides for the replacement of the control rod drive
mechanism cooling fan assembly motor. The original fan assembly design calls
for a 40 hp motor but the motor had been previously replaced by a 50 hp motor
because a replacement 40 hp motor was not immediacely available.
Subsequently, the 50 hp motor failed and a 40 hp motor is available.

_

Therefore, this modification restores the fan assambly to its original design.

-Safety Evaluation:
Since this modification restores the fan assem~ly to its original design,r

there is no increase in the probability of ecentrence or the consequences of
an accicent or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR

There is no possibility that an_ accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evalusted previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of, saf ety as det tned in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

I
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PLANT MCDIPICATION REQUEST 03731 Revision 0

Wastinghouse NCT Test Card Permanent Use-As-Is

Description
In the Westinghouse 7300 Process Protection System cabinets, NCT channel test
cards provide a means of conveniently testing various system channels while
the system is on-llne. The NCT cards are normally used on channels which
interface only with the safety related Solid State Protection System, and
therefore do not require electrical isolation. However, for the containment

Spray System, a contact from the NCT card provides a signal to the annunciator
to indicate when a channel has been bypassed for test. Since the NCT cards
are safety related and the annunciator system is non-safety related,
electrical isolation is required to prevent propagation of faults from
non-safety systems. Per Westinghouse, the NCT Jards have not been qualified
as isolation dhvices. However, it has been concluded that the NCT cards are
acceptable for use in their present configuration and no modification to the
Westinghouse 7300 Process Protection System is needed. Therefore, this
modification allows a permanent use-as-is for the NCT cards.

-Safety Evaluations
Permanent use-as-is of the NCT cards does not adversely af fect the ability of
the containment Spray System to-perform its safety related function. There is-
no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to satety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

Permanent use-as-is of the NCT cards does not adversely affect the reliability
of any other equipment. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to cafety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in.the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03739 Revision: 0

Fire Damper Safety Classification

Description:
This modification involves the clarification of the safety classification of
six fire dampers. Various documents had indicated different safety ;

classifications for the fire dampers. The cause of the discrepancies was
attributed to different interpretations of the design documents at various
stages of design. This modification also provides a revision to the USAR to
indicate the proper safety classification for the fire dampers.

<

Safety Evaluations
Since the fire dampers do not perform.a safety related or seismic II/I
function and their ability to perform their design basis function is not being
affected by this modification, thwre is no increase in the probabili:y of

'
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This modification does noc adversely affect any seismic, environmental, or *

equipment qualifications-of any other system, component, or structure. There
is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a_different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

'
PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03759 Revision: 0

Lime Sludge Pump Discharge Isolation Valve Documentation Update

Descriptions
The lime sludge pump discharge isolation valves lack proper documentation to
asaist in the purchase of_ correct parts to rework the valve. This
modification corrects the drawing and documentation applicable to these valves
-to incivde the appropriats-infortcation.

Safety-Evaluations-
These valves are part of the non-safety related Domineralized Water System.
This modification'does.not affect the operation or the credible failure modes
of the system. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of ;an accident or malfunction of equipment important to oafety
previously evaluated.in the USAR.

Since the failure modes remain unchanged, an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously-in the USAR cannot be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for'any Technical Specification
-is not reduced.

.
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-PLANT MODIFICATION REQUEST: 03792 Revisions O

Residual Heat Removal Relief Valve USAR Clarification

~ Descriptions
This modification provides a clarification and a correction to the USAR to
state the " stamped" capacity for the Besidual Heat Removal (RHR) relief valve
and differentiato between thir stamped capacity and the required flow
capacity. Also, this modification revisse the vendor manual by deleting
reference to the non-bellows typo valve and replacing it with the correct
reference to the bellows type valve.

Safety Evaluation:
This modification confirms that the RHR relief valves relieves the required
flow. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consessences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safnty

'

previously evaluated in the USAR.

The form, fit, and function of the valve remains unchanged because this
modification reconciles documentation only. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.This modification confirms that the margin of safety is maintained.
Therefore, the margin of safety as dofined in tha basis for any Technical

,
Specification is not reduced.

PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03825- Revision 'O

Air Quality Requirements

Description
This modification providos a USAR change to reflect the air quality
standards being met for the Instrument Air Systent.

Safety Evaltations
The. Instrument Air System continues to meet manufacturers' air quality
requirements = for- safety related componeats using air. Thore is no increase in
.the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident.or
malfunction of equipment important to eafety previously evaluated in the USAR.

'There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a.different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

.The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is'not reduced.

,

.
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PLANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03832 Revision: O

Security Building Access Screening And Restroom Modification

Dsscription:
'This is a modification to the access screening area of the security building

to bring it into compliance with 10 CFR 26, App. A. The modification
reconfigures the area to allow only one restroom ':ar public use and the other
for1 access screening only.

Safety Evaluation:
This eclification does not affect plant equipment. There is no increase in
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

.

There is no possibility that an accident or maifunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than ary evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safet) as defincd in-the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

Pr. ANT NODIFICATION REQUEST: 03868 Revision 0
,

NUREC-0588 Appendix E Category Change
,

Description:
This modification providen for changing the NUREG-05G8 Appendix E Loss of

"

,
_ categories for thecoolant Accident-(LOCA) and Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)

main steam isolation valve (MSIV) limit switches and main feedwater isolation,

valve (MFIV) limit switches. The change is from Category A _(1.e., must
function deving and following a LOCA~ or MSLB) to Category C (i.e.,=may fail in
any manner during or following a LCCA or MSLB).

Safety Evaluations
-A MSLB event with failure of the MSIV and M/IV limit switches has no adverse
Limpact on_ plant safety.- Indication of steam generator (SG) isolation and
feedrater isolation can be-determined by use of alternate equipment.
Additionally, fallare of the limit' switches after a LOCA will not reopen the
MSIVs and FWIVs and will not mislead plant operators into performing actions
adverse to plant safety. There is no increase in the probability of

- occurrence or _the consequences of an acciden.t or malfunction of' equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in thc ttSAR.

Changing the Appendix E Categories'of the limit switches does not create an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety an defined in the basis for any Teahnical Specification
is not reduced.

.
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: SAFETY EVALUATION: 90-SE-037 Revision: 0

Essential Service Water Fill And Vent Temporary Procedure

Description
This temporary procedure provides a valve line up and means to fill and vent
the A Train Essential Service Water (ESW) System from the in-service B Train
ESW System. The procedure throttles open the cross tie connection between A
and B Train ESW Systems. The cross tie has two manual isolation valves in it
which are locked closed, ar shown in the USAR. This procedure unlocks and
throttles open these valves.

'

Safety Evaluations-
The procedure implements adequate corrective measuren by requiring an operator
in the ESW Pump House to terminate the filling of tha idle ESW train by
isolating the cross-tie should the in-service ESW train be called upon to
fulfill its. safety function. This action ensures the capability of the
in-service rSW train in meeting the cooling needs of al! previously evaluated

,

accidents which can occur.during the given plant conditions.

Adequate cooling flow will remain available for cooling normal plant heat
loadu during the. filling process because only a small amount of pumped flow
for'a brief period.of time will be tcmoved from the total flow. Pressure and
temperature indication and ' alarms remain available to the Control Room
operators on'the systems cooled by ESW; thus, a feedback indication of any
. adverse affects is available. There is no-increase in the probaallity of,

ocevrrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The precedure does not change the salamic qualification, environmental
qualification, or physical separation distance of any equipment. There-is no

_.

possibility chat an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type.than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.The actions 11n the procedure to terminate. filling of the idle ESW train
ensures'that the capability to cool the accident loads is safeguarded. The
margin of safety as defined in the basis.for any Technical Specification is
not reduced.

,

1
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 90-SE-060 Revision: 1 i

Radiologically Contenlied Area Designation Of Storags Building
,

Dancription:
This evaluation is for tho designation of a storage building as a
Radiologically Controlled Area (RCA). This building is to be used as a
storage area for radioactive materials such an equipment and tools, especially
outage related items < No liquid, gaseous or processed solid radwaste material -

will be processed'or stored in this area because this area was not designed to
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.143, which addresses design
requirements such as drainage, spillage, overflow, seismic and materials
selection criteria for radioactive waste systems, structures and components.

Existing RCA procedural requirements are invoked upon this new storage area
and guidelines for packaging, transporting, storing and retrieving items from
this new storage area are provided.

Safety Evaluationa
The potential ~to release radioactivity to the environment from this new RCA
storage area has not been introduced because adequate controls and protection -

are provided. The consequences of previoucly evaluated accidents bound any
potential radiological concequences which 'could occur in the new RCA storage '

area. The probability of occurrence and the consequences of an accident or<

malfunction previously evaluated in the USAR is T.ot increased.

This building is not considered in the USAR accident evaluations. The closest
building which contains equipment important to safety is approximately 700
feet away. There is no- possibilit y that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than evaluated previously in
the USAR may be created.

Thore'is'no reduction in the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
. Technical specification.

'
.
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SAFETY EVAI.UATION: 90-SE-070 Revision: 3

Essential Service Water Flow And Prosaure Instrarcentation

Description:
Instruments have been temporarily installed on both traino of the Essential
Service Water (ESW) System to take flow and pressure readings. The
instruments include two flow metcra, sixteen pressure gauges and four
differential pressure cells. Q-fittings are used for connecting the
communicating linen from the two differential pressure (DP) cella to the ESW
piping.~ Tho installation of those instruments is rot reflected in the USAR,
therefore, a USAR description change is introduced.

The total evaluated leakage from the ESW System, including this temporary
modification, is presuntly 80.9 gpm. -This leakage is much less than the
allowcble leakage of 260 gpm. Engineering maintains a list of all postelated
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) leakage and re-evaluates available margin whenover a
new potential leakage source is' identified or when a previously evaluated
source is eliminated.

Safety Evaluations.
The small ESW connection, vent, and drain lines-that the instrumentation is
installed on are Seismic Category I. The commercial pipe fittings, gauges and'

flex hose' connected et these locations maintain system operating pressura and
does.not'edversely affect the seismicity of the pipe lines.

Assessment of the affect this modification han on the malfunction probability
or possibtlity of the ESW equipment has concluded no increase in the
malfunction frequency of this equipment because this equipment is not affected
by the modification. The'failuru modes analysie of the ESW equipment has.not
been changed by the temporary instrumentation. The reliability, capability ,

and' integrity of the ESW System in providing cooling flow to the plent during
accident conditious has not been degraded by the modification.

The identified lest of UHS inventory in insignificant upon the performance of
'the ESW System in fulfilling-its' safety function. Temperary installation of-
the instruments to ths ESW System does not' create the poselbility of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a dif ferent type
than-any evaluated previously in the USAR.

sThe reliability, capability and integrity of the ESW System in providing
scooling flow to the plant during accident conditions =has not been degraded by
this modification. Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of nafety
as defined by the hasis for any Technical Specitication.

1.
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!.' SAFETY EVALUATION: 90-SE-083 Revision: 2

e

USAR-Chapter 13 Change

Descriptions
-- The subject USAR Change Request addresses a change to the training program
described in USAR Section 13.2. The chango to USAR paragraph 13.2.1.2.8.2
under the title of " Licensed Operator Requalification Training Standards",
reflects the satisfactory score the operator must achieve on the walkthrough
portion of the requalification exam and defines the weighted average of the
Job Performance measures and the associated questions.

g Safecy Evaluation:'
'

'

This change does not affect plant eouipment or safety barriers, e '.t ho r
phyelcal or operational. This change reflects the current regule'ory guidance
for the subject requalification examiration. There is no it. crease in the
probabilityfof occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
eqtipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.<

There is'no possibility'that an accident or malfunction of equipment Lmportant
~- to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 90-SE-097 Revision: 0

DC Oround Location

Description:
The subject procedure provides the means for locating grounds on thc DC power
systems. The procedure places a small amplitude AC voltage signal between the
grounded DC bue and plant ground and then traces it to the ground source.
This procedure action introduces a changa to the facility's DC systems from
their descriptions in the USAR. This technique does not degrade the
operability of the DC systems.

Safety Evaluation:
[

Placing a ems 11 amplitude AC voltage signal on the grounded bus of a class TE
DC system to track down a ground will not have an unacceptable influence on
the IE DC circuits or components in these circuits. A malfunction in the
non-IE AC system (i.e., short to ground) w!11 not adversely affect the IE DC
system because a qualified isolation device exists between the two systems.
There is no increase in the probability of occurronce or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously

'

evaluated in che USAR.

The actions performed on the DC systems by the subject ptocedure do not affect
,

the integrity or reliability of thene power sources or their distribution

sistems. Also, the physical, electrical, environmental and seismic
qualification features of the class IE electrical subsystem are maintained and
not impaired. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment ituportant to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created.'

The integrity, reliability and capacity of the class IE DC systems remains ]
unaffected. The margin of safety as defined in the bacia for any Technical
Specification is not reduced.

I
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SATETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-001 itevision: O

Steam Line Train Welded Wear Pad Installation

Description:
Thro'agh wall steam leakage was identified at the junction of a spool and the
drain line from the main and auxiliary feedwater pump turbines low point steam
line drains to the main condenser. This line is non-seismic and is not
required for safe plant shutdown.

This temporary modification installs a welded west pad on the wubject piping
.line. The wear pad is made frem a section of 5-inch schedule 160 carbor steel
pipra. Fillet welde are used *o attach the wear pad to the piping spool.

,,

Safety Evaluation:
This temporary raodification maintains the pressure boundary integrity of tne
-subject drain piping and does not adversely affect the operation of syctems or
components important to nafety. There is no incresce in the probability of
occurrence or the corseguences of an accident or malfunction of equipenent
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There.is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as define,d in the basis for sny Technical Speetfication
-

is not reduced,

s

i
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-002 Revision: 0
,

Temporary Nitrogen-Bottle Connection

Dascriptions ;

This temporary modification provides for the connection of a temporary
nitrogen bottle at a service gas system test connection valve located in the
Turbine Buildicg. The bottle connecto to the valve using a non-rigid
connector to allow for small movement or vibration of the bottle and fastens
to an "I" beam or other structure such that it will remain secure daring a
seismic event.

Safety Evaluation:
The nitrogen system serves no direct safety related function. The operating
conditions of oystems es posed to the temporary nitrogen feed will not be
changed. Previously evaluated accidents and equipment malfunctions are not
changed oy this temporary nitrogen bottle hookup. Therefore, there is no
increase in the probah|.1!ty of occurrenes er t! e consequences of an acaident
or malfunction of equipment important- to cefety previously evaluated in the

,

USAR.

.The operating parameters of the atfected er: tem is maintained. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any ovalasted previously in the USAR may be created.

4

The Service Gas System is for (p1u964 in the Technical Specifications. There
is no reduction in any margin of enfaty defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification.

.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-58-003 Revision: O

Safety lujection Pump Upstream Valve Temporary Modificatica

Descriptions ;

- Thie temporary modification involves temporarily ulocking open EM HV8924, ore
of three valves !n the charging pump to cafety injection pump crossover line,
to assist with work act.'.vities. The valve's position is normally open.

Safety Evaluation:
Blocking open EM HV8924 does not degrade the safety related funntion of this
line. If necessary, the valve can be cloaad manually using the valve
operator hand wheel. There is no increase its the probability of occurrence or
ths- consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The arrangement of three valves in this line prevents a single retiv6 failute
from activating orLizo?.ating this line. There is no possibility that an

,

accident or nalfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The valva is normally opan, which is its required position for poet accident
recirculation. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basin for
any Technical Specification la not reduced-

L
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SAFETY EVALUhTION: 91-SE-004 Revision: 0

Mixed Bed Domineralizer Temporary Shielding ,

Descriptiont
Temporary lead shielding was required to radiologically protect personnel near
Mixed Bed Demineralizers A & B. An evaluation was performed to decermine the
acceptability of additional loading imposed by placing ehielding on the
demineralizer piping.

The evaluatior. determined that the affected piping would remain wtthin code
allowables and the affected adjseent pipe support design loads will remain
acceptable for the lo*.d increase resulting f rom the additional weight of the
shielding provided that _All adjacent supports remain operational; the
maxitaum weight of temporary shielding does not exceed 10 lbs/ linear foot; All
lead blankets are removed after cotupletion of maintenance a-tivities; The
extent of the lead shielding complies with that specified in the Engineering
Disposition that addresses the maintenance actis ities.

Safety Evaluations.
The installation-of this temporary chielding has been evaluated and
installation reqairements have been established to ensure that no equipment
important to safety will be comproc.tised. Therefore, there is no increase in
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipnent important to safety previously wvaauated in the USAR.

'

-The additional weight of the temporary shteiding has been evaluated to ensure4

'

. pressure boundary integrity .is maintained during i seismic evant. Although
|, the additional weight-of this shielding'does change ths loading en the pipe

support design load., the affecteu piping remains within code allowables.
.Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipmet.t important to safety :of a different type than any evaluated
--previously'in the USAR may be' created.

T'> margin of safety as defined in'the basit for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,
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SAFEIY EVALU. TION: 91-SE-005 Fevision: 0

Instrument And Service Air Compressor Pressare Drop Testing

rescription:--

This temporary procedure provides instructions for pressure drop testing of
the Essential Service Water (ESW) supply and return piping to Instrument and
Sersice Air Compressers CKACIA & B. This temporary procedure involves the
temporarv installation of flow meters, presstue gauges, and difterential
pewsoure gauges to moasure flow and pressure drop data.

The air compressors are out f service when piping pressure drop testing is
-

performerl . ESW flow is esta.ii9hed by opening tho solenoid bypass valve to
the air compressor being tested. The E9W System remains operable throughout
the ttct.

.

Test gauges ace instkiled on vent, drain, and chemical addition valves using
flexible hooe so as e.ot to rigidly couple the gauges to the ESW piping, ,

therefore seismicity is not affected. The root valves remain closed except
when.taking a reading, therefore Ultimate Heat Sink inventory shall be
maintained.

' Safety Evaluation:

The installation of test instrumentation will not interfere with the normal
function 9 of the ESW System. The ability of che equipment to function as
designed is not affected. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the conroquences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

.

-This temporary procedure causes no new challenope to equipment important to
safety. .There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety of a differen; typa than any evaluated previously in thw
USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as definoi in the bacia for any Technical Specification
is not reduced because operation of the ESW System has not-been degraded by
this temporary. procedure.

.
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- SAFETY FVALUATION '91-SE-006 Revision: 0, 1
,

Condenser Nitrogen Introduction

Descriptions.
A previously performed temporary procedure proved that a ritrogen blanket on
.the condenser hotwelle could effoetively reduce condensate dissolved oxygen to
levels below 10 ppb. The temporary procedure called for bottled nitrcgen to
be introduced to the condenser through drain valves. This temporu y
modification calls for the ecnnection of the low pressure Nitrogen Supply
System to Main Feed Pump Turbine Startup Drain Line Drain valve AD V460 and

,

AD V462. ~In order to prevent freezing, the connections will be wrapped in
heat tape to be energized, as necessary.

Safety Evaluation
~The installation of the nitrogon supply line does not af fect the initiators of
previoasly evaluated accidents'and does not involve any equipment important to

'

. safety. 'Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of cccurrence or
'the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There are no unique or different challenges to equipment important to safety.
There 'ir no possibility that an accident or malfunction of. equipment important-
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be .

-created..
.

Tha' margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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-EAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-007 91-SE-008 Revisions 0

' Emergency Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Inservice Pump Test Revision

Description:
This test is performed to satisfy Technical Specification Requirement 4.0.5
for incervice testing of fuel oil transfer pump PJE01A and B in accordance
with ASME Section XI. To perfccm ir. service testing of PJE01A & B, the test
specifies opening the PJE01A & B breaker, draining the day tank to a level
below the pump automatic start setpoint, ano then closing the broabar to start
the pump. However, in only 21/2 to 3 minutus, the hi-level setpoint in

,

reached and automatically stops the pump. This restricts the amount of time
provided for gage venting and recording of test data.

The revised test method consists of manually starting the pump and utilizes a
jumper installed in its relay panel to prevent hi-level shutoff of the pump..

After the flow stabilizes and pump data is recorded, the pumo is manually shut
o2f and the jumper is removed to restore automatic hi-level pump shutoff.
Overflow protection is provided by the overflow and recirculation line from'

the day tank to the r.torage tank. The revised test method allows more time
for recording ter+t data and meets the ASME XI requirement (minimum 5 minute

' pump run time)=.

Safety Evaluations.
The revised test mode consists of the pump runaing beyor.d the (normally)
automatic hi-level shutoff point, thus it continuously supplies oil to the day
tank during the test with recirculation back to the storage tank. This is a
more conservative mode than the normal system configuration and if during the
test. the diesel should start with the automatic hi-level pt. p shutoff

*

byoacaed,.it will not affect'the ability of the Emergency Dieuel Engint Fuel
Oil Storage and Transfer System (EDEFSTS) to deliver fuel oil to the diesel
engine.

The revised test method does not contribute to any previously evaluated
accidents or. compromise any equipment important to safety. Therefora, there

is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment- import &nt to safety previously evaluated

in'_the USAR. ;

I:
The revised method of testing PJE01A & B_does not affect the ability of the
iTEFSTS to deliver fuel oil to the diecel engines following a loss of offsite

power.. There'is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment
L important'to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the

| 'USAR'may be created.

[ T!Je margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
#

|- 'is not reduced.
|

|

|.
|
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-009 Revision: 0

Main Steam Safety volve On-Line Testing

Description:
This test briefly opens the malia steam safet, valves as the cetpoint is
measured. This test .tnvolves proceduraly controlled installation of a
preneure gauge on the main steam line instruu.entatica linsa. A flexible 1 ne
is used t o connect the pressure gauge, thua eliminating any possible naismic
effects of the gauge on the permanent system.

Safety Evaluations
The procedure limits pressure gauge installation to one location and one loop
at a _tinee. There Tre three Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) channelp per steam
line for hafaty Injection signal (SIS) or Stee.m Lina Isolation Sigral (SLIS)
activation. Two of three are the minimum required number of operable
channels, and two of three responses are necessary for ESF e,ctivation. The
pressure gauge installation will not affect ESP response.

The procedure does not affset the previously evaluated accidents of increased
steam flow or inadvertent opening of the main steam safety valves. Also, the
operatico of the r.f.n nteam safety valves is unaf fected. Thers is ne increase
in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipinent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This proceduru does not af fect any other components imp;rtant to safety.
There is no possibility that an-accident or malfunction of equipment bnportant
to safety of a different type than (ny evaluats d previously in the USAR may be
created.

Two of three channels are needed to acti. ate SIS or SLTS. Adding a pressure
gauge to the instrumentation lives does not affect the margin of safety
because the gauge can only be installed at one location at a. time par the
procedure. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification is not reduced.

.
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SAFETY EVALUATION:
llation

Diets 1 Generat.or DC Control Circuitry capacitor Inst.n
ositive and enegativeh

This temporary modification installe capacitorn on t e pin the DC control circuitDescription: for

wires supplying power to the tachometer relayThe purpose of those capacitora is to reduce AChich will not adversely
Diesel Generater KKJ01A.
signal noine on th9 DC power supplied to 1 levul waffect everation of the diesel generator tach veter re ay.

This modification {l

constitutes a change to the USAR description. bundles using qualified tie
Wires will be securely fastened to scisting cableis fastened to the bottom of the cabinetreviewed and approvedThe bracket
f rame. This method of trocuring tne capacitors has beersDue to the low mass of the capacitors and their
wraps au nectassary.

in seismic
as seismically adequate.the bottom of the panel, no significant changeSome additional mass isl.loca*. ion atcharacteristics has been introduced into the pane is also located at the bana
added by the f astening material, howver this n. ass lumic characteristbce.
of the pensi and introduces ra significant change to so

for KKJ01A adds 2
Safety EvaluationInstallation of capacitore in t.he DC control circuitThis installation deen rot

additional subcomponents to the control panel. idents und becauro the '

affact the initiators of previously evaluated accspeciffcatton requirements,
additional components meet applicable equipmentknereased. Ther ef ore, there
the magnitude of malfunction probability is not the consequences of an
is no increase in the probability of occurrence orimportant to safoty previously evalue:ed >

accident or malfunction of equipment
in the USAR. ffect operation of the
Installation of thir temporary modification will only aOperation of th class IE 125

,

control circuitry for Diesel Generator KKJ01A.a the capacitors will be on the load side
f

VDC system will not be affected sinw'there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction otype than any evaluatedof local fuses. different
equipment importans to safety of .
previously in the t/SAR mky be created. i

Technical Specification
'?hn tuargin of safety as defined la the basis for any
is not reduced.

---_ _ -
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EAFETY EVA1/UATIONI 91*SE-011 Revision: 0
,

f
Inoperabla Class IE Air Conditioning Unit

'

Descriptions ;

When a class IE Air Conditioning (AC) unit be7omes inoperable, this procedure '

provides the nieens to cool the areas of the inoperabla Ac unit by the operable
AC unit (second train) for normal plant operatiors enly. Maintaining
temperature limits will not expose equipment to a temperaturn in excess of its ;

qualificatinn-

<

1he' procedure opens interior doors and uses portable fans for temporary air ;

circulation. A revleu of.this cooling configuration detnreined that a single
'

ciama IE AC unit is capable of cooling both system train arLas. Also ;

evaluated was the introduction of rratside air by opening exterior control
Building doors in the uvent that the one operablo AC unit lu not carabin of

,

performing up to 100% of its rated cooling load. Requirementa have been |
incorporated into the procedure to ensure that no adverse conditiona to
equipment or Control Room operators.have been created or increased. These
requiren. ants are that all fire doors breached are controlled per procedure and ;

all pressure doors breached are clossJ in the event of a chemical oc chlorine i

relehse, Control Rooa Ventilation Isolation Signal (CRVIS), or a pipe or tank ;

capture in the vicinv:y.. Missile doore are closed during a tornado warning.
'press''e doors are controlled in accordance with Operations Specin1 and

Standing Orders, which require a person assigned at the door cor.tinuously !

:under ths direct.aarpicos of the control Aoom. The dodicated person closes y

the door when directed by the control Room. These actions will ensure f

. fulfillment of the CRV7.8 function or tornado. missile protection by restoring
,

the plant configuration to that assumed in the accident / hazard analysis. -

Safoty Evaluation:
Technical Specification temperature limits are maintained, thus affected
design conditions ure not changed. Missile, pressure, and fire doorn are

,

controlled in accoruance with existing plant approved programs and the ;
'

affected trains.are returned to their normal configuration if Technical
Specificatien limita are. approsched or en emargency exists. There is no :

incresce.in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident 1
or malfunction of-equipment important to nafety previcusly evaluated in the i

USAR. ;

~

The temporary air moving equipment used for air circulation during normal
plant operations when a class IS AC unit is inoperable will not create a
.ceismic problem. This equipment is of low stature and light weight and will

~

not cause damago to surrounding equipment important to safety. Opening
,

l' various missile, preneure, and fire doors and' controlling them in accordance.
with this procedure does not introduce a new type of sceident. There is no '

possibility chat an accident or-malfunction of equipment important to safety -

of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.
i

The procedure monitors the temperature of the switchgear rooms and if the
Technical Specification limit for the-operable train is approached, the
operating' unit is returned'to its ncrmal' cooling area configuration. This-
action will ensure that the limits are not exceeded for the operable system,
thua ensuring ro reduction ia the margin of safety as defined by the Tochnical

,

specification bases.'

"
. _ _._ _..__ _ . _ _ _ -- _. _. _ -_ __-_
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1f1FETY EVALU.LTION: 91-EE-012 Revision 0

E79tgency Diesel Generator Room Temperature Profile

roscriptions
This test procedure involves monitorin; of the Emergency Diesel 09nerator
(1:0G) room temperature while the EDG Ventilation supply Faa CGM 01A or B is
placed in the pull-to-lock position. |

!
Safety traluationt |

This test procedure limit' the high temperature exposure to equipment in the
EDC Roca below the Technical Specification limits of 119 degrees F. If the
room temperature reachen 115 degrees F, the ventilation system will be
returneo to normal operation. .Therefore, allowing the EDG to operate with !
CCM01A or 4 in the PTL only when the room temperature is below Technleal
Specification limits will not have any adverse impact on the operability of

'the EDO or associated equipnitint.

The conditiens of operability required by the Technical specifications are act
changsd since tbs normal ventilation system will be made cperable if the rcen

j

temperature reaches tho upper limit of 115 degrees F. Individually testing
the A or B EDG dues rot degrade the status of thh standby EDG nor increase the !

probability of ocincrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
'
7

equipment important ta safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

EDG A and B are operated.in accordance with existing procedures. All
previously evaluated operating para.neters ren.ain unaf fected. There is tio ,

possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment importent to safety i

of a different type than any evalunted previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Techr.ical Specificatio ?

is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUAT10Ns 91-SE-033 Revision 0

Tempot* - 'rW/r For ND01 Maintenance Outage Procedure
i

teecrit,
This procedere is used to keep se'.ceted cubicles energized from a non-class TE
power source when maintenance wark requires de-energ A sation of the class IE,

NB01 electrical power divinich. The pre.codura uses three temporary jumper
cables. The temporary c. ables run from welding receptacles to out-of-service

,

IE distribution transforserv XIM01A, XN001D and XNG03C These transformers ;

consume 37 an.ps under full load and are protected by their normal 50 amp
circuit breaker. The transformers provide 120 VAC power to their respective
distribution panel circuits. |

i

Safety Evaluation
.

This condition is not adverse to system operation because if the non-IE system i
is lost,'the equipment powered by the jumper _will fail safe in the same manner i

as if it were powered from a 't sy' stem. There is no increase _in the '

'

probebility of occurrence or the coneequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. |,

The possibility of a station blackout has not been created. The temporary ,

cable runs are not over any equipment important to safety, rotating machiner,',
or high temperature costponents which could result in equipment malfunction or '

an adverse condition. There ir no possibility that an accident or malfunction
of equipr.ent important to safety of a different type than any evaluated ,

previously in the USAR may be created.

The operability of the operable division of Il power is not af fected by the |

procedure actions. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
Technical speelfication is not reduced by toene cable runs because the
specified AC power sources and associated distribution oystems remain ,

operable.
,
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SAFE!Y EVALUATIONt 91-SE-014 Revisions 0 |
.

Containment couling Unit Performance Test Temporary change
!

Descriptions. i

The subject procedure provides inatructions for performance testing of the
containment cocaiag unito. This temi.orary chango temporarily installa flow :

imeters and pressure gauges on Containment Cooling Unit SGH01A to measure flow
and presnure drop data. The installation of this test equipment ir not-

reflected in the USAH, therefore, this tsst introduces a change to the
Essential Service Water (ESW) and Containment Cooling Systems from their
description in the USAR.

Test gauges are installed on drain valves using flexible hoos no as not to
rigidly couple the gauges to the contrint ent cooling unit piping. The root
valves will remain closed except when taking a reading, therefore seinmicity ;

andfESW' inventory shall be maintained. The flott meter installed on the ESW j
piping weighs less than 10 poundo and does not affect the seismicity of the
piping..

,

|
Satety Evaluations '

'Operation of the ESW and containment cooling System is not degraded by the
installation of test aquipment per this procedure. The ability of the |
containmenv. conting units to cool and condense steam from the containment
. atmosphere following a design basis accident is not impaired by this
procedure. There is no increase in the probability of occursence or the
consegunnces of an accident or malfunction of egalpment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

This temporary change.does not create any new challengos to equipment
importent to safety.- There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction
of equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated

'

previously in the USAn may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is:not reduced because operation of the ASW and containment cooling Systems.
has not been degraded.

,
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SAr#TY EVALUATION: 91-SE*015 Revision: 0
!

Compresued Air System Temporary Hodification

Descriptions
This temporary modification installs two temporary sir dryer /filtern and
associated piping into the compressed Air System (CAS). The original plant
dryer / filters train is being taken out of service. -

:

The quantity and quality of air the temporary dryer /filtura are capable of
producing meets the requirements of the Instrument Air System with no

Idegradation _ to supplied system components. Testing of the air quality after
the temporary dryer / filters are installed shall be conducted. Control Room ;

indication of temporary dryer / filter train trouble alarms is provided.
'

Safety Evaluations
-The temporary equipment installed by this modification is not important to

,

'

safety and has no safety design basis. The addition of the temporary air
processing does not change the failure mode for instrument air operated *

valves- There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the ;

consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR. ,

The location of the added temporary equipment is catsido of the Auxiliary
Building and is not over or near any equipment important to safety. There is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
creat9d.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,
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' CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-8E-017 Revision: 0

- Sampling System Isolation Valve Temporary Shielding

Description
Temporary lead shielding was required to radiologically protect personnel near
residual heat removal heat exchanget to Sampling System Isolation Valve EJ
HV0015. An evaluation was performed to determine the acceptability of
additional loading imposed by placing shielding on the valve.

In order to maintain valve operability and pressure boundary integrity of I

adjacent piping during a seismic event, the evaluation stipulated that: The
shleiding consists of lead blanket (s) not to exceed a total weight of 80 1

peunds; the shleiding attaches securely to pipe nupports and not to system
piping; all adjacent piping supports remain operational; installation and

,

removal of shielding is controlled by the applicable pko;edure; the shielding i

is removed after completion of maintenance activities. |

Safety Evaluations [
The installation of this temporary chleidthg bas been evaluated and
insta11stion requirements have been established to ensure that no equipment !

important to safety will be compromised. Therefore, there is no increase in |
the prohability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction ~of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. ,

There are no unique-or different challenges to equipment important to safety
,

nor is any unique degradation of this equipment caused by installation of the :

temporary shielding. Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident or ;

malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
c

evaluated previously in the USAR may be created,
i

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
Lis not reduced.
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SAFhTY EVALUATION 91-SE-018 Revision: 0

Motor Operated Valve Testing

Descriptions
This procedure revision incorporates additional valves into the Motor Operated
valve (Hov) test scope. The added valves are in the Essential Service Water
(ESW) and Coioponent Looling Water (CCW) Systems. The ESW and CCW System
valves tested in the precedure are inoperable during the test because of
removal of their linit switch covers. The appropriate Technical Specification
action is taken on the valve while it is inoparable. Pressure gauges
installed maintain system pressure integrity and are not of significant mass
to adversely affect the seismic qualification of these systems.

Safety Evaluation:
The ESW and CCW equipment will not be adversely affected by this test.
Appropriate action statements are provided should the HOV fail during the
performance of the test. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to nafety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There are no unique or different challeages to equipment important to safety
created by MOV testing of the ESW and CCW System valves, nor is there anf
unique degradation to this equipment. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type

,

than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The cooling functions of the EdW and CCW Systems, as defined in the Technical
Specification Bases, are not reduced by MOV testing of these systems. The
plant is controlled within the acceptable limits of the Technieri
Specifications when MOV testing is performed. Therefore, the margin of safety
as defined in the basic for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

SAFETY FVALUATICN: 91-SE-019 Revision: 0

USAR Chaptor 12 Change

Descriptions
This ir a change in the frequency of processing personnel dosimetry
(Thermoluminescent Devices) from monthly to quarterly.

Safety Evaluation:
This change does not affect plant equipment or plant operations. Previously
evaluated accidents and malfunctions remain unaffected and the margin of
safety defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

e
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SAFETY EVALUATION 91-SE-020 Revision: 0 i

!
ISpent Fuel pool Skimmer Pool Test Procedure
!

Description:
This test procedure meesures flow and pump developed pressure for spent Fuel

.

Pool Skimmer Pump PEc03 to verify that the puep is operating per the |
manufacturer's pump curve. Pressure gaugen and an ultrasonic flow meter are :

installed on the system to obtain this data. This temporary test equipment is '

not shown on the applicable USAR Figure, therefore this procedure introduces a ;

change to the system from its description in the USAR.
'

Safety Evaluation:
Installation of temporary tunt equipment at the spent fuel pool skimmer pump
on the non-seismic portion of the system does not interfere with normal
operation of the system nor af fect the initiation of any previously evaluated ;

'

accident. ;There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or_ malfunction of equipment important to safety ;

-previously evaluated in the USAR.
'

This procedure causes no new challenges to equipment important to safety.
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important i
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
erseted. r

The margin of safety su defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced. I

:
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' SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-023 Revision 0, 1

Essential Service Water Chemical Treatment Procedure

Description:
This procedure provides additional injection points and flexibility in
connection fitting selection for chemically treating stagnant and low flow
Essential Service Water (ESW) piping and components. The fittings and flex |
tubing connected to the injection valves maintain system operating pressure
and seismicity.

Safety Evaluation:
This procedure does not adversely offect the operation of aay equipment ,

important to safety nor affect the initiators of previously evaluated ,

accidents. Therefore,.there is no increase in the probability of occurrenew
,

or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to i

-safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This procedure causes no new challenges to equipment important to cafety. i
There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important !

to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

.

The margin of safsty as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is'not reduced since the ability of the ESW System and ultimate heat sink to
provide a source of cooling water is not degraded by this procedure.

.CAFETY EVALUAT10No 91-SE-024~ Revision: 0, 1

Microwave Transmitter And Receiver Installation

Description:
This temporary modification installs a microwave transmitter and receiver set
to provide intrusion detection at the warehouse loadia.g dock.

Safety Evaluations :

This temporary modification only affects plant security. There is no increase
in the probability of occurrence or tha consequences of an accident or !

malfunction of equipment luportant to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

No new challenges to equipment important.to safety is created. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of.a different type than any evaluated-previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basin for any Technical Specification-
is not reduced.

.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-025 Revisions 0

Diesel Room Ventilation Supply ran Shut Off Temporary Procedure
r

Deveription:
This temporary procedure provides for shutting off either Diesel Room
Ventilation Supply Fan CCM01A or CGM 01B before the room cocle to 75 degrees F
when the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) jacket water temperature is nearing
its 135 degree F Technical Specification low temperature limit. The 85
degrees Y high temperature fan start setpoint remains unchanged and the fan
control handswitch remains in its " AUTO POSITION". Also, normal operation of
the room heaters is unaffected by this temporary procedure.

Safety Evaluations
This temporevy procedure does not change the t emperature limits in which the
EDG ventilation supply fan operates. There is no increase in the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
importtnt to a.%fety previously evaluated in the USAR.

No new conditions are introduced. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunctio'n of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The ventilation supply fans are maintained in their " AUTO POSITION" and
allowed to start at their normal 85 degrees r temperature setpoint. The
margin of safety as defined in the basia for any Technical Specification is
not recuced.

,
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-026 Revision O

ceneral Employee Training Requalification Extension

Description:
This procedure change provides for a maximum of 15 months between I

Irequalificaticn training for General Employee Training (CET). The intent is
to complete training annually, but this procedure change allows the Training ;

Department to take an exception to the annual requiremer.t when conflicts exist
dun to refueling outages or shift rotation. The procedure change does nnt
change the intent of the originai commitment since most training will continue

*

to be c. .pleted in the annual cycle.

Safety Evaluation
'

Although employee proficiency in GET topics is not directly related to the
-initiation of plant accidents and malfunctions or their mitigation, it may be ,

indirectly related because of the emphasis on personnei errors and quality
assurance principles. In any case, a three roonth extensioa for unusual
circumstances will not affect the structuren,-systems, or components important i

to safety or operator response to accidents and malfunctions. Therefore,
there is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of j

an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

No plant equipment is directly affected by a three month extension to the - '

-annual GET retraining requirement. There is no-possitility that an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

Technical Specification margins of safety are not related to proficiency in f
CET topics..-Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any ,

Technical Specification is not reduced. ,

,
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CAFETY EVALUATION 91-SE-027 Revision O

Shop Building Hydro-Pneumatie Tank Alternate Alt '~srce Temporary
Modification

Descriptior.:

This temporary modification, provides an alternate air source to the Shop
Duilding Hydro-Pneumatic Tank via the Shop Service Air System. This is

'
accomplished by reaoving telief valve IWD514 and replacing it with a solenoid
valve which is operated from control panel 1WD01J. System over-pressure |

-protection la still provided by safety relief valva 1WD518. j

Safety Evaluation
The syrtems which are affected by this temporary modification serve no
safety related functior and have t.o safety design basin. Therefore, there is
no increase in the probabi!Lty of occurrence or the consequences of an ,

accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
'

in the USAR.

'This change causes no new cha11anges to equipment important to safety. There
is no possibility that an acaident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the UShR may be 6

- created. .

f

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification ,

is not reduced. >
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SAFETY EVALUATICH: 91-SE-028,29,31,32 Revisions 0

Diesel Generator Building Ventilation Supply Fan Setpoint Change ,

t

Descriptions
These procedure changes and cotreeponding Setpoint Change Requests increase
the setpoint and reset for the automatic control of both trains of the Diesel
Generator Duilding (DGB) ventilation supply fans. The changes ensure that the !

Diesel Generator jacket water system temperature does not fall below the low
temperature setpcint. The USAR description of the DGB ventilation system
states that the fans auto-start when room temperature exceeda 85 degrees F and
. auto-stop when the room temperature falle below 75 degrees F. The setpoint ,

changes increase the auto-start setpoint to 90 degrees F and increase the
auto-stop reset point to 85 degrees F.

Safety Evaluations
The temperature control range of 85 to 90 degrees F has been chosen to be (
compatible with the supply and recirculation damper control setpoints. Theso
setpoint changes will not impair the ability of the system ts; maintain the
room temperature within the design limits of 60 to 122 degrees F. There is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction ot equipment importent to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The Technical Specifications require that the diesel generator rooms shall not
.sxceed a temperature of 119 degrees F for a teriod of more than eight hours.
Increasing-the auto-start setpoint from 85 to 90 degrees F will not increase
the probability of exceeding this Technical Specification temperature limit. .

The margin of cafety as definod in the basis for any Technical Spectilcation
is not reduced.

,
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SAFETY EVALUATIOWs 91-SE-033 Revisions 0
!

Laydown Pad installation i

Dascriptions
This general modification requent installs a laydown pad for storage of a

'

spara reacter coolant pump (RCP) motor. The pad is poured concrete, 25 feet
square and 1 foot thick, and is located east of the Fuel Building. The ,

location of this pad is not reflected in the USAR, therefore this general
-modification constitutes a change to the plant area layout description in the

USAR. ;

Safety Evaluations
The installation of this utorage pad is located in the yard area outside the '

power block and therefore har no af fect on the operation of equipment >

tmportant to aatety or the initiatore of any previously evaluated accidents.
. There is no incroace in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of'

an accident or malfunctiota of equipment important to safety previously
evaluatwd in the USAR. ,

Installation of this storage pad dies not create any new challeng7s to
equigment important to safety. The e is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important t o safety of a dif ferent type than any [
evaluated previously in the UCAR may be created.

The margin.nf safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced. ;

>
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CAYETY EVALUATION: 91-Sg-034 Revision 0 |

|

Condenoate Domineralizer system Manumi Isoletion Valve Installation

Dsseriptiont i

This temporary modification installs a manual isolation valve downstream of
Cation Regeneration Tank Vent Valve AK HV304 in'the condensate Demineralizer
system. Valve AK HV304 automatically vents the undiluted sulfuric acid
transfer piping when acid transfer to the cation vousel is not in process.
Valve AK HV304 has leakage past the seat which causea sulfuric acid to be '

- discharged to the floor. Installation of a manual valve downstream of ;

AK HV304 allows manual venting of the piping and precludes further epillage of
sulfuric acid. Installation of this manual isolation-valve constitutes a,

change to the USAR. i

Safety Evaluations !
This -temporary. nodification does not af f ect the operation of systems or
components important to safety nor af fect the initiators of previously
- evaluated accidents. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the conoequences'of an accident or malfunction of equipment
. important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This change causes no new challenges important to safety. There is no }
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced,
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SAFETY EVALUSTION: 91-SE-035 Revision: O

Secondary Liquid W/ite system Valve Lineup Revision
|

Descriptions |
IThe revised lineup allows Radwaste Evaporator Package SHB01 distillate and the

portable radwaste vendor uupplied dominera11 or discharge to flow directly to
Secondary Liquid Warte Monitor Tanks THF04A & M. This flow path bypasses
Secondary Liquid Waste Charcoal Adsorber FHPO1 and Domineralizer FHF02. The
water in the monitor tanks is sampled to assure that proper ehemis*,ry and |
activity levels oxist and then discharged to the environment. ;

Safety Evaluation
The Secondary Liquid Waste System is not a safety related system and its J
failure does not prevent other safety related systems from performing their
design function or prevent a safe shutdown of the reacter. There is no
incemase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the ;

USAR.
.

The revision does not introduce conditions that would create an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR.

.

The margin of saf ety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is'not reduced, i
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4ATETY EVALUATION * 91-SE-036 Revision 0

Reactor Coolant System Water Chemistry Limit Change

Descriptions
This USAR Change Request modifies the upecified Reactor Coolant Syttom (RCS)
Water Chemistry Limits, to conform with the reconnendations of the ,

'

Standardized Nuclear Unit. power Plant System (SNUPPS) Chemistry Crltoria and
Specifications manuel. These changeu include increasing the RCS water
ehemistry limit for silica from 0.2 ppm to 1.0 ppm and adding a qualifying
note which allows for deviation from normal hydrogen concentration 24 hours
prior to scheduled plant shutdcen. {

. safety Evaluation:
IThese changes are made in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations and

maintain adequate controls for protection of equipment against corrosion.
'

These changes do not adversely affect system operaticne or any equipment
' important to safety. There is no increaso in the probability of occurrence or '

the consequences of an accident or malfunction if equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR. .

These changes cause-no .ew challenges to equipment amportant to safety. There
is no possibility _that'an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously ir the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the-basis for any Technical Specificatier
is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUAT10!47 91-SE-037 Revisions O

!

Leak Repair Procedure

Descriptions !
This procedure outlines the maintenance activities required to make a leak j

repair by injection (furmanite) to valve packing, flang(1. joints, etc., while i

the component'is in-ser** ice or out-of-service. |
i

safety Evaluations ,
*

This procedure doeo not apply to safety related equipment previously evaluated-

in the USAR. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in tF7 USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important.
to safety of a different-type than any evaluated-previously in the USAR may be
crested.

The activities outlined by this precedure do not interfere with any of the
Roactor Protection or Engineered Safety Features Systems. The failure of any ,

component repaired by this procedure would not change the margin of safety
offered by these systems. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the ,

basis for any Technical specification is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-038 Povision: 0 i

Combustible Materials Permit 91-21 ;
e

Descriptions i

This Combustible Haterials Permit allows for storage of two 55 gallon drums of
; Beta slinicide C-74 in the Communications Corridor. Storage of this material
introduces a fire loading of approximately 6000 DTU por square foot into this ;

area. The combustible loading, as described in the USAR for fire area CC-1, ,

raflects a loading of 0 BTU per square foot for this area. This permit allows .t
a change to the facility from its description an the USAR in that it wi'l [
allow for 6,000 BTU per square foot to be stored in this area. I

Safety Evaluations !
The Communications Corridor (CC) is separated from the adjacent safety related
arens'of the Control Building by a 3-hour fire barrier. All cable and piping !

penetrations through the fire rated barriors are fitted with 3-hour rated
penetration seals. Fire dampers will isolate heating, ventilation and air !

conditioning ducts between the CC and control Building in case of fire. This |
position of the.Communicaticas Corridor is provided with a detection and !

automatic alarm system. A fira in this area cannot prevent safe shutdown
because the area contains no safe shutdown equipment and is separated from the ,

Contro1' Building by a 3-hour barrier. !

The consequences of a fire in the CC have not been increased by allowing the i
'

combustible material load to be increased to 6,000 BTU per square foot because
fire spread into the Control' Building has not been created. The operability
of the penetration seals and fire dampers are not affected because the
increased load does not alter their function nor compromise their fire
resistance.- The malfunction probability and the cor. sequences thereof for
equipment important-to safety has not been increased because it is not
throatened by the addition of 6,000 BTU per square foot fire loading in the

' CC . Therefore, .there is_no increase in the probabliity of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety *

,

previously evaluated-in the'USAR.' "

' storing more combustibles thsn shown in the USAH for area CC-1 does not change
the. operation or configuration of equipment important to-safety. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.

-The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification |

is not reduced. ,

>
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-039 91-SE-040 Revision 0

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Valve Lineup Revision

Descriptions
-The revised lineup al?ows the reactor coolant drain tank (RCDT) hydrogen cover
gas pressure te be controlled manually rather than the automatic control
discussed in the USAR. The valve lineup closes containment Isolation Valves
HC HV7126 & 7150 and opens Hydrogen Supply Valve HD V023. This revision also
affects the Nitrogen System normal valve lineup by changing the normal
position of manual valva KH V098 fcom open to closed. Thse valve is on the
hydrogen supply to the RCDT.

Safety Evaluations
This valve lineup does not prevent any safety related system from performing
its design function or prevent a safe shutdown of-the reactor. The two
containment isolation valves mentioned are in their-safety position (closed)
:during normal plant operation and,.thornfore, no automatic action would be,

necessary in the' event of a containment isolation signal. cverpressure
protection for the RCDT is maintained. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction oi
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The RCDT performs no safety function. Operation of its hydrogen cover gan
system in manual is within f.ts design capabilities. There is no poortbility
that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a
different tyre than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not-reduced.

i-
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SAFETi EVALUATIONI 91-SE-041 Revision: 0 i

component Cooling Water Pumpu A & C Inservice Pump Test Temporary
Change i

|
Descriptione

,

This temporary procedure change to the Component Cooling Water (CCW) Pumps A k
c Inservice Pump Test installs a pressure gauge to measure the pressure drop
across CCW pump A Discharge Check Valve EG V003.

Safety Evaluations
The pipe fittings, pressure gauge and flex hose connected at the vent

,

connection maintains system design pressure. The sulamicity-of the vent line
'

connection is not adversely affected. The vent isolation valve will.only be
'

opened to take a pressure reading and then will be returned to its normally
closed position. With the vent valve remaining normally isolated, leakage o

f.com the system has=not been increased and remains within the bounds of normal
system design use.

There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously

,

evaluated in the USAR.
.

This temporary change does not degrade the CCW Pumps in any way nor challes.gi
thu. integrity of the piping. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

L

The capability and capacity to provide cooling water is not degraded or
impaired by this change.- The. margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
Technical specification is not reduced.

!

!
|

|
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|

SAFETY EV.4LUATION: 91-SE-042 Revinien 0

Resideal Heat Removal Pump Suction Flush Tempo:ary Procedure

Description:
This temporary proceuure provides the means to flush through a 2-Anch globe
valve on the suction piping of the "a" Residual lleat Removal ( R!!R) pump in an

ef fort to reduce hotspot radiation levolo at the valve. Flushing through tha

valve is accomplished by using a flange connectiun and drain noue at the valve
connection for a brief period of time.

Safety Evaluation:
The initial conditions and assumptions of the previously evaluated accidents
are not changed or altered, nor is the RllR equipment adveracly affected by
this flunh procedure. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of
occu r rhae ta or the consequences of an accident or malfunction. et equipment
important to sainty previously evaluated in the USAH.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to saf ety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in tne 'JsAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basir for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

_ _ _____ - __ _____ _ _ ---
_
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SAFE 1Y EVALUATION: 91-SE-044 Revisions 0

| Reactor Coolant Pump Framw Vibration Monitoring Temporary Modification
|
|- Description
'

-This temporary modification defeats the horizontal frame vibration indication,
alert, and alarm functions for Reactor Coolant Punip (RCP) D. This is being
done to prevent nuisance alarms at.the Main control Board.

Bearing temperature indication, vertical horizontal shaf t and frame vertical
vibration indicattoa alert and alarm functions remain available and have not

L been affected by the cebject modification.

Safety Evaluation:
There are no trips or engintored safety features actuations from the RCP
vibration instruments. These instrumants are not essential to obtain or
maintain.a safe shutdown planc condition.

|
'

The existence or nonexistence of the vibration monitoring system for the RCPs
does not affect the previously evaluated accident probabilities or the

| consequences thereof because this system does not af fect the initial i

L conditions or assumptions utilized in the anscasment of those probabalities.
| The integrity of the RCS precoure boundary and the componente which aro
|- important to safety which make up this boundary are not subject to any new or
'

different variable which would increase the likelihood of thuit malfunction
Iprobabilities or consequances from that already evaluated.
1

The seismic, environmental, electrical and physical separation of equipment
.

'important to safety has not been changed by the temporary modification
actions. There is no porsibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment ;

important to safety of a different typo than any evaluated previously in the j
USAR may bo' created.

RCP vibration monitoring is not addressed by any Technical Specification.
Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification la not reduced. i

1
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,

SAFETY TVP.LUATION: 91-SE-045 Revisions 0
,

'
Portab13 Ventilation And vacuum Unit Leak Testing

Description: [
The test described in this precedure establishes a method used to leak tes*
the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters installed in the portable
vacuum cleaners used in the Radiologien11y Controlled Area (RCA).

The performance of this procedure doer not introduce a load demand on any ,

system required for the safe shutdown of the plant. This test requires
service 110 or 440 VAc power and service or instrument r.tr which are not
osatntial for safety related equipment.

I

Safety Evaluation: [
This tart does not place the vacaum cleaners in a lotAed condition. The leak

*

test is conducted with the vacuum cleaners during normal operatica and does
not require the alteration or restriction of safety related equipment. Thore
is no increase in the probability of oc:urrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

This test does not introduce any new parameters or load conditions +, hat would
create a different type of accidunt or malfunction of safety related
equip aent. Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction
of erguipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated -

prevtously in tae USAR may be created.
|

Portable vacuum systems are not discussed in the Technical Specifications, nor<

doen their operation during testing affect the margin of safety associated
with any safety related system or component. Therefore, the margin of safety ,

as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced. '

i
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bAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-046 Revision 0

Fleid Paintin4 Procedure

Description:
' '

This procedure provides guidance for painting in both uafety and non-safcty
i
'

related ateam (this procedure does not apply to painting inside containment).

Safety. Evaluation:
Precautions are included for the protection of components in a manner that ,

will'not affect operability. There is no increase in t he probability of |
occurrence or the consequences _of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. :

!

Precautions are taken not to restrict, alter, cr change in any way the
operating parameters or conditions of a component or equipment. There is no
possibility that an eccident or malfunction of equipment important to safety ,

of a different-type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as dofined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.-

,
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-SE-047 thrt -063 Revision: 0

Essential Service Water Emergency Hakeup Procedures Changes

Description:
,

Plant Modification Request 02495 (previously discussed in 1990 submittal of
same report) is installing an Atlas Corco air compresnor in place of the
prosent Ingersoll Rand unit, CKA01A. The present Essential Service Water
(ESW) cooling fivw requirement for CKA01A & B during normal shutdown and post
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) operation is 30 gpm each. The Atlas Copco
unit requires 40 gpn. Tho new air compressor will be placed in service before
the system flow ba1.ance can be re-checked and adjusted.

'These procedure changes will ensure that the preseat ESW flow belance will not
be disturbed to the extent of being outside previous analysis in post-LOCA
operation in the event A train L'SW emergency makeup is required for the Steam
Generators, Component Cooling Water System, or the Spent Fuel Pool. the
maximum. intermittent flow for thece systems in 1120 gpm, 100 gpm, and 25 gpm,
reepsetively. If one or more of these systemn is receiving emergency u.akeup
in the post-LOCA lineup, the procedure changa would require that CKA01A be
shut down (inferred by caution statement) if running and that it be prevented
'from running during the-duration-of the emergency makeup event. Cooling water
is automatically shut off when the compressor is shut down. If no emergency
makeup is ocentring in post-LOCA operation, the 10 gpm additional flow
required by CKA01A is rot considered to significantly affect the present flow
. balance, therefore no action would be necessary.

Safety Evaluations
.The KA System air compressors are non-class IE, non-seismic category I devices
,and are not-located in safety related buildings. CKA01A & B aru powered from
different class IE busses and are supplied by ESW during lose of offsite power
conditions.. Both compressors are shed from class IE bussen on a saf6ty
: injection signal, but may be realigned to their busses' manually.
Safety.related pneumatically operated valves supplied by the compressed air
-system are either designed with backup N2 supply or are danigned to fail in
their safe position in the event oi' complete loss of instrument air.

_ Systems,_ structures, and components important to safety are not placed in an
unsafo condition by removing CKA01A from service. There is no increase in the
-probability of. occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

- T' ere _is no possibility that- an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR taay be
-created.

Safety margins are maintained by removing CKA01A from service ninea this
"

action preserves the previous post-LOCA flow balance during emergency makeup.
.The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is-not reduced.

LE x ~ -
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SAtT1Y EVAL 1!AT10NSi Re. vision: 0

Temporary Shielding Roquests
:

Description *
Because of radi31ogical concerno during implorantation of the resistance ;

thermal detector bypass removal project, s2veral requests for temporary lead
chieldir.g have been written to place lead shielding on the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) piping, components, and branch connections to the Ecs. The
Safety Evaluations. applicable include 91-0039 through 91-0050, 91-0052,
91-0054 through 91-0063, and 91-0161.

Evaluations were performed which showed that with the additional weight added,
the subject.mupports, piping, and valves would remain within code allotable
stresses and would meet the seismic requirements previously evaluated provided i

assigned shielding weight limits for each component were not exceeded. '

safety Evaluation
The shielding is -installed .such that it remains in place during an accident

,

- and since the additional weight added by thio chielding still meets all design
requirements,.there is no increase in the probability or the consequences o# )

an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR. *

;

There are no new or different challenges to equipment important to safety
,

caused by installation of the shielding. There in no possibility tha*. an
accident or malfunction of' equipment important to safety of a different type

'

than any evaluated previously in the USAM may be created. i

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced. .

,
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JSAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0011 Revisions 0 ,

Essential Service Water Underground Repair

Description: .

It has been identified that repair may be necussary because of interior stall
corrosion in the Essential Service Water (dSW) System linen. This

'

modification f acilitates the repair program for the underground portion ok the
ESW Syster alping. The modification consists of installing four new concrete
access _vaalte- tuo each for train A and E, and installing bolted flanges,
cpool piec6c, aad drain and vent valves in the Ultimate heat Jink (UHS) supply
and return lines of both trains at the locations of the new vaults.

Safety Evaluation:
Installation of the access vaults may be performed when the plant is in full
power operations, within the limitations described in the cafety evaluations.
Construction practices (seismic II/I designed temporary shoring) used will
prevent any adverse effects from conntruction of the vaults on the piping of
either train and also on the existing, adjacent structures. Cae or both
vaulte for the same train of piping only shall be worked on at a ttm .

During excavation for the vaults, administrative ccatrole are established to
ensure that the continued. function of the ESW train being worked is ,

maintained. At - the end of each workday, a temporary cover le provided over
-the excavation area to provide protection from the design basis missile
loading. The twaporary miasile covers are designed as Category I structures.

The' underground ESN piping.has previously been designed as fully supported by
the ground. _The construction of the new vaults renders the pipes unsupported
for a maximum distance of 20' feet. The pipes have been evaluated for the
unsupported length.for both conditions, i.e. with and without the pip'.ng
modifications, for all applicable-design loads. The pipe stresses remain
within the ASME Code allowables. therefore no new cupports are required for
the pipes in t!.e vaults.

The affects of cold weather on the portions of the piping tnat will be i

permanently exposed in the new vacits have been_ evaluated. The vault roofs
-and walls, to below the: frost dopth, are insulated to minimize heat: exchange-
bctween the_inside and.the outside of the vaulte, All roof joints are sealed
'to minimize inleakage of the outside air-into the vaults. The analysis shows

'
that the piping temperature _will remain above freeting during extreme winter
conditions. As an additional protection, local temperature monito*:ing
instrumentation is provided on the outside of the vaults for the purpose of
monitoring the temperaturo inside the vaults during the cold weather without
entering.the vaults.

The. concrete vaults are structurally adequate for the condition of complete

: flooding of the inside of the vaults and their long term integrity is also not
''

affected due to flooding. The insulation used on the concrete roof and walls
is manufactured from styrene foam material which will not be damaged by
wetniass caused by any incoming or leaking water. The pipes have been
evaluated fer the._ external pressure loading that would result on them from
complete flooding of the vaults and are found to be adequate. The stresses in
the pipes from this condition remain within ASME. code allowables. In order to
avoid any adverse effects on the long term opcration of the system, water
level monitoring and water' removing-fecilities are provided on the outside of

3
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t

the vaults.
|

During implementation of the piring modifications, the associated ESW train
will not be capable of fulfilling its safety functions, as described above. I

Therefore, the piping modifications shall be perf ormed during plar.t shutdown ,

and when only one operable train of ESW System is needed to support the plant.

The modification to the ESW System is in accordance with ASME Code and the
concrete vaults that house the piping are designed as category 1 structures.
The safety design basis relating to structural integrity, function, and
eperability of the ESW System is unoffected by this modificat!cn. There is no .

*

increase in the proaability of occurrence or the consequences of an accidant
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the'

USAR. ,

This modification has been evaluated for all relevant hazards to the affected
ESW piping. The underground Nortion of the ESW piping has ceen evaluated to
ASME conalstent with the original. design. There is no possibility that an
accident or mal * unction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for aay Technical Specification
is not reduced.

i

'SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0030 Revision: 0

Temporary Backup Nitrogen Source Instaitation

! Descriptions
This temporary modification provides an additional source of pneunatic energy

,

aa a be.ckup to the normal instrument alt to the residual heat removal (RHR)
. heat exchanger flow control valves. Yhis is accomplished by supplying, if
needsd, nitrogen from a high pressure nitrogen bottle.

!

Safety Evaluation:'

Prcviding a back up acurce of pneumatic energy to operate RHR control valves
if a loss of instrument air occurs does not increase the-ftequency at which
the RHR equipment is actuated, alter the function of any RHR equipment, nor

, degrade the. operability or any RHR oquipment. Tr.er0 is no increase in the *

| probability of occurrence or the consaquences of an accident or malfunction of *

| . equipment important to safety previously _ evaluated in the USAR.

The failure mode, upon loss of instrument air of the subject valves, is open.
This failure position is raintained by the modification. The seismicity of
the subject valves is not affected by installing, if needed, the additional
pneumatic energy source. There is no possibility that an accident orr

l malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

| Decay heat.renoval is maintained. The margin of safety as defined in the

| basis for any Technical Specification is rot reduced.

l
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0031 91-0111 Revision: 0

Accumulator Inservice Check Valve Test Procedure Chango

Deecription:
This is a correction to a previously completed safety evaluation for a
procedure which governs inservice testing of the Emergency Core cooling System
accumulator safety injection check valves. The accumulator pressures were
incorrectly stated. There was no change to the remainder of the evaluation.
The subject test involvoa quantifying over a period of time the discharge flow
out of the accumulator instead of oboerving flow through a test line and

{p instruments.

'$5
'

) v{ . ety Evaluations

[ The actions of the procedure do not put any system component or piping in a
-)j condition outside of its design parameters nor create a flow path which couldy

Ts$ cause a loss of coolant. There is no increase in the probability of

[ fg occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment

1 impor*. ant to safety previoccly evaluated in the USAR. .

a:

Tiere is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

This test is evnducted when che plant in in Mode 6, Refueling, while the
accumulators are not required to be operable. The margin of safety as drfined
in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

SAFETY EVALChTION: 91-0033 Revision: 0
-

Incc"9 Thermocouple USAR Description Change .

9eneription:
Tt is USAR change updates the dencription of the incore therraocouples to more 3

accurately describe their function. The UsAR lists the thermocouplac as
r.nn-safety related but they supply informacion to the safety related core
subcooling monitor. Therefore. the changa involves listing the thermocouples
as shfety related.

E

Safety tvaluation:
This change does not involve any field modifications and is simply a
clarification of the original function. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the connequances of an accident or malfur.ction of
equipmant importent to asf ety previnusly valuated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accider.t or m&lfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as elefined in the basis for any Tecanical Specification
in not reduced.

_ _ _ ._. _. .
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SAFETY EVALUATION 91-0033 Reviaton 0

' Valve Pit Dirt Replacement

Deceription:

This modi'icatica removec 12-inches of soil around the Essential Service Water-

(ESW) Systom valve pite and replaces it with crushed rock.

Safety Evaluation:
The area aedified is outside cf.the power block. This modification does not
-affect the operation of any equipment required for plant arutdown or accident
mitigation. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of occurrence i

or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously ovaluated in the USAR.

This change in surf ace texture does not introduce any significant change to
the storm drainage analysis in the USAR por does it create any new challenges '

to_ equipment-tmpertant to safety. IPere is ro possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to eafety of a different type than any-
Eevaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety au defined in the baai.s for any Technical Specification '

is not reduced.

t
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, CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0034 Revision O

Steam cenerator Leym1 Temporary Emulation

- Description:

This temporary modification emulates normal steam generator (S/0). levels on 3
of the 4 channels of each loop. This is accomplished by placing a resistor at
each instrument's input test jack in the 7300 process protection cabinets,
which gives the voltage value to emulate normal S/0 levels. One instrument
channel is not emutated in order to provide actual S/0 level indication to the
control Roor operators.

-This temporary modification's installation and existence is limited to plant
Mooes 4 Hot _ Shutdown, 5. cold shutdown and 6, Refueling because Reactor Trip
snd Aux Feedwater Actuation Signals e, defeated. 'In Modes 4, 5 and 6, this
function is not required becawee the reactor is tripped and the plant is
cooled down with Tave <350' degrees F. Feedwater requirements are minimal and
not required for emergency needs in_these piant modeo.

- Safety Evaluations
Placing the resistor acrosa the input test jack of the S/G 1evel instrumente
in the process cabinets does not degrade thn class IE integrity of the cabinet
or affect any other cabinet function. There 10 no increase in the probability
of occurrence or the cotisequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in' the USAR.

TheIlevel instruments are the only equipment affected and their operation will
be tested upon return.to service prior to Mode 3 entry following the outage.
Durit;g-the time the-modification'is in place, the seismic.and environmental
qualification of tSe equipment important to safety is not degraded or
adversely af fected. There. in no possibility that an accid =nt or malfunction
of equipment important to. safety of a different typo than any evaluated
previously in-the USAR may be created.

' technical: Spec $fication for this change applieu only while in Modes 1, Power
operation, 2, Startup, and 3. Hot Standby; therefore, defeating the subject
functions while in Modem 4, 5 and 6 doce not reduce tne margin of safety as.
defined by the basis for may Technical Specification.

-- _ _ _ -. _- . _. .
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0035 Revision: 0

Integrated Leakage Rate Test Deprosourization With Containment Purge
System

~ Description:
This proceduro governs operation of the Containment Purge System to
depressurize containment following the Integrated Leakage Rate Test (ILRT).
This vent path is in addition to the primary vent path through the
pressurization system piping, and it shortens the depressurir;cion time by
about four hours.

To protect the Auxiliary Building ducts from overpressurization, an orifice
plate made of 1/4-inch thick steel with a six inch bore, is installed in
place of'the mini purge exhaust inlet screen. This orifice is similar in size
to the six inch containment penetration piping of thw pressurization system
and cpening this vent path approximately doubles the depressurization rate and
halves the remaining depressurization time.

Safety Evaluation
Use of this procedure does not challenge component integrity or prevent the
dampers from responding to a containment purge isolation signal or manual
closure. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

The integrity of the containment isolation valves and penetration piping are
not challenged by this procedure. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be croated.

'
The margin of safety as dofined in the basis for any Technical Specification

,

_..is not reduced.

.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0036 Revision: O

PA01' Bus Outage Temporary Power

Description
This procedure provides instructions for the installation of temporary power
feeds to equipment needed during 13.8 kV bus (PA01) outages for maintenance
work. The procedure controls the size of the temporary power conductors, the
portable generator grounding cable size and the terminating hardware used on
the temporary conductors. Precautions are provided which cover temporary
cable routing and bend radius.

Safety Evaluation
None of the equipment is safety related or is required to bring the plant to a
nafe shutdown condition. None of the power systems involved, including the
temporary: power sources, are class IE. There is no increase jn the

probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The result of a temporary cable failure would be limited to the possibility of
a fire in the room. All rooms associated with this procedure have a
provicuely cavaluated fire analysis. There is no possibility that an accident
or malf anction of equipaent important to safety of a dif ferent type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.The margin of safety an defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

ShTETY EVALUATIDH 91-0037 Kevision: 0

Emergency Diesel Generator Testing USAR Change

Deacriptions
Th.8.s USAR change provides a different test schedule of the Emergency Dieseli.

LGenerators (EDG) using the description in the Technical Specifications.

Tafety Evaluation!'
This change has no adverne affects on the operation of the EDG. The change
increases-the test f requency thereby providing additional test data upon which
to judge EDG reliability. Thero is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
1.nportant to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to_ safety of a diff9 rent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The :nargin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0038 Revision: O

Radioactive Waste Management USAR Change

Description:
This USAR change provides a clarification of Dilution Factors,-Release Points,
calibration and maintenance of monitors, and dercribes the vendor services
being uced at the plant.

Vendor services are being utilized to clean contaminated laundry which helps
-to prevent the spread of highly contaminated particles through the laundry
water. systems. Vendor services are also used to process portions of the
Liquid Waste Process System products.

Safety Evaluation:
The activities and services which are being provided by vendors must meet the
sae.s criteria as required by Wolf Creek. The subject USAR changes do not
chango any setpoints or releace points at the plant nor increase any release
soarce alarm factors. No new discharge or release to the environment has been
established. Thornfore, there is no increase in the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to

.

safety previously evaluated.in the USAR.

All changes in this USAR change meet previously entablished rules ands
regulations. The changes do not imply or describo any'new or different ways
plent equipment.io used. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the_USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

;

%

r
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0065 91-0072 Revision: 0 ;

'

~ Mixed Bed Domineralizer Resin Change

Description:
This is a USAR and procedure change.to a allow use of an ion exchange resin in
the Chemical Volume Control System (CVCS) mixed bed domineralizers which
employs a cation resin of the hydrogen form rather than the previously used
lithium form. Use of the hydrogen form resin during plant cooldown and outage *

cleanup provides a more efficient removal of activated corrosion products and,

fission products from the Beactor Coolant' System (RCS). A strong acid cation
resin of the hydrog<n type can easily split salts which the weaker types ;

cannot readily do. The effect of the use of this type of mixed bed unit will
be to lower pH while attaining a higher bed decontamination factor.

;

Safety Evaluations .

The use of the; hydrogen form resin.does not affect the reactor coolant
pressure boundary or the CVCS in any mode. Required chemistry limits are
maintained to ensure the structural integrity of the RCS. There is no
. increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

There is no poesibility that an accident er malfunction of equipment important >

to safety.of a different type than any ei,;uated previously in the USAR may be,
,

created.

Use of the hydrogen form resin.does not prevent plant-chemistry from being
controlled in ranges required by the Technical Specifications. The margin of- :t
safety as defined in the basis for ar.y Technical Specifice. tion is not reduced.
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. SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0067 Revision 0

Instrument And Service Air Campressor Manual Operation

Description:
This temporary procedure places Instrument and Service Air Compressor CKA01A
in service and manually starts coinpressors D & C. Compressors B & C operate
in an unloaded condition but running to ensure standby functions are
maintained.

Safety Evaluation
This configuration does not diminish the quality, quantity, or pressure of al.e
supplied to plant loads nor does it significantly affect system operation.
There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

.

Equipment operated by this air is not subjected to a dif ferent mode of f ailure
because normal air parameters are maintained. There is no possibility that an

,

accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety-of a differer.t type
than any evaluated previously ir. the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
in not reduced.

,

SAFETY EVALVATICN 91-0069 91-0071 -Revisions O

Residual Heat Removal Pump Room Temporary Shielding

. Description:

Because of radiological. concerns during application of decontamination
. coating,.tempocary' lead shielding was required.in Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
Iump Rooms A & B. The addition of the shielding was determined to be
acceptable provAded .ersigned shielding weight limits for each component were
not exceeded.

' Safety Evaluations

;Tne shielding does not affect active system or component response. There is
no. increase in the probability-of occurrence or the consequences of an-
: accident.or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the DSAR.

Tho shielding does not challenge the integrity of any safety related
equipment. There is no pousibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipmenc important to safety of a different type than any eve.luated
previously in the USAR may be crea' sed.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not roduced.

. . .__
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5AFETY EVALUATION: 91-0070 Revision: 0

Essential Service Water Crosstie Valve Leak Test Procedure

|

Description |
This procedure quantifies the leakage through the Essential Service
Water / Service Water (ESW/SW) Systems crosstie butterfly valves. In measuring
this leakage, pressure gauges and a drain hose are temporarily installed on i

the systems. ]
1

Safety Evaluations. |
The commercial pipe fittings, pressure gaugos and flex hone connected at the j

various connections maintain system design pressure. The isolation valves are l

only opened to take a pressure reading or to quantify the leakage flow and |
then returned to their normally closed position. Therefore, leakage from the |

"

system is not. increased because tha system valves remain closed unless in
active use by test personnel. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or tiie consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipmant
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The seismic, environmental, and class IE qualifications of the ESW equipment
'

is not intsoduced to.a unique factor or influence which could create an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR.

The' capability and capacity to provide cooling to the plant's heat loads have
not been degraded or impaired. The margin of safety as defined in the basts
.for any Technical. Specification is not-reduced.-

,
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-SAIETY EVALUATION: 91-0074 91-0091 Devisions O

Ermential Service Water Flow Balance Temporary Procedure

Description:
These temporary procedures perform a pout Losa-of-coolant-Accident balance for ;

the Essential Service Water (ESW) System. The emergency makeup to the
Auxiliary Feedwater, Spent Fuel Pool, and Component Cooling Water Systems is
simulated by providing a flow through the suction piping to the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump. -The flow path is established by removing the pump
suction strainer spool piece and installing a temporary adapter bolted to the
piping flange with temporary piping routed outside the building to the storm
drains. The procedures also install pressure gauges, chemical addition taps
and a jumper hose.

Safety Evaluation:
The procedures are only performed in plant Modes 5, Cold shutdown, 6 Refueling
and No Mode, The temporary piping is installed with sufficiwnt cupports and >

braces to ensure that no strain la placed on the permanent suction piping or
supports. Potential leakage from the gauge and hose connections following a
' seismic event will not degrade the ability of the ESW System and ultimate heat
sink to provide cooling to essontial components. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAA.

,

The procedures do not create any new or different challenges to equipment
important to safety. There is no posolbility that an accident or malfunction
of equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
.previously in the USAR may.be created.

The margin of safety au defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,
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SATETY EVALUATION: 91-0076. ' Revision: 0

.USAR Emergency Lighting Clarification
,

JDescriptions.
This is.a USAR change that clarifies a commitment related to emergency
' lighting as stated in the USAR-text. The USAR states that " emergency
-lighting la designed to provide lighting at all times in areas used during
shutdown'or emergency." This USAR change changes it to "The emergency
lighting system is designed to provide lighting in areas used during safe
shutdown, design basis events or fire fighting activities."

Safoty Evaluation:
The emergency lighting system has no safety design basis. The change to the
wording in the USAR1taxt does'not affect the ability to provide lighting to
the area above the main control board and operators' console upon loss of
non-class IE AC. power or to evacuate the Control Room and man the control
panels outalde the Control Room to enable a safe shutdown condition or to
support fire fighting activities.'

There As no. increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of-equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

. There is op possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important-
itu safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

created.

The margin of; safety as defined in th= basis for any' Technical Specification
is not-reduced.

.
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SATETY EVALUATION: 91-0077 91-0078 Revision 0

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System Clarification

Description:

These ciangwa relate to a change trs the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
-(NPRDS) procedure and to the section applicable to NPRDS in the USAR to
clarify and more accurately describe the NPRDS program at Wolf Creek. The
changes reflect that the NPRDS program prepares component failure analysis
reports and distributes this information to applicable groups; it does not
have the capability to provide corrective measures.

Safety Evaluations
Clarifying the USAR text and changing the NPRDS description in the procedure
does not increase the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

These text related changes do not affect any operating proceduras. There is
no pocalbility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to +

oafety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR mi; be
created.

The NPRDS is not addressed bi eny Technical Specifications. The margin of
safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

t

, _ _ _
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-SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0079 Revision: O

Gaitronics Temporary Installation Procadure ,

Description:

This procedure provides instructions for installing and removing temporary
gaitronica stations at various locations in the power block, support
buildings, yard areas, and temporary trailers. The temporary stations
installed by'this procedure are not reflected in the USAR and therefore
constitutes a change to the USAR description.

Safety. Evaluations
,

All temporary equipment _used by this proendure meets all applicable
requirements._ operation of the public Address System is not adversely
affected by this procedure. Cable separation is maintained between temporary ,

cables and permanent equipment. TLo equipment and cables are secured to r

ensure movement towards safety related equipment does not occur.

The Public Address Systin does not provide a safety related function. There
is no increase in the probab)11ty of occurrence or the consequences of an

,

accident or malfunction of eq2ipment important to safety previously evaluated
in-the USA 2.

Installation of temporary equ.pment is controlled to ensure that other plant
equipment is not_affected. Therefore, there la no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any-evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for-eny Technical Specification
'is not reduced. /

,

- _ _ , - .
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SAPMTY EVALUATION: 91-0080 91-0064 Revision: O

Performance Improvement Request Procedure Cl.ange

teocription:
This procedure change involves a charige of the Programmatic Deficiency Report
to the Performance Improveiraent Request (PIR). Besides changing the program '

title, supervisor responsibilities and a definition were added. The change
also provides a clarification of the types of problems to be doeuraented on the
PIR. The second safety evaluation applies to the USAR change.

Safety Evalua'. ion:

This change is for company wide ncn hardware problem reporting and the
administrative controls associated with it. The program change enhances
managements awareneca of prcblems. There is no increase in the probability of
occurreace or-the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

-There is r.o possibility that an accident er malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR mar _be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVAliU7? ION: 91-0081 Revision: 0

Floor And Equipment Drain Piping Proesure Test Procedure

-Description:
This procedure demonstrates the integrity of the preneure retaining components 2

of the Floor and Equipment Drain System Piping between control / Auxiliary
Building sumps to floor dealn tank upstraam and downstream isolation valves.
For this pressure test, a temporary pressure gage is installed at a drain line
connection.

Safety Evaluations
The flex hose, commercial pipe fittings, and temporary gage connected to the
drain line maintain system operating pressure. The flex hose does not rigidly
couple'the gage load to the system piping. Tl:e drain line valve is only
opened to take pressure readings and then reatored to its normal 4y closed

. position There is no increase in the probabiltcy of occurrence or the :
'

iconsequer ces of an accident or. malfunction of equipment important to safety
previouslr evaluated in the USAR.

The seismic;ty of the drain linen is not compromised by the instrumentation,
No unique or 64fferent failure is introduced by installing a temporary gage.,

Since the equipment in'not affected by this modification, there is no
,

possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
'

of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The reliability, capability, and integrity of the system in collecting lityuid
waste from the plant during accident conditions is not degraded by this
modification. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical

'

Specification is not reduced.

SA; ETY EVAI.0ATION: 91-0083 -Pevision: 0

Movable Segmented Shelld Installation

i neseription:

This modification installs a movable segmented shield for radiation protection
of personnel durino dewatering of spent resins in shipping casks. .

Safety Evaluation:
'In the-event of a spill of resin slurry or decant watur, existing curbs or'

. temporary barriers will.contain the liquid release. Additionally, this change
*

does not affect any. equipment important tu saf ety. There is no increase in
,

the probability of occorrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important.to safety previously evtluated in the USAR. '

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to cafety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USA- may be

,

created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0084 Revisiont 0

Letdown Delay Pipe Temporary Shielding
,

Descriptic?:
Because of tadiological concerna, temporary lead shielding was required around
the Chemical and Voluca control System Letdown Delay Pipe. An evaluation
- revealed that with the additional w. sight added, the subject auppo*:ts, piping,
and valves would remain within code allowable Stresses and would meet the

~* seismic requirements previously evaluated providmd assigned shielding weight
limits for each component were not exceeded.

.

Safety Evaluationt.
The chielding to installed euch that it remains in place during a seiomic
event and the additional weight added by thin shielding still meets all design
requirements. Therefore, there in no increase in the probability or the-
consequences of an_accidort Jr malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated.in thc USAR.

;There are no new or different challenges to (,quipment important to safety
cansed by installation of the shielding. There is no possibility that an*

-accident =or malfanction of equipment important to safety of a different type+

than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as dofined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced,
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0085 Revision: 0

Main Transformer Fire Protection Unit Trip Interlock Temporary
Disablement-

Descriptions
-The main transforners (A, S and C phases) kre protected from a fire event by
the Fire Protection System. The main transformere are automatically
deenergized upon actuation of the water spray system to prevenr. damage to the
transformer bushings. To avoid inadvertent spray system actuations and
spurious transformer trips, dual zone detection is provided for these
transformora. Detection by both zones trips the deluge valve and deenergizes
the transformer. This temporary modification defeats the signal to doenergize
main transformer c while troubleshooting the_ Fire Protection System for the
.cause of recent spurious alarms. '

,

: Safety Evaluation:

The main transformers.are'non-safety related site struccures. The main
transformers are remotely located from eafety related structures, and as such,
a postulated fire within these zones doom not pose a hazard to structures and
systems required for. safe shutdown. There is no increase in the probability,

of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to-safety previously evaluated in-the USAR.

There is no' possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of-a-different type than any evaluated previously in the UST.R may be
created.

The margin .of safety as defined in the baats for any Technica1' Specification
is not' reduced.
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-SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0088 Revision: 0-

Accumulator Inleakage Temporary Troub1 shooting Procedure

Description:
This.is a temporary procedure for determining if inleakage observed into
Accumulator Tank TEP01A is coming from the normally closed valves on the
accumulator fill line. This is accomplished by closing normally locked open
Pill Line Manual Isolation Valve EP V009 and trending tank level.

,

'Safety Evaluations.

The procedure provides for re-opening EP V009 if the tank level begins to
.docrease and it becomes.nscessary to fill the tank. The valve is safety
related-because failure of the valve pressure boundary could render the
accumulator incapable of performing its cafety function. However, the velve
performs.no active function in the mitigation of any accident, it is locked.
open to ensure that accumulator filling operations can be performed from the '

Control Room without delay if levsl decreases are experienced from minot >

leakage or routine sampling.

~

The valve is designed to be closed, if necessary, for system maintenance,
rework-or leakage.- This is covered in general by the USAR. Closing the
manual isolation valve does not increase *.he probability of cecurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR. ,

The valve is safety related for pressure boundary only. Clocing it does not
produce circumstances that would create an accident or malfunction of
equipment-important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in'the USAR.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any' Technical Specification
11s not reduced.
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sal'ETY EVALUATION: 31-0090 Revision: 0-

' Head Assembly conoseal Temporary Shielding
'

Description:

Because of radiological concerns during replacement of the thermocouples at
the roactor pressure vessel head assembly conoseal locations, each of four
conoseal thermocouple _ locations required temporary lead ahielding. An
evaluation revealed that the additional weight intpooed on the shroud and tip
lift rail does not exceed the design requirements .f these components.

Safety Eysluations
.

important
;

The added weight of the sh!elding does not-compromise any equipment
,

to safety, nor does the weight compromise reactor pressure vessel integrity,
during a seiemic event. . Thera is no increase in the probability of occurrence

'

-or the consequences of an' accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no.pownibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment Japortant
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

r

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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" SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0092 thru 0110 Revision: O

On-Line Relief Valve Testing Procedure

Descriptions
,

These vendor procedures verify the set pressure of relief valves by lifting
them slightly off their seat. The relief valves are tested by the Trevitest
method which has been used within the nuclear industry while the system is in
normal operation. The relief valves tested by the subject procedure are on
the'shell-side of a feedwater heater in the feedwater heater extraction drains
and vents system.

Safety Evaluationt-
If the valve goes full open and is stuck full opon or fails to fully reset for
some unlikely reason, the effect on plant operation would be insignificant and
well within the previous analyses of a feedwater system malfunction that would- -

rsault in a' decrease in teedwater temperature, excessive increase in secondary
steam flow or inadvertent opening of a steam generator rollef or safety valve.

.

r

This test method does not interfere with the ability of the relief valve to
protect the system against an overpressurization event. There is no increase
in the probacility of occurrence or the consequunces of an accident or
malfunction of equipuent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

No equipment important to safety is degraded or challenged by testing the
applicable relief valves. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not' reduced,
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0112 Revision: 0

Main condenser Chemical Cleaning Temporary Procedure

Description:
This temporary procedure pre-conditions (chemically cleans) the main
condenser *a circulating water tubes using Bett DE1762, a mild, non-toxic
chemical which dissolves carbonate senle.

In order to inject the chemical, installation of a flange and threaded nipple
on the circulating waterbox drain standpipe is necessary. This flange
connection la equipped with appropriate check and isolation valves.
Additionally, a vent hose is attached to each waterbox's atmospheric vent and
routed out to chemical trailers for venting off carbon dioxide which is
created by the cleaning process.

Safaty Evaluation:
Installation and use of the equipment for chemically cleaning the main
condenser does not affect the previously avaluated flooding analysis. The
equipment is not installed on any safety related equipment. Therefore, there
is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.

The carbon dioxide created by the cleaning process does not introduce any
adverse affects to control Room habitability. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

- - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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_On-Line Safety. Valve Testing Procedure

Description?
These vendor procedures verify the set pressure of safety valves by lifting
them slightly of f t heir coat. While the system is in normal operation, the
valves are tested by the Truvitest method which has been used within the
nuclear industry. _The safety valves tested by the subject procedure are on
the safety related portion of the main steam line in the Main Steam System.

Safety Evaluation:
If the valve goes fully open and is atuck full open or fails to fully reset
for some unlikely reason, the effect on plant operation would be within the
previour analyses of an inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or
safety valve evaluated in the USAR.

Thie test method does not interfere with the ability of the safety valve to
protect the system against an overpressurization event. Attachment of the
testing device _on the valve does not adversely affect the seismic ability cf v

the valve. Thero.is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

Testing the subject valves does not change the performance, setpoints, or
solemic qualification of them or introduce them to a unique variable which
could create an accident or malfunction of equipment import ant to safety of a
Edtfferent type than any eveluated previously in the USAR.

The function of ensuring that the secondary system precsure is limited to
' within 1104 of its design pressure during the most severe operational

transient is notLeompromised by this testing. The margin of safety as defined
in the ba61s for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

e
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-5AFETY EVALUATION: 91-0133 Revision: 0

1Hini Purge Exhaust Fan Unit Temporary Power
.

Description:
This procedure change providen ir.atructions for the connection of temporary
power to Mini Purge Exhaust Fan Unit (CGT02). This is necessary during its
bus _ outage and the performance of a Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test. The
procedure controls the size of the temporary power conductors snd the
' terminating' hardware used on the temporary conductore. Precautions are
provided which cover temporary cable routing and bend radius.

,

Safety Evaluations
Neither Hotor Control Center associated with this temporary power connectLon
is class IE or is required to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition. '

Additionally, the temporary cabling is not attached to safety related conduit
and is not run in any safety related raceway. There is no increase in the
probability-of occurrence et the consequences of an accident or malfunction of ,

equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
-created.

The margin of safety as' defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

i
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SATETY EVALUATION: 91-0134 Revision: O

Auxiliary Building And Control Room Fressure Test Temporary
Procedure Change

Description:
This temporarte procedure change allows the removal of access covers on the

'
Normal. control Building Supp?y Air System. The purpose of thin one time
change ',a to evaluate a condition discovered where acceso doors were
inadvertently left open en the Supply Ventilation System.

This change verifies the ability of the Emergency Exhaust System (CES) to
maintain the Auxiliary Building at a negative pressure of less than or equal
.to 1/4-inch water gauge (w.g.) relative to cutside atmosphere. At the same

~

time, the Cor. trol Room attempte to maintain a positive pressure of 1/4-inch
w.g., while the access door on Dampero CKD300, GKD279, GKD310 and CKD002 are
left open. Test personnel are stationed next to these uubject dampers to
- replace the access doors, if so requested. Therufore, no adverse impact en
the' operability of the EES exists.

,

Safety Evaluation:
'

Test personnel are asuigned to the damper covers under the direct auspices of
the Centrol Room and will close the access covers when directed by control-
Room parsonnel, 1f a safety Injection Signal, Fuel Building Isolation Signal
or control Room Ventilation Isolation. Signal is initiated. There is no
increase in ths' probability of occurrence or the consequencas of an' accident
or. malfunction'of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

The only physical' change to plant et irment is temporary removal of the damper
-access covers. This action is conducted with personnal staged r. ext to the
dampers for. quick response,-if requested. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of.a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

EThe margin of safety as defined in the basia for any TJechnical Specification,

is not reduced.

,.
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SAFETY EVALUATIOMt 91-0235 Revision 0
.

DC Ground Location Temporary Procedure

Description
This temporary procedure providos the meune for locating grounds on the DC. ,

. systems. The procedure places a small pulsed DC current signal on an operaale
DC bus by using a DC scout. A closed circuit is established through which a
current can be pulsed by the DC scout. A systematic approach of noting where

,

pulses have and have not been detected at various points along the current,

path pinpointa the ground fault location.

Safoty' Evaluation
.This technique does not degrade the operability of the DC systems. Components>

are not subjected to an excessive or degraded voltage because of the small DC
pulso current in the circuit,. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment.
Important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The physical, electrical, environmental and seismic-qualification features of
t!.e class IE electrical subsystems are maintair.ed and not Lmpaired or degraded ~
by the procedurn actions. There is no possibility that an accident or
malfunction of equipment important te safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

.The integrity, reliability, and capacity of the class IE DC systema remains
unaffected. .The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification 1s not reduced.

,
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I CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0136 91-0240 Revision: 0

Essential Service Water /Survice Water Normal Mode Flow Verification
Temporary Procedure

Descriptions
Thia temporary procedure verifies normal mode flows to Essential Service Mater
(ESW) System components and measures piping header flows to Service Water (SW)
System componento. Additionally, a jumper hose is installed by this procedura
at the "B" air compressor to sinulate increased cooling water flow.

During_ normal winter operation, the motor opurated ESW inlet valvos to the
Component cooling Water (CCW) heat exchangers are throttled for temperature
. control. The procedure requires these valves to be full open for flow

'

verification and therefore throttles the wanual valven on the outlet of the
CCW heat exchangers to maintain CCW tenperature within normal operating
limits.

'

Safety Evaluations
!- This_ procedure in only performed in plant Modes 5, Cold Shutdown, 6, *

Refueling, and No Mode. Potential leakage from the hope connecticas following
a. seismic event will not degrade the ability of the ESW System and ultitaate
heat sink to provide. cooling to ess 'a1 componeats. ThrottAing the CCW flow.

.it reduce CCW system flow.through the CCW heat exchangers do .

Additionally, a dedicated individua' .s stationed near the throttled valves to
open themk if' directed to do.so by 7.Contcol Room. There is no increase in
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

'This procedure does not create any new or different challenges to equipment
important to safety. There is no pcssibility that an accident or malfunction
-of. equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created.

4

The ability of the CCW System to provide the required cooling water flows la
not degraded. The margin of safety as defined in-the basis for any Technical
Specification is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0137 Revision 0

USAR Chapter 13 Organizational Changes

Deacription:
Thio USAR change reflects the reorganizattan of Nuclear Services to include
Licensing and Environmental Management, reflects the position of Deputy
Director Plant operations and updates a resume'.

owfety Evaluation:
Clear reporting lines and program responsibilities with required management
oversite by qualified personnel has been maintained. Updating the resume'
doat not decrease qualificationa. There is no increase in the probability of,

occurrance or the congequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety praviously evaluated in tro USAR.

'

The USAR changea do not constitute a change to pystems, coinponents or methode
.5oi operation. 4here is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of.

equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created.

There changen do not reflect any change in the overall operating philosophy.
The margin of satety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not teduced.

r

SAFETY EV7LUATION: 91-0138 Revision: O

Positive bisplacement Pump Minkflow Recirculation Lino Valve VOTES
Tasting Procedure7

Description
This procedurc provides the means to VOTES test the positivo displacement tump
miniflow recirculation itne valve during plant Modes 1, Power Operation, 2,
Startup, or 3, Het Standby. The proceduro also inetalle a pressure gauge at a,
drain valve on the recirculation line.

Safety Evaluation

4
The gauge in installed on a safety related portion of the Chemical and Volume
Centrol Syst em. The gauge is connected by a metal flex hose or equivalent and
the associated fittings are capabic of maintaining uvetem design pressure.
'There is r.o increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequenceu of
an accident or malfunction of equipment importsut to safety previously
evalugted in che USAR.

The gauge is not rig *P y coupled to the system and representa a small mass
that does not adverseQ L !!cet the seismic ability of the line. There in no'

possibility taat an accident or mr.lfunctien of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluaced previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of saioty as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

.
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SAF3TY EVALUATIOWs 91-0139 Revision: O

combustibas Materiale Permit 91-49 '

Descriptions
combustible Materials Permit 91-49 allows for grade level storage of
ecmbustible material equivalent to a fire load of '0,000 BTU per squaro foot

'

within 50 feet of the Reactor, Auxiliary, Diesel Generator, Control and Fuel
Handling Buildings. Tao comburtible loading, as described in the Ushk for the
Yard Area, rc'lects a loading of 0 BTt? per sqisare foot for this ares. This
permit allows a change to the f acility from it s description ir. the USAR.

Safety Evaluation:
The consequences of a fire in the yard ares has not been increased by allowing
the combuntible material load to be increased because f'.re spread into the
safety related structures has not been created. The operacility of the
pen 6Leation seals, fire doors and dampers are not affected because ..he
inerensed load does not n1ter their function nor comproteine thwir fire
resistanen. There is no increans (n the probability of occurrence or the.

,

consequences of Sn accident or malfunction of equipment important to Lafety '

previously evaluated in the USAR.

.There is no posaibility that an 0:cident or malfunction of equipme:st important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previounty in the UCAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defir.ed in the basin for any Technical Specification ,

in not reduced. -

,
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8AFETY EVALUATION: 91-0140 91-0149 Bevisions 0
i i

Imn.Adiste Doration Valvn Arid Volume control Tark Low Level ino. Valve !

VOTES Testing Procadures

Description:
The first procedure provides the means to VOTES test the immeciate horation !

'

valve during plant Hodes 3, Hnt standby through 6, Hofueling. The procedure
also installe pressure gauges on drain *.alves upatream and downstream of the '

immediate boration valve. .

i

The tecond procedure providos the meAns to VOTES test the Volume Control Tank,

(VOT) low level-isolation vaives en the VCT outlet line during plant Mode 6. *

The procedure also installs a pressure gaage on a drain valve en the outlet
line from the seal water heat exchanger which communicaten to the VCf outlet
line. ;

Safety Evaluations ;

The gauges are installed on & safety related portion of the Chemical And '

Vol'4me control tystem (CVCs). However, the operability of the baration flow
:

path is not adversely affected by the gaugon. The gauge remains isolated
except when a reading is taken to prevent the possibility of a CVCS inventory |

loso resulting from a tube failure. There is no inctease in the probability !

of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment !

-important to safety previouelj evaluated in the USAR.

i
The gauger are not rigidly coupled tv the syatem and represent a cmall mass ,

'that does not ad.ernely atfect the ceismic qualification of the line. Thwre ,

LL no pobaibility that an accident or malfunction of oquipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously-in the USAn may bc ,

created.
I' |

The margin of aafety as aetirad in- the basis fur any Technical Specification
'

is not reduced. ,

;
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" - Centrifugal C5arging Pump Miniflow accirr;ulation Lina valve VOtts
Testing Proce.dare

Descriptions
This procedure provides the means to VOTES test the Centrifugal Charging Pump
(CCP) uinAtlow recircuistion line valves during any plant mode. Thess valves
are normally opeat during plant operation. The minitlow valves go cloned after
- a SafJty Injection Sigt.al. This procedura momentarily cicsais and then opens
these valves one at a time with their associated.CCP running 10:' the VOTEL
test. Cyc1tng the miniflow valves doew not adversely offect the CCP. The
procedure also inctalle a prennure gauge at a drain salve on the recirculation
lino.

Safety tvaluation
. .

The gaugna are installed on a safety related portion of the Chemical And
Volume control systern.(C/CE). Ilowever, the operability of the boration flow
path is not advernely affected by the gauges. The gauge remains isolated
except.when a reading is taken to~ prevent the possibility of a CVCS inventory

'
loan resulting from a tube failure. There is no incroace c the probability.

of occurrence or the conse guances of an accident or malfun:. tion of equipment
important to estety previously evaluated in the USAR.

.The.gaugen are not rigidly coupled to the system and zepresent a small mMas
that dona not adversely affect the notomic qualification of the line. There
is no possibility that an accident or malf unction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The' margin of refety as' defined in the bania for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

1
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SAFETY EVALLATION: 91-0143 Rovisiont 0 i

;

Auxiliary Building Sump Pump Discharge isolation Velve VOTES Testing
Procedure- t

Descriptions
'This proceduce provides the means to VOTES test the Auxiliary Building sump

pump discharge isointion valves. The procedure also installe a pressure gaugo
on a drain valve upstream of the iso 13tico valven.

Safety Evaltiations r

The gauge is installed on a non-safety related portion of the Floor and
Equipment Drains System. Installation of thie gauge does not affect any aump
pump performance or system level instrumentation. Thero is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an acclient or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR ;

There in no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important ,

to Mafety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created. !

The margin of Jafety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

,

SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0144 Rovision: 0
i

Diesel Generator Room Temporary Lighting i

i

Description:
This temporary modification provides for hanging / securing of a string of
lights on the west wall of each Diesel Generator (DG) Room to illuminate the
area between the DG engine and well. The string of lights-is secured to
safety related supports without introducing any seismic concerns.

Safety Evaluation:

_
The temporary string cf lights does not af fect the operation of the DGs. The
routing of the ILghts is not over any rotating components which could entangle
the string if it were to fall er come loose. The lights are not near any heat |
senultive. components or circuits which could be adversely affected by the {
tharmal affects of the lights. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in tne USAR.

The seismic, environmental, iire protwetion and class IE qualifications of the
DCs are not introduced to a unique factor or influence which could create an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of i different type

s; than_eny evaluated previously in the USAR.
,

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Techniual Specification .,

is not reduced. >

,

i
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SAFETY EVALUAT10H1 91 0146 Revision O

Panel Designator correction

Descriptions
This nodification corrects the panel designatcr for a Domineralized System
CJntrol Valve Position cwitch (12CWM0014) on its applicable design drawing

(M-0025).

Safety Evaluations
This designator change is an as-built drawing change only and applies to a
non-safety related system. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of-a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0147 Revisions O

Comhuntible Materials Permit 91-51

Coacriptions
This Combustible Materials Permit allows for grado level storage of
combustible material equivalent to a fire load of 80,000 DTU per squhce foot
within 50 feet of the Engineered Safety Features (ESP) transformers west of
the Turbine Building.

Safety Evaluatiens
The ESF transformers are not uafety related. Allowing 80,000 BTU per square
foot to be stored within 50 feet of the ESF transformers does not seriously
challenge the three hour fire barrier of the safety related structures
approximately 100 feat away. Additionally, the ESF transformers are provided
with fire detectors and an automatic sprinkler system. Therefore, there is no
increase in.the probability of occurrence or the' consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

The operability of the penetration seals, fire doors, and dampers of the
nearby safety related structures are not affected because the increased load
does not alter their function, nor compromise their fire resistance. There is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evaluatad previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any. Technical Specification
is not reduced.

>
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125 Volt DC Systen Temporary Power Procedure |

Descriptions
This temporary procedure provides the instructions for feeding an
out-of-earvice 125 Volt (V) DC aretem bus with the spare charger and jumper
cables during the performance of a 4.16 kV switchguar outage. This is dcne in
order to sustaln the out-of-service protection set logic. Performance cf this
procedure is limited to plant Hodes 5, cold Shutdown, or 6, Refueling.

Safe',y-Evaluations
All of the gumper cable terminations are mado downstream of an operable spare ;
class IE breaker or to and from out-of-service circuits; therefore, these !

terminations need not meet the qualification requirements.of class IE. The j
routes of the jumper _ cables are not over or near any operable circuits or over ;

any rotating machinery or adverse temperature environments. The cables are !

kept off the floor for personnel safety by securing them to unistrut or II/I
pipo supports in the hallway and to the out-of-service cable trays.

.Providing pJwer to the out-of-service DC bus maintaica the instrumentation and
control power of the out-of-service Reactor Protection and Engineered Safety
Features Systems. This maintains the out-of-service logic with no voltsge

7

degradation which, if not maintained, can challenge the cut-of-service or
,

inservice systems to actuate. There is no increase in the probability of
'

occurrence or the consequences of aa accident or malfunction of equipment
,

important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The procedure uses a class IE 800 amp breaker between the operable IE bus and ;

spare chargor. If a short were to occur in the temporary jumpers, the class
IE breaker-would shed this portion of circuits from the operable IE system, r

Therefore, the current protection provided is equivalent to design. There is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to ,

safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The Technical Specilications are maintained because one circuit between the
offsite,and onsite class IE system,oneamergency dienel generator and one ,

division of electrical buses are maintained. The margin of safety.
as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced. .

:
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FAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0150 Revision: 0 j

Essential service Water Pump Intake Low Water Level Alarm USAR !
Deucription Removal

Descriptions f
This USAR change provides for renoval from the USAR of the description of the f
Essential Service Water (ESW) pump intake low water level alarm because it is !

t.ot innta11ed and is not needed.
>

'

Safety Evaluation
The ESW pump inteke low water level alarm is not installed and is not needed [

because a water level below 107D feet Mean Seal Level MSL would imply that the
'

Ultimate Heat Sink.(UNS) and the cooling lake would also be below this level.
The water to the ESW Eystem is supplied by the UHS which in a submerged pond '

within the cooling . lake. The Ulfs is created within che cooling lake by a
sol.nmic Category I dam, with a crest elevation of 1070 feet. Since the UHS isi

>

a seismic category I structurn and its upper surface is located 17 feet below ;
'

the: normal pool elevation of 1087 feet, as stated in the USAR, the prot.1bility
of losing the UNS capability is entremely low. The UHS is ennsidered single
failure proof.,

,

Tha UHS level is vartfied at least every 24 hours to be at a level that
ensuren safficient cooling capacity is available to providw normal couldown of
the facility _or to mitigate the effacts of accident conditions within
acceptable limats. In addition, the ESW pump intake water level alar.n LN not

_

neuded because the Circulating Water System (CWS) would provide indicetions
that the cooling lake level iu approaching the 1070 foot elevation. The cWS
pumpa are designed with a mirimum elevation of 1075 feet, 7 feet above the
minimum for the ESW pumps. Therefore, problems with the CWS components, |

esp >cially the CWS tmmps could provide an indication of low cooling lake
level, if this were the cause, and thus provide indication of the ESW pump |
intake water level. ;

There is no increase in the ptobability of occurrence or the ccnsequences of
an accident or malfunction of equlyment important to safety previously
; evaluated in the USAR.

,

,

.There'is no possibility that en accident er nalfuncticn of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

_.The margin.of~ safety as defirud in the oasis for any Technien1 Specification
'

.la not reduced.

I
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0152 nevisiont 0

PA $ wit.chgsar Lighting

Descriptions
Thir procedure change providas instructions for connection of temporary power
to lighting transformer XQA02. This lighting la necessary for illumination of
the 13.8 kV owitchgear area during an outage of 13.8 kV bus PA01.

The proceduro controls tne site of the teniporary power conductoru and the
terminating hardware used on the temporary conductors. Precautions are

,

provided which ccver temporary cable routing and be,nd radius. The 50 amp full
load rating provided is sufficient to power tl.e lighting panol.

Safety Evaluation
Yhe powe: source and lighting panel 3re non-class IE. The power souren and*

temporary cable eee outaide of safety related structutes. There is no
increano in the probability of occurrence or th3 consequences of an accident
or milfuncti.n c" egalpment important to safety previously evaluated in the
'JS AR .,

Failure of the cable has no affect on systems, structures, and components'

important to eafety. Theze is no possibility that an accident or malfunction
' of equiprent important to safety of a different *ype than any evaluated

previously in thw USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as d.sfined in the basis for any Technical Speelfication
is not; reduced.

S

>
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SAFETY kVALUATION: 91-0163 Revision: 0

Refuel Pool To Reactor Coolant Prain Tank Pump Inolt.cion Valve !
Temporary Shielding j

TM ertptimt |
Because of radi logical concern curing inspection of the refuel pool to .

Veactor coolant drain tank purep isolation valve, temporary lead shielding was
required on Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System and Liquid Radweste System
components. An ovaluation revealed that *he additional weight imposed on the

',

valvo and associated piping does not exceed the design requirements of these
compononta.

I
safety Evalustsons

The added weight of the shielding does not cornpromiso any equipnent important,
.

1|to safety, nor does the weight compromiso the integrity of the valve and
assocf.ated piping during a seismic event . There is no incrango in the

,

probability c.,f occurrence or th9 consegiences of an occidemt or malfunction of I
,

equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the toiAR. i

. ;

There is no. possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipmont important
to safety of a different type than Any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

Tho' margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification . )
is not. reduced.

i
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i

SAFETY EVAltJATION: 91-0154 Ravision 0
!
,

Reeldual Heat Removal S,.* tem Temporary Shielding

Description:
Because of radiological concerno, treporary lead shielding was required c.1 a ,

'
scaffold above Basidual Fest f,amoval (RhR) Pump B Suction Valves EJ 87088 and ,

EJ HV 870lb. The temporary shielding intrrduces a load which ooes not meet
the des'.gn tsquirements for non-seismic category I systems as defined in the
USAR. Tbvrefnre, while' shielding is in place, va've FJ HV8701B .8.w maintained f

in the OPEN position to ensure an operable flow path or the RHR dystem train |
"B" in declared inoperaule. Additionally, a shieldi.ng weight lim't la ;
specified.

Safety Evaluation
Because _ valve E 7 HVB701h in maintalnad in the OPEN position when the "B" train
RHR System is operab1w, an operable flowpath is ensured. Therefore, thenre is
no increase in the probability of occurrence or the ennsequences of an ,

eccident or malfunction of equipment mpor*.c.it to stfety previously evaluated
'

in the USAR. ,

There is no posalbt lity that an accident or taalfunction of equipment iniportant
to safety of a different type than any avaluated p;evliausly in the USAR nay be
created.

The margin of safnty no aefined in the bacio for any Technical specification
is not reduced.
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.

SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0157 91-0168 Rovision: 0 f
,

Reactor Coolant System and Chemical & Volume Control System femporary
Shielding

Description:
Because of radiological. concerns, temporary lead shielding was required on
Chemical And Volume Control System (CVCS) Charging Chech Valves BD V8378A & B,
CVCS Alternate Charging to Loop 4 Check Valves Ba V8379A & B, and associated
piping. An evaluation revealed that syrtem seismic qualification and pressure
. boundary integrity is maintained.

Sas'aty Evaluations
The shielding' is installed cach that it remains in place during a seismic
even?. . There is no increase in who probability or the consequences of an "

' accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.,

,

There are no new or different challenges to equipment important to safety
caused by installation of the shield 1*)g. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
that any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety an, defired in the basis for any Technical Specification
19 not reduced.
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,

NATKTY EVALUATION: 95-0158 Revision: 0 ;

containment Sumps Temporary Scre:ning

Descriptions-
This ti,mporary modification installa screenu over the openings to the
containment sumps to prevent trash from the refueling outage work from
entering the cump and interfering with the cump pump operation or level
indication.

Safety. Evaluation:
'

71.e acreens are placed at the top of the sump and only acreen traoh from
'

ent9 ring the surp from the 2000* floor elevation. If the screens do prevent
waste from entering the sumps becauas they becemo clogged, floor wasto 3

drainage into the sump is available from the open drain trench around the i
'

outside ofEthe bioshield on this floor level. This trench drainage is piped
directly into the mumps; therefore, the effects af placing the screens over

.

'the cpenir.gs to thera sumps ia inconsequential. Equipment leakages frun the
reactor coolant pumps, containment coolers, valve stem leakoffa, floor drains,
etc. aru also hard piped into the cump and tho screening does not screen these i

flows which makeup the majority of total sump waste.

The level inetrumentation in the sump and above and outside the containment ;

noraal sumps are not affected by the temporary screens. Therefore, Control
Roca sump or containment flood level indication and alarms remain available.
There is no increane in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of ;

an Lecident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evalueted in the USAR. |

There le no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safity of a different type than any evaluated previouoly in the USAR may be
created.

3
The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification ,

is not reduced. '
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SAFETY KVALUATION: 91-0159 Revision: 0

Transfer From Canal To Spent ruel Pool Temporacy Procedure

Descriptions ,

This temporary procedure provides iristructions for pumping approximately i
44,000 gallons of borated water from the transfer canal to the opent fuel pool
using a temporary pump. 1The spent fuel pool is simultaneously pumped to the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) in accordance with its applicable ;

procedure to maintain the required spent fuel pool level. The pump is lowered
to the bottom of the transfer canal with the discharge home directed over the i

top of the transfer canal wall.- The pumping operation ic continuously
monitored (approximately 4 hours) at which time the hose is removed from the
spent fuel pool.

Safety Evaluations 1

This configuration does e.ot prevent systems, structures, or components
important to safety from performing their design function. .httaching the !

discharge hose to the stanchion and allowing the home to extend into the spent j

fuel pool is not considered to significantly affect the neismic response of
.the gate. .The home is only slightly submerged at the start of the pumping
operation which precludes back siphoning of the spent fual pool contents into '

the transfor canal due to pump or hose failure. There is no increase in the ;

probability of occurrence or the consequences of en accident or ma? function of
equipment important to safety previously evalJated in the USAR.

,

Accidents in the spent fuel pool are limited to fuel handling accidents and *

cask drop accidents. No new types-of potential failures have been created by
this procedure. transfer of borated water from the transfer canal to the
spent fuel-pool does not cause new circumstances to exiat which would create ;

an accident.or maltunction cf equipment important to safety of a different
type than any evaluated previortly in the USAR.

The required water level above the spent fuel assemblies is maintained. The
margin of erfe*, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is -

net reduced.

,
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0162 Revision 0

Integrated Leak Rate Test Depressurization Procedure Change

!

Descriptions j
This procedure change to the Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT) depressurization
procedure manually blocks the containment shutdown purge exhaust fan discharge

1damper in the open position. The dunper automatically opens on fan start and
'

automatically closes on fan stop. The damper is blocked in the open position
to prevent overpressurization of the contaiament purge exhaust ductwork in the
unlikely event that the shutdown purge fan trips.

Safety Evaluations ,

This change does nut degrade the isolation capability of the containment purge
system by a containment Isolation Signal or a containment Purge Isolation
Signal. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

The containment shutdown purge exhaust fan and discharge damper are
non-essential components which are not important to safety. No other '

equipment is affected by this change. There is no possibility that an i

accident or malfunction of equipment important to nafety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be creLted.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification i

is not reduced.

SAFOTY EVALUATION - 91-0164 Revision 0

USAR' Chapter 17.2 Changes

|
Description:

These USAR changes to the Quality Assurance section involve correction of
typographical errors and minor wording changes for clarification. j

Safety Evaluation:
These are typographical ar.d minor wording changes only. They do not affect -

[

plant equipment, systems, or hardware. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accidnnt or ::alfunction of *

equipment importar.t to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Tuere is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equiteent important

|
to. safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.j

|
,

L The margin of safety as defined in the basin for any Technical Specification
- is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0165 Revision: O

Service Water And circulating Water Chemical Injection Modification

Description:
This modification provides for the addition of 3 injection quills to inject
treatment chemicata to the service Wacer and Circulating Water Systo.ns. A
pipe trench is also provided for all piping and tubing connecting chemical
skids with injection points in the Circulating Water Screenhouse.

Safety Evaluations
Addition of tne injection quills and pipe trench does not increase the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Addition of the_ injection quills and pipe trench does not create an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety no defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

SAFETY EVALUAT10d: 91-0167 -Revision: O

Steam Generator Blowdown Automatic '/aive Closure Temporary Defeat

Description:
This temporary modification defeats the automatic closure feature of the steam
generator blowdown (SBG) isolation valven upon flash tank high level. Tnn
temporary modification'is only pertormed while the plant is in Modes 5, Cold
shutdown, 6, Refueling, or No Mode.

Safety Eveluations
In Modes 5, 6 or No Mode, the flash tank will be operating at a significantly

-

lower temperature and pressure. Automatic clonure of the blowdown-isolation
valves upon high SGB flash tank level is not required in these modes of
operation. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
.previously evaluated in-tha USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type-than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.,

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced,
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i

f

SAFETY EVAI.UP.T!ON: 91-0169 Revision 0

Em6tgency Diesel Generator Starting Air Test USAR Description Change

Descriptione
This UsaR change revises reference to the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDC)
starting air test performed by the vendar since the testing requirements were
not correctly described in the USAR.

Safety Evaluation
This change has no ad<erse affect on operation of the EDGs. Thwre is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

There is no possibility that an accittent or malfunction of equipment important
to satety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be >

created.

=The testing performed by the vendor successfully demonstrated the capablJities
of the air start tanks even though the testing requirements specified in the
USAR were not technically specified. The margin of safety as defined in the
basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.
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CAFETY EVALUAi!ON: 91-0170 Revisians 0
|

Inflatable seal Temporary Hodificaiton

Descriptions
This temporary r.odification unsurse that the inflatab1n suals an the spent
Fuel ta Transfer Canal gate have a nitrogen supply during those times vehen the
Transfer Canal is. drained for eaintenance activities. Prior to drain down,

the nitrogen bottle supply will be placed in service; and the service air
supply isolated to prnclude the loss of nitrogen to the setvice Air System in |
the event of its failure. The two nitrogen bottles are secured at all times
to the handrail on the east side of the Fuel Building (2041' level). They are I

tightly secured to the handrail using chain or wire rope in two places to |

preclude f alling over and causing a missile due to a damaged bcttle isolation
valve. ;

!

Safety Evaluation: .

This modification ensures that the gate seals remain inflated during periods ,

when the Transfer canal ir drained, even if plant air is lost. Although the
seals are not safety related, this modiff. cation enhances gate integrity and
reduces the changse of water loss. There la no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

f

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important ,

to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR ma*/ be
created.

The margin of safety an defined in the basis for any Technical Speci'ication
is not reduced.

t
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0171 Revision 0

Ultimate Heat Sink Thermal Performance USAR Change

Description:
The Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) thermal performance has been reanalyzed with the
worst case two Essertial Service Water (ESW) train operation (no eingle

!failure) using heat rejection ratus based on 18 month refuel cycles for a
single 1150 HWo unit. The UHS was found to be adequate for safe shutdown ,

during Ioss of coolant Accident and normal shutdown using UHS, under worst
temperature and evapore.tlon weather periode. This USAR change revises the i

appropriate sections of the USAR to be consistent with those results.

ISafety Evaluation:
The UHS analysis demonstrates that the UHS has sufficient capacity to provide'

' cooling _fsr 30 days. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to

'
safety previously evaluated-in'tne USAR.

:
'

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created. i

i

The Technical Specifications base the plant operating limits on minimum water
,

level and a maximum initial lake temperature of 90 degrees to provide a 30 day
cooling water supply.from the ESW pumps to malety related equipment without
exceeding the design basis temperature, coasistent with applicable
requirements.- Based cn the UHS reanalysis, the margin of safety as defined in
the basis,for any Technical Specification is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0172 91-0193 herision: O

Letdown Valve compartment Temporary Shielding

Description:
Because of radiological concerns, temporary lead shielding was required on the
letdown orifice isolation valves and outlet throttle valves and theix
associated piping. Temporary shielding wao also required on a section of
piping downstream of these valves. The shielding was accepte,ble within
evaluated restrictions.

Safety Evaluatic?is
The lead shielding maintains structural and solsmic integrity and doom not

*

compromise the t ping or components located in the letdown valve compartment.i

There is no increase in the probability of cecurrence or the consequences of
'

an uccident or malfunction of eqaipment important to safety previously-
evaluated in the USAR.

There are no unique or different challenges to equipment important to safety |

ner is any unique degradation of this equipment possible by inrtallation of
the temporary shielding. .Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident

,

or malfunction of equipment in.portant to safety of a different type than any
evaluaied previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification !

is not reduced.

,
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BAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0173 Revision 0
,

1

Essential service Water And Circulating Water Temporary Blocide f
Treatment

Description:
This temporary procedure provides instructions for temporary blocide addition .

to the Essential service Water (ESW) System and alternate raw water flow to
the circulating water chlorine eductors while the Service Water (SW) system iu

,

out-of-service. The temporary procedure uses the Fire Protection System as i

the source of water to supply the blociou. Noren11y, water.is supplied from
the SW system uhich flows through the chlorination system then into the :

. circulating Water Pumphouse forobay distribution manifold.

Safety Evaluation:
The capability to fight a-fire is maintained by use of this temporary
procedure. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the ?

consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety ;
"

previously evaluated in the USAR. ;

I'Use of this temporary procedure does not modify, remove, or change the
operation or configuration of any equipment important to safety. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety !

of a dif ferent type than any evaluated pre /Lously in the USAR may be created.
.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced. .
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0174 Revision O

combustible Haterials Permit 91-61
i

Descriptions
This combustible Materials Permit allows for storage of combustible material
equivalent to a fire load of 80,000 BTU per square foot within 50 feet of the
Essential Service Water (ESW) Pumphouse.

Safety Evaluation: '

Allowing 80,000 DTU per square foot to be stored within 50 feet of the ESW
Pumphouse does not seriously challenge the three hour barrier of this safety
related structure. There is no increase in the probability of occurrance or

'
the consequences of an accident or rnalf unction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in'the USAR.

The operability of the penetration seals, fire doors, and dampers of the ;

nearby safety related ciructures are not affected because the increased load
does not altar their function, nor compromise their fire resistance. There is
no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety of a different type than any evalsated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the bacia for any Technical Specification
is net reduced.

SAFETY EVALUATION 91-0175 Revision: 0

-Sump Pump Discharge Temporary Shielding

. Descriptions

Because of radiological concerna, temporary lead shielding was required to
shield personnel'from hot spots ori the dischargo lines of Auxiliary building
Equipment Drain Sump Pumpu PLF008A and B.

Safety Evaluation

|
The subject components are not safety related. The system will operate

|. properly with the shielding installed. There is no incraase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of

l- equipment important.to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

.There is no equipment important to safety located under the shielding;
l therefore, no safety related equipment would be damaged upon failure of the

shielding fastenern. There is ao possibility that an necident or malfunction
of equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated-
previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety au defined in the basis for t.ny Technic 41 Specification
is not reduced.

|
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SLTETY. EVALUATION: 91-0176 91-0205 Revision: 0 [

Containment Air Coolers Flow Reduction Modification

Descriptions ,

This modification provides additicaal flow rate margins to assure adequate t

flow is available to all Essentini service Water (ESW) components by reducing i

required post design basis accident (DBA) cooling flow to the Containment
cooling System (thin flow reduction has received huclear Regulatory approval).
Because of this reduction, the post-DBA flow rate is very close to the normal
plant operation flow rate; therefore, tho required post-DBA flow rate can be
achieved through normally open ESW f rcm containment Air Coolers Bypass Valves
EF HVO47 and 48.

,

With the ability to achieve the required flow rate through valves EF HV047 and
48, it is not necessary for ESW from containment Air Cooler Valves EF HV049
and 50 to open on u safoty injection signal (SIS). Therefore, this
modification also moves the SIE previously going to valves EF HV049 and 50 ;

over to valves EF HV047 and 48. This change provides a confirmatory open i

signal'and precludes inadvertent closure of valves EF HV47 and 48 post-DBA.
Also, as valves EF HV049 and 50 are no longer needed to open post-DBA,
removing the SIS to open from these valves ensures that valven EF HVO49 and 50
do not.open. The status panel monitoring of valves EF HV049 and 50 is also !

'moved to valves EF HV047 and 48.

Safety Evaluations
Thie design change does not affect the safety related functions of the ESW
Syster in any adverse way. The safety related function of the ESW System to
provide coolitag to the Reactor Coolant System via the Residual Heat
Removal / Component Cooling Water is still maintained. These valves are' I

containment isolation valves. This design change has no impact on their 1

containment isolation function or remote isolation capability. !

'

There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previoasly
evaluated in the USAR. '

There J e no possibility that an accident or malfunction of uguipment important '
to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created..

By changing the SIS f rom' valves EF HV049 and 50 to valves EF HV047 and 48, thu "

cooling flow rates of the containment eir coolers are ensured. The margin of
. safety as defined in the basiu for any Technical Specification is not reduced,

t
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SAFETY KVALUATION: 91-0177 Revision: 0

Dirty Radwaste Temporary Hodification

Descriptions
This temporary modification connects a portable high efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filter exhaust unit to the inspection opening of the Auxiliary
Building dirty radwaste (DPW) sump. This is cone to provide additional
negative preneure at the Auxillary Duilding DRW drains in order to reduce
chronic contamination problems in some rooms.

Safety Evaluation
The portable unit is securely tied to the handrail directly north of the sump |
using wire. The auction hose is secured to the stairway handrail using tie

wraps or wire. No hoses are attache <' ' the safoty related level instruments

or conduite above the sump. This con ~ ation has no affect on systems,

structurea, or components important to sty or on the overall Auxiliary
Buildinq air balance. There is no increa e in the probability of occurrence
or the conuequonees of an accident or malfunctica of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Installation of the HEPA unit, in the configuration described, does not

introduce circumstances which could create an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different typo than any evaluated
previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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|

8AFETY EVALUATION: 91-0179 Havision: D

Refueling Machine Itterlocks Technical Specification Interpretation
Revision

Demeriptions
This Technical specification Interpretation revision clarifies the overload

"

and load reduction setpoints for the Refueling Machine hoist.

Saf6ty Evaluation:
This change does not increase the probability of a fuel drop. It is in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation and ensures that in the
event a fuel assembly hangs up, the hoist will be shut off to prevent fuel
damage. The function of the safety interlocks and cutifle are maintained.
There is no increaes in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunct!4n of equipment important to safetv previously i

evaluated in the USAR.

Tnere J e to possibility- that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to_ safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The Technical specifications require that core internals en reactor vessel en
protected from excessive lifting force in the event they are inadvertently
engaged during lifting operations. Protection of the core internals and
reactor vessel are maintained by this revision. The margin of safety as
defined-in the basin tor any Technical Specification is not reduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0180 Revision: 0

Internal Atachment of Sensors To Component Cooling Water Isolation And
Bypass Valves

Description:
This modification allows the installation of Liberty Technology's Valva |

Operation Test and Evaluation System (VOTES) force sensors on the inside of
Component Cooling Water Containment Isolation Valve EG HV060 and Dypass Valve

,

EG HV130. The VOTES sensors are normally mounted o ' the outside. These
valves were identified as having yckes shaped such that mounting the sensor
externally is not acceptable because of their narrow width and T-shape. ,

Safety Evaluations
The installation of the VOTES sensor inaide the yoke cannot prevent valve EG

'

HV060 from re-opening after inadvertent closure or prevent valve EG HV130 from ,

opening during a design basis event. If the sensor were to be dislodged from
the yoke, the safety tie wire or band will prevent the sensor from falling
into the moving parts of the valve. Even if the sensor were 1onse, the size
and shape of the stem and sensor precludes the sensor from lodging between
the stem and other valve components and preventing valve travel in either
direction. Therefore, the VOTES sensor installation does not increase the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of ,

equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The safety function of these valven is not impacted by the installation of the |

VOTES sensor. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.-

t
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Fuel Transfer Gate Manual Stop Procedure Change

Description
A new lifting sling, which is longer, has been installed on the gate between
the Spent Fuel Pool and Fuel Trannfor Canal. Th.la procedure change removes
the stop on the rnnual hoist on thu Spent Fuel Fool Bridge Crane to comrensate
for the inadequate lift distance procent with the longer oling. Toe procedure

administratively controle the height to which the gate is lifted within the
boundo of previous analysis to c.1sure that the load drop analysis is not 4
exceeded. M

$
Safety Evaluations

The administrative controle are established to ensure the function of the
hoist stop is performed. There in no in rease in thL probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

No cquipment important to safety cther than the Spent Fuel Pool Brioge Crane
in affected by this procedure change. There is no possibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of psfety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

-
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LBAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0184 Revision: O

Steam Generator Services Cable Installation / Removal Procedure

. Descriptions

This checklist procedure addresses the routing of eddy cut.ent test cables
through a temporary sleeve placed anside Containment Peaetrations P-36 or ;

P-60. Dow Corning Silicone RTV foam is used to foam close the penetrations
during core alteratione as required by the Technical Specificationa. The foam
expands and dries following application and provides an adhesive seal and fire
barrier.

Safety Evaluation:
The ability of tha containment Building and the subject penetrations to
maintain their structural integrity during a seismic event has not been
degraded by running cables through and foaming the penetrations. There is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the ,

USAR. ,

!

iThere are no unique or dif ferent challenges to equipment important to safety
caused by installation of the sleeve. There i.e no ponsibility that an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in tha USAR may be created. ;

Containment closure is maintained by the procedure as required when the plant
is in Modes 5, Cold Shutdown, or 6, Refueling. The margin of safety as

,

defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

!
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New Fuel Elevator Operating instructiono hnd Daily Checks Procedure
. Change

.

Description:
This procedure change allows the new fuel elevator to be used for activities
other than thw lo'ering of new fuel into the Spent Fuel Poel. Examples of
other activities wo'21d include temporary storage of a failnd fuel rod rack

-_|%
,

during fuel reconstitution, tenporary storrge of a completa spent fuel

! assumbly and handling of the neacteer vessel irradiated speciriens or other e

items (less than or equal to the elevator design load). A failed fuel rod
-

rack containing failed fuel rods or a complete opent fuel assembly could
'

remain in the new fuel elevator for the duration of the reconctitution
activities.

The previous reconstitution procedure inntalled the Westinghouce ]
ceconatitution olevator (1:vertrad the spent fuel aseembly for reconstitution) {
innide the cask loading pit and inserted the failed fuel rod rack into the new L
fuel 41evator. Ihis procedure change does not require the assemblies to be
invert ed, they ma'J be reconettsuted directly from the new fuel elevator. The
failed fuel' rod rock would them be suspendec in the pool in accordance with

_

reconstitution procedures.

Uafet'f Evaluatica
the integrity of the Spent Fuel Pool is not affected by having spent fuel,
irradiated specimens, or other non-fuel items in the new fuel elevator. -

Periodic use of the new fuul elevator for fuel reconstitution or other
'

activities which would require insertion ef up to the equivalert of one spent
fuel assembly o. other non-fuel items does not increase the probability of
occurrence or the consequencec of an accident or ma. function of equipment

_

important to I.foty previously evaluated in the USAT.
-

No nes-types of potential '! allures are croated. The systems, structures, and
components important to the safety of the Spent Fuel Pool is not af fected in
such a way as to creato an accider.t or malfunction of ec,uipment importent to
safety of s diff3 rent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR.

N
The margin of scfsty av defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

_

_
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0189 Movision: 0

iPoactor Coolant Draining Procedure Change'

-

Description:
The purpose of this procedure' change is to allow the draining of the reactor
coolant pipas below the half loop for maintenance and inspection purpocas.

The USAR states that the reactor coolant drain subsystems may be usud to drain
the reactor coolant loop to midpc. int. This nd dpoint level is a level required
when fuel is still in tbn reactos. This procedure le only performed after the

'
fuel has been removed from tha xxetc and placed in the refueling pool.

~

Thus, maintaining the raactot acx '. . piping at midloop is no longer required
for the cooling p, cce

safety Evaluations ,

This procedure restores the system before refuel reload taken place. The
temporary spool piece that is installed to ' . a the loop drains to the Reactor
Coolant Drain Tank pumps is only lustalled after the'ayatem has been
depressurized and fuel has been remo ed. Per procedure, the apcol will be
removed prior to pressurization or fuel loading.

-

Draining the water in tl.e reactor coolant piping balow midloop while the .?uel
-is unloaded does not-incrosse the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previouwly evaluated in-the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
-to safety of a different type than any~ evaluated previously in the USAR mpy be .

created.
s

This procedure does not affect the instruments and safeguards required for '

'

safe shutdown.ot the. reactor. The margin of safety ao defined in the basis
for any-Technical Specification is not redaced.

,
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4

'

Special !!uclear Psterial Safoguard.= And hecountability Procedure Chango
:

Descriptions _

This procedure changs allows no more-than ono- fuel assembly and one fue*4 rod
storage rack inside of the cask loading pit at any ono time in order to
perform fuel reconstitution or other procedurally controlled activities. The
fuel assembly may ba now or apent. The actual placement of the assembly and
rod rack is controlled by othar procedures,

,

Safety Evaluations ,

' The criticality analysis of the Spent Fuel Pool racks in not af fected by
moving fuel assemblies / rod racks into the cask loading pit. Additionally, the ,

- probability of a previously evaluated criticality sccidsat, incit. ding dropr.ing
of'a heavy object on the fuel racks and dropping a fuel assembly into a |
position other than a normal fual storagt location, 10 no higher. There is'oo
increane in the probability of .ccurrence or the consequences of an accident

, ,

or malfuncti.on of equipinnut important to safety previously evaluated in tha- :
USAR.

ENo new types of potential failures are created. The sy9tems, structures, and ,,

'.contponents. important to the safety of the Spent Fuel Pool ~ is not af fected in-
'

'such a way as to create an accident'or malfunction of equipment important toe

~.

safety of a'different type tht.n any evaluatsd previously in the USAR.

The margin of safety as defin.ed in the basis for any Technical Specification
is'not reduced.

,
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3ATRTY EVALUATION: 91-0194 Revision 0

"

Retrieval of Irradiated Fuel Rod Segment Temporary Procedure
'

. 1

Description:
'U This temporary pro:edure rmooves a portion of a dAaaged fuel rod from a fuel

assembly. The procedure positions a basket below the broken rod. An air4

J operatca vice grip is attached and the red is withdrawn and lowered into the
'

basket. The tiokot and vice grip holding the a:d are rained tognther and |

isoved to thv lower level of the refuel.ing pool. Thw rod is then transfarred
to a basket which can be moved through the transfer canal to the Spent Fuel
Pool.

6

. . Safety Evaluation:
The temporary tools need by this procedure (basket, vice grips, rope, pole and
camera) have a potential onergy which in much less than previously evaluated ,

fuel drop ~ accidents. The possibility that the loose rod may be dropped into
'

,

the reactor core does not cauue a criticality accident because sufficient
'

negative reactivity is provided by existing administrative controls to prevent
criticality.- This= procedure. does not provide administrat ive or mechanical

''

controls to prevent _the loose tuel rod from being raised to a level which
provides-less 2:bar. 23 feet cf water for shielding; however, Health Physics
personnel monitor the radiation levois while the rod in being raised ta ensure-

,
_ personnel exposure doeo not exceed levels previously evaluated in the US?R.

' performance- of this procedura dona not have the potential to damago wither the
reactor vatsal internalo-or' fuel assemblics. Previously evaluated fuel drop
accidents are not affect 4d. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence er:the consequences of an accident os malfunct?.on of equipment
important to safety previoualy'ovaluated in, the USAR.

~

There le no possibility that an accident or malfdnction of equipment important
to;oafety ofra different type-than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be ,

!? created,

'

xThe margin of safety.as defined in the basis for any T chnical Specificatica
E is not'redaend.
t '.
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. SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0195 Revision: 0 '

-Hiscellancous HVAC dystem As-Builc Drawing Changes

fDescriptions-
This modification changen a drawing _to show drain linas for the main steam
enclosure bu11 ding supply air unit and the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room
Coolers. This is an as-built drawing change verified by walkdown.

,+

Safety Evaluations-
No . equip 6r.ent in being nadified, the change is to drawings only to more
accurately reflect the aquipment configuration. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Those changes do not modify any equipment in the plant. Therefore, there is
no possibility that an accident.or. malfunction of equipment important to
estaty.of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
la not reduced.

' SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0199 91-0217 Revision: 0'

4

Access control Temporary Cooling

Descriptions
This procedure change provides allowance to maintain certain doors open for
temporary cooling of_the. Access control area. The subject doore are not part
of tht Control' Room boundary but are part of the Control Building
pressurization 'coundary, riowever, during the plant statua at the time cooling
was'nended,. verification of maintaining control aoom pressurization
requirements was coopleted with the doors open.

Safety Evaluations
CompensatoryJactions are in pl(ce while the doors are open to. ensure the

. safety functions.of the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS).
7

There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of -
an' accident or malfunction of. equipment important to safety previously

revaluated in the USAR.

taere la no possibility tnat an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different~ type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

n _ created.

I
| Operability of the CREVS is maintaine/ The margin of safety as defined in
! the basis for any Technical Specificction is net reduced.

,
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- SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0203 Revision: O

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Modification
,

Description
Thie modification adde a sampling valve with an end cap to the auxiliary
feedvater pump turbine lube oil system. An existing threaded drain connection
is utilized for the installation of the sampling valve. Addition of the
sampling valve assista maintenance personnel in obtaining quarterly lube oil
samples without removing the turbine from service.

- Safety Evaluation:
~

The addition of the sampling valso does not alter the operation or function of
the safety related auxiliary feedwater pump. A stress analysis calculation ,

was performed for the seismic requalification with the addition of the
sampling valve in the lube oil piping and confirmed the seismic qualification
of the_ turbine lube oil system is unaffected. Installation of the sample ;

valve assenbly does not create a seismic II/I concern. -High energy line
breaks associated with the auxiliary feodwater cump turbine include only the
turbino's steam supply lines. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrerce or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
'important:to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

No accidents are affected or created by the subject modification because all
safety design basis conditions of the Auxiliary Feedwater System as described
in the USAR are maintained. No'new failure modes of any component, system cr- '

structure are introduced, and no accident analysis, assumptions or parametern
are alteled. Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident or
malfunctica of equipment important to safoty of a different type than any
evaluated pteviously in the USAR may be cr9ated.

Since all safety functions of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump are
maintained, the system requirements specilled in the. associated Technical-
Specification , Bases are not af fected. The margin of safety ao defined in the
basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

I
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5ATKri KVittIATION: 91-0208 Revisions O ;

Load Shed Checklist Signal Description Change

. Description:

This procedure change revises the emergency diesel generator non-safotg
related inad shed checklist to delete the signal to penel.PQO1 for the Nuclear
steam Supply Fyotem computer and changes tho-description of the signal for
PQO3 from " BOP. Computer" to "NPIS Computer'. The coaputer changes were
accomplished through a plant modification.

,

Safety Evaluation:
The. ability to load shed the non-safety related computer loads is not '

degraded.. There la tio increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of-an accident or malfunction of equir.mont important to sarcty
previously evaluated in the USAM.

There is no possibility that an accident es' .nalfunction of equipment important

i. to safety of a dif ferent type than any nyaluated previoualy in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technica] Specification
is.not reduced.

:,
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 31-0209 91-0227 Revision: 0

4

Cycle 6 Reload Design

Descriptions
,

As a result of Cycle 5 nuclear fuel depletion, the duel was shuffled and fresh
fuel was added to the czre for cycic 6 operation. 6dditionally, as a recult
of fnol fenlures in cycle 5, it wah r.acossary-to redesign the Cycle 6 reload
pattern. The first evaluation was performed for Mode 6, Retueling, operation
while thu wecond is applicable to the remaining modes.

Safety Evaluationt
The evaluation of tha. Cycle 6 reload design was performed in accordance with .

'
Nuclear Regulatory Concission approved methodology. Based on this
methodology, those uccidents t.nalyzed in the USAR which could be affected by
this fuel reload hsve been reviewed and the revicw is documented in the cycle
6 Reload safety Evaluation, In all caues, it was found that the effects of
this reload are accommodated within the conservatisms of the applicable safety
aralysis.

The safety related parsmeters were bounded by previous analysis or the
purameter was evaluated and determined that the result had no adverse.offect
en tne accident. analysis in the USAR. Therefore, the USAR safetf analysis
re.moins valid and the probability of occurrence and the consequer.ce? of a
preriously evaluated accident are not increased.

The Oycle 6 reload design does not increaso the f requency at which equipment
,

'

-Lmportant to safety-in actuated to protect the reactor core. The reload
oesign elso does not alter the manner in'which equipment responds once
required to actaate. The reload design does not degrade the performance of

,

li _any Lafety_syntsm assumed to function in the accident analysiu in ordsr to
mitigate the connequeneno of an accident. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important.to
safety 18 not increased.

The possibility of a different type of accident or equipment malfunctioni is
not created because.there ars no unique or different' challenges to aquipment

*

. created nor is there any unique degradation to eq*aipment important to safety
expected by operation of the Cycle 6 dealgn.

Tne margin of safoty an defined in the Technic 31 Specifications is.not reduced
..es a result of the cycle 6 reload design. The recioent analyses establish the
safety limits on +%1ch the Technical Specifications are based. The reload

p sensitive parameters have been evaluated and are bounded by the results in the
USAR.

N
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SAFETY MVALf1ATION: 91-0212 Revielon O*

i

Cold Leg Temparature Monitoring Instrumentation Addition

~ Description:
This inodification addu temporary nonesafety related temperature twnitoring
instruttentation for measuring Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cald leg
temperature wtreaming. The instrumentation is in place between the Retual L
and 6 cutages. The instrucentation consists of 12 resistanes ttmperaturer

detectors (RTDs) strapped to each of two RCS cold legs (Luopa 1 and 4), a
dttaloager loe,atad in Containment, a personal computer (PC) locat ed in the

i lustrumentation and Controls Hot Shop, and asoociaceu wiring.

~-

Safety Evaluation:. :
The t mporary cables connecting the 3TDs to the da*.alogger aro attached to

,

tube steel supports or structural steal at intervals wuc5 that the sepports do.-

_

not cxperience a significant increase in load, thoceby maintaining the

[. .

supports' structural acceptability. Additiontlly, the datalogg2r la sneured

L to an instrument rack in Containment and is located auch that it does not

=- impact any safety related equipment in the event that the instrument fails

y- during a seismic event. ,

b~ This modification does nat adversely affect the operat.cr. of any safety
- related equipment. Tb9re is no increase in the probability os occurrence or

: the consegurnees of sa accident or malfunction of equipment important to
_

y safety previcanly evaluated in the USAR.
4=E

- '.'his modification does not affect the function of any other plant equipment,
Thece is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of eculpnent important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously ia the USAR may be
created.

-
--

This modification does not affect the function or operat.ing characteristics of
any safety related equipment. The margin of orfetf as defined in the basise-

--

for any Technical Specification is not reduced. >
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SAFETY EVAL'eATION: 91-0213 Meviaiant 0

Tornado Damper Temporary Modification

Description:'

This temporary mcdification alloan for reassembling the mechaaical linkage of
the, tornado damper on the unic vert without installing a spt.ce bushing. The
linkago connection is not a precisaan connection but is simply a stationary
pin blade arn over which the opring operated arm is connected to with a cotter
pin and washer.

Safety Evaluation:
Tornado dampero are employed where isolation from the effects of extreme wind
or tornado conditions in required. These dancero close with the flow producat
by the dif ferential pressure associated wit.h tornados or high winds and are
considerad passive aince they do not have actuatdoa devices.

4

The cperability of the damper to perform its function dur..ng a tornado or nigh
wind event is not diminished by thir temporary modification. There is nog

increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accicant
or nialfunctinn of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

The seismic abi}ity of the damper la maintained without the presence of the
.4p acer; therefore, its structural integrity in maintained. There la no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specificaticn
is not reduced,

i
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- SAFETY EVALUATIONP- 91-0214 Revisiens O

'redging Ultimate Heat Sink Channel femnorary Procedure

Description 4
- This temporary procedure performa dredging of the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)
channel. The dredging operation consists of overlapping passes repeated as
necessary to remove seditr.ent to within 3 inches of the original UH3 bottom.
Dredging is not' performed within 10 feet of the concrete sediment pads or the
Essential-Service Water (ESW) pumphouse intake lip.

,

St.fety Evaluations ,

Usa of this procedure done not degrade the ability of the UHS or the ESW
System to provide required cooling water flows for 30_ days following a cesign
basis accident. Thers is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

'
Loss of the "IHS dam is not a credible _ failure caurad by this procedure because
'the size of the barge in relation to dam crest size is not enough to cause
significant damage at outflow velosity. Thera is no possibility that an
cecide;x or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

,

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is'not reduced.'

~ SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0216 Revision 0

Refueling Machine Operating Instructions Temporary Procedure Change'

Description:
The refueling machine has a number of interlocks and setpointo to control or
limit motion. This temporary procedure change' permits a manual stop and
?,Jripper position verification in place of the automatic stop if the automatic
stop is not working.

Safety Evaluation:
This change only appljos to an empty gripper being lowered to retrieve a-fuel-

assembly and _ does not change the- actual latching of the gripper to a fuel
assembly. There is no increase.in the probability of occurrence or the
consequenceslof an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously~ evaluated in the USAR.

,

'Hoint movement speed, load limits, over travel stops, or any othar interlocks
or setpoints are not affected. There is no possibility that an accident or
wa2 function of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

This alternative to the automatic stop is conservative and creates no
conditions adverse to nuclear safety. The margin of safety as defined in the

-basis for any Technical Jpecification is not reduced.

- --_ _ _
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k91 O218 Revisi t a s 0-SAFETY EVALUATION:

Main Generalor Stator Post Rewind Flush Temporary Proewdure

Descriptions ,

This temporary procedure provides for the performance of a post rewind flush
of too Main Generator Stator. To support this activity, use of the Fire
Protection Syrtam as a source of water is provided as an option. The major
. components of the water supplied Fire Protection System are two fire pumps,
a iockey pump, distribution mains, fire hydrants with hose-houses, standpipes
and sprinklers.

4
Safety Evaluations

This system is not required to shutdown or maintain the plant in a safe
shutdown condition. The capability to fight a fire is maintained because the
flow and pressure of water provided to the pawer block to nitigate the
consequences of a fire is maintained. There is no increase in the probability
of occurrence.or the consequences of an accident nr malfunction of equipment
important to safety previousl/ evaluated in the USAR.

This procedure does not modify, remove, or change the operation or
configuration of equipment important to safeti . There is no possibility that
ar. accident or malfunction of aquipment important to safety of a different
type than any=uvaluated previous ~y in the USAR may be created.t

The margin of safety as defined in the basia for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

i

n
' SAFETY EVALUATION '91-0219 Revision: 0

Fual Storage And Handling USAR Chsnge
D
i-
' Description:

This changa.to the Fuel Storage and Handling Section of the USAR providea
.information more' consistent with the thermal analysis of the spent fuel pool.

I
l. Safety Evaluations
i This.USAR changs does not involve any change-in the license design basis or

| the analyses results.. .There is no increase in the probability of occurrecce
or the concequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to

;; safety previously evaluated in the USAR.
i

L -
- .

l .The change does not involve any. alterations to plant equipment or procedures
| that would introduce any new operational modes or accident precursors. There

[ is no possibility that'an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
'

safety-of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ .
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' EAFETY EVALUAIION: 91-0220 Revision: O

Doron Dilution Event USAR Change

Description:
This is a revision of the Doron Dilution Event safety analysis parameters in
order to accommodate Cycle 6 design.

Safoty 2 valuations
The revisions to the USAR do not affect the frequency of previously evaluated
accidents since the changes involved are only analytical revisions to the
psfoty analysis basis as a result of Cycle 6 design. The Technical. *>

' Specifications require a sufficient shutdown m.argin. Tle initial boron
concentraticaa presented in the USAR are-being revised to account for the
Cycle 6 fuei design to maintain these required shutdown roargin limits. The
analytica'. revisions show that should an uncontrolled boren dilution event

_

occur at beginning of core, the worst caso margins are maintained. There is
no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
'in the~USAR.

s

(The changes being made as a result of the cycle 6 fuel design are used only to
establish bounding conditions representative for Cycle 6 and future reloads.
No changes are being made to equipment important to safety. All associated
structures, systems and components sti31 meet their design specifications.
There. is .no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipnent important
to safety'of a different' type tl.an any'avaluated pre'.iously in the USAR may be
created.

4

LThe shutdown margin is dependent on the characteristics of the fuel beln;
*

; considered.- As aLresult of the revised fuel design for Cycle 6,'the initial-
~ '

boron concentrations are reviued in order to meet. the minimum required
shutdown marg' ins. Since these margins are still mot,-the margin of safety as
idefined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

E

a
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SAFETY EVALUAlIONI.91-0224 Revision: 0t

- - Security Lock Hodification

Descript ion s :
This nodificatior, provideo for the use of Best lock cylinders and padlocks on
doors.

,

Safety Evaluation:

These items are non-safety related, non-special scope, Trere is no increase
in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The use of Best lock cylinders and padlocks with safety related and special
scope (Fire Protection) doors does r.ot create an accident or malfunction of

equipment important to safety of a dif fncent type thun any evaluated
previously in the USAR.

The lock cylinders and padlocks ara used for cecurity purposes only and do not .f
affect the-operability of fire rated doors described in the Technicai

|Specifications. The cargin of safety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification is not reduced.

!
;,

i

- SAFETY EVALUATION:191-0225_ Revision:-0 !

Turbine Generator Overspeed Protection USAR Testing Description Chance-
"

.' Dcacriptions .
The USAR-specifies checking the operation of-the turbine generator overspeed I

.

; protection-devices under- controlled overspeed conditions at startup and after )each refueling. : Thin change permits testing the overspeed protection deviews
|during'either plant shutdown or startup and require a retect following jmaintenance on the trip device.
|

'

- Safety Evaluation:- !
I

Testing the overspeed trip upon shutdown is preferred because the turbine at -
this time'in uniformly heated and the thermal and mechanical ctresnes of the

|: controlled overspeed trip are minimized.
|

Testing the turbine overspeed trips increases the reliability of its function
regardless of when ats done. There is no increase in the probability of
occurconce cr tha concequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to' safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

'

There is no possibility that an' accident or malfunction of rquipment important'

to safety of e different type than any evaluated previously |7 the USAR may be>

created.

L
The margin of safety as defined in the basin fnr any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

.- _.---.. ,, ,._ . ,._ - ._. . - . _ , - - . . - . . . . ~ . - _ , , . _. .
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0226 Revision: 0,

Fuel Assembly Use-As-Is

| Description:
It was identified that fuel assemblies C37 and E47 had a damaged grid ctrap.
Use-as-is of.these assemblies in the Cycle 6 core was determined to be
a,ceptable.

Safety Evaluation:
The grids are passive elements in the fuel design system and are designed to
maintain a safe shutdown configurttion and coolable geometry. The
nonconforming grids do not impact the ability of the plant to shutdown aad tha
potential. loss of three flow channels at one grid elevation in one fuel
assembly _does not increase the probability of losing a core coolable geometry.
There ite. no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previourly
evaluated in the USAR.

The nonconforming grid straps do not adversely-impact the performance of the-
fuol assembly. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR may be created.

The damaged assemblies do not affect rod drop timee nor do they cnallenge the
one percent failed fuel limit. The margin of safety an defined in the basis
for any Technical' Specification is not reduced.

,

CAFETY-EVALUATION: 91-0228 Revision: 0

High Pressure condensor Circulating Water Outlet Blind Flange Temporary
Installation

Description:
This temport y modification installs a blind flange upstream of High Pressure
Condenser Circulating Water Outlet Air Re) ease Valve DA V178 and a half
.ccupli and-pipe pleg downstream to assist in the removal of valve'PA VO178
for maintenance

, Safety Evaluation:
-Trere is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of'

an accident or malfunction. of- equipment important .to safety previously

evaluated in the USAR.

The location of and the function of valve DA V0178 are such that the absence
of this valva wc P.d not create an accident or malfuncticn of equipment

important to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not' reduced.

<
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0229 Revision: 0 ,

Residual Heat Removal To Safety Injection Pump Downstream Isolation
-Valve VOTES Test Procedure Change

Descriptions
This procedure change installa pressure gauges on the Residual Heat Removal,

(RHR) pump discharge to Safety Injection (SI) pump suction header piping to
support VOTES testing of valves in this flow path. Procedure use is
restricted to Mode 6, Refueling.

.

Safety Evaluation:
The piping and flow path the gauges are installed on are not required to be*

operable in Mode 6. The operability of the boration flow path is not affected
becauce the gauges are not installed on this flow path. There la no increase
in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipc.ent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

=The seismic qualification of the piping that the gauges are installed on is
not adversely affected by the email mass of the gauge. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previcusly in tha USAR may be created.

The margin of cafety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,

'

-

L
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0230 Reviolon: O

Control Room Evacuation Procedure Change

Descriptions
This procedure change to the control Room Evacuation Procedure maker a change
to the Fire Protection Plan as reviewed and evaluated by tha NRC in the manner
in which the steam generator blowdown lines are isolated. The plan loolated
these lines from the Radwaste Control Room Panel by the Radwaste Control Room

operator. The change to this plan is to isolate these lines by tha Reactor
operator opening a breaker at the DC Control Power Breaker Panel on the 2016
foot elevation of the control Building. The reason for the change is that the
Radwaste Operator may likely be a saembcr of the Fire Brigade and will r 7t
remain in the Radwnste Control Room when a fire occurs in the Control F,oom.

Safety Evaluations
The change accomplishes the rama task and does not significantly add to the
tasks assigned to the Reacter Operator or siter the routa because the Reactor
Operator already goes to the DC Control Power Breaker Panel to open other
brS4kers. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evalu4ted previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety an defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
in not reduced.

SAFETY. EVALUATION: 91-0232 Revision: O

Diesel Exhaust Systea USAR Change

Description?
This UShR change provides a wording change in the bSAR text to delete
inaccurate information and correctly describe the means by which water
accumulation is removed from the diesel exhaust system. j

Safety Evaluation:
Changing the wording in the USAR text to reflect the actual design of the
diesel' exhaust system does not increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences o1 an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

Changing the wording in the USAR text does not affect any equipment important
to safety. There is no possibility thet an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to saf ety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR ciay be created.

The margin of safety ao defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

I
|
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CAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0234 Revistor : 0

- Lime Sludge Sump Level Switch Drawing Aodification

Description:
This modification providos for the upgrade of applicable drawings to reflect

'
the_as-built single alternator switch for the lime sludge sump level instead
of the previou'ly indicated two switches.

Safety Evaluation
This is an "as-built" modification to a non-safety related system to reflwr;
the correct number of switches on the lime sludge sump level. There is no
incroare in the-probability of occurrence or the consequences of en accident t

'or_ malfunction of equipment'important to safety previously evaluated in t0
USAR.

There . is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipmont important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety ac defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not reduced.

.
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SAFETY' EVALUATION: 91-0236 Revisions O

containment Cimler Temporary Modification
..

; Description:

This temporary modification installs blind flanges on the "A" containmort-
cooler where one of the twelve coil banks is being repaired. Tais is done to

,

establish "A" train Essential Service Water (ESW) System flow paths for
*esting of the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG). System pressure is placed on.

the flanges only when testing is being conducted. At all other times the "A"
,

trtin containment coolers.are isolated by valving under the approved controls
of the-Clearance Order. procedure. This modification carries a Mode 4, Hut
. Shutdown, restraint.

Safety Evaluation:
If during tenting of the EDG the flanges were to catastrophicv11y fail and
lake wnter sprayed and flowed into containment, the indications and-actions
available to the-Control Room OperatorJ are sufficient to terminate this event
without degrading the plant's safety featt;es. The_ function of the Residual
Usat Removal (RHR) System would.not be adversely affected by this event
because it would be terminated long before the submergence of the RHR cuction
valves on.the 2008. foot level of Containment would occur. The potential to
_. dilute the Reactor Coolant System by lake water flowing into the refueling
cavity ir not-possible'because the head is.in place on the reactor. There is
no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an

~

accident or malfunction of equipment important to eafety previously evaluated
in ths USAR.

-The seismic ability of the blanked portion of piping remains equal to that of ,

design because the loads of ths1 blind flanges are equal.to or less than.the
. loads of the~ coil. Additionally,-there is no change to environmental,
structural,1 human factors, or indication variables from previous analyses.
There is no possibility -that hn ' accident or malfunction:of equipment impcrtant
.to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
.is not reduced.

'
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CATETY EVALUAT? Offs 91-0241 Revision: 0

Regenerative Heat Exchanger Temporary Shielding

Descriptione

Because of radiological concerna, temporary lead shielding was required for
Regenerative Heat Exchanger EBG07 and associated piping. Installation of the
shielding was found to be acceptable within evaluated restrictions. Most of
the chielding was acceptable for Modes 5, cold Shutdown, and 6, Refueling,
while one portion was also acceptable for Modes 3, Hot Standby, and 4, Hot
Shutdown.

Safety Evaluation:
Allowing installation of the temporary shiniding for the Regenerative Heat
Exchanger,-excluding the shielding attached to the piping during Modes 3 and
4, ensures that system seismic qualification and pressure boundary integrity
Is maintained. The shielding, as evaluated for use in Modes 3 and 4, also
does not reduce system functional int 9grity. There is no increase in the

'
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accider.t or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There are no unique or different challenges to equipment important to safety
nor is any ualque dogradation of this equipment possible by installation of
the temporary shielding. Therefore, there is no possibility that an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,

1
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0243 Revicion: 0

Motor. Operated Valve Plant Modification Revision 3

Description
During the Motor Operated Valve testing program as required by Generic Letter
89-10, many vrives were found to be incapable of developing the thrust as
required by the Torque / Thrust calculations.

-Revisions 0 and 2 of this codification issued thrust valvas and differential
pressure values for the safety related valves which tre to be tested under the
Generic Letter 89-10 program. The values given in these two revisions were
found to be incorrect wher. all the criteria are applied. This revision voids '

revisions-0 and 2 of the modification. Revision 1 remaine valid because it
lesued'the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Guideline for performing
torque / thrust calculations, which is still being usud.

The EPRI Guidelines were used inappropriately in the early torque / thrust
calculatione. The guidelinea require the use of a sealing factor for valves
which must be " leak-tight". Leak-tight is a term utsd in the guidelines to
dafine those valven which have a leakage critoria, such as containment
isolation valves. In the earlier calculations, the sealing factor was being
applied to all valves. This revision identifies those valves in ti.e Generic-
Lotter 89-10 testing program for which no leakage critoria exists. The
closure of these valves is needed only for system line-up requirements.

~ Safety Evaluation
calculating a required thrust valus for a valve using the sealing f>ctor only
assures that the-valve will. meet its leikage critoria under worse case
conditions. It is not necessary to apply the sealing factor to assure the

~

valve is closed. The required thrust calculated without use of the sealing
factor assures that the valve :is cicaea. In addition, the inertia of the
valve after the motor is de-energized further tightens the seat.

The subject valves have no criteria'to be leak-tight. Leakago through the
seats'of these valves in either direction la contained, severely limited, or,
Lin the. case of a-piping failure, .can be isolated by other means. t,e of the

sealing. factor for tnese valves per the EPRI Guidelines i=3 not necessary.
None of the valves listed has a seat leak rate criteria which is used in any
accident. analysis. A minor-leak rate does not cause the valve to malfunction ,

-or_any component.in the line associated with the valve to-malfunction.-Leakage
,

through.any of the subject valves is contained within piping systems or
vessels with-sufficient pressure rating ouen that thcy will not fail, or
leakage-is precluded oy other means. There is no increase in the probability-
or occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment-
'importent to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

I:
t
' The closure of any of the subject valves ic just for system alignment.

Leakage through any of the valves is contained in piping systems or vessels
with_ sufficient pressure rating such that they will not fail. There is no

r

L possibility that aa accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
| of a different. type than any eva.luated previously in the USAR may be created.
!
|
' The baals'for any Technical Specification does not and needs not addreas seat

leakage on the oubject valves. .The margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any Technical Specificacion is not reduced.

i
m
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SAFETY PNALUATION: 91-0244 Revision: O

Lithium Limits USAR Change

Description:
Westinghouse / Electric Powsr Research Institute laboratory testing results have
developed new accaptable operating regimes for reactor coolant pH control in
-regards to primary water stress corrosion cracking of Alloy 600. The testing
~took into consideration the preservation of fuel clad integrity, as well as
-limiting the build u;i of ex-core radiation fields. This USAR change
incorporates the results of this study by replacing the limits placed on

'

lithium in the USAR with-the Lithiun, Control Program to be_ implemented by
procedure. The procedure incorporates the lithium controls developed from the
. laboratory studies,,

rSafety-Evaluation:
The integrity of the Reactor Coolant System and fuel cladding nre not

.
.

adversely affected by the new acceptab1re chemistry controls. There is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the '

USAR.

;There.is no possibility-that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to-safety of a.different type than any evalaated previously in the USAR may be
created.

.

This change dcas not affect the annumptions, initial conditions or setpcints
.of any. Technical Specification. The margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

.-
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' SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0247 Revision: O

Acttve Valve. Table USAR Change

Description ~
Chemical and Volume Control System to Safety Injection Pump Isc'.ation Valve
EH HV8924 is normally open at all times during all modes of operation except
for curveillance testing of the downstream isolation vwives (EM HV8807A and B)
and to fill and vent the Safety Injection System. _Thie USAR change deletes
valve EM HV8924 from the active valve table la the USAR.

Safety Evaluations
The probability of a Loss of Ccolant Accident-(LOCA) is not increased oy
-deleting valve EM HVS924 from the USAR table because this change does not
affect the initial conditions or assumptiona considered in classifying the
LOCA Event. Deleting the valve also does not affect the probability of an

j cmergency Core Cooling System equipment malfunction because thin change does
not' affect equipment actuatinn-frequencies, antpointo, integrity,
qualification or accident mitigation actions. There is no increase in the

;"
probability of oc.urrence er the consequences of an aceldont or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The change is confined to the USAR text and does not affect the integrity of'-

any equipment important to safety. There is no ponsibility that an accident
or' malfunction of equipment important to scfety of a different type than any

,

evalue.ted previonely in the USAR may be created.

The margin,of naiety as defined in the baals for any Technical Specification
~

15: not rnduced.
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0249 Revisions 0

USAR Radiation Protection Changes

Description:

This USAR change has been initiated for the purpose of clarifying equipment
usage and monitoring techniques presently being used for Radiation Protection
purposes. These changes allow a better understanding of the practices now
employed.

Safety Evaluations
These USAR changes do not diminish any radiation monitoring or equipment
qualifications prasently being used, nor will any of the USAR accident -

analysis parameters used to describe a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or its
consequeness be impacted or altered by these changes.

These changes clarify working ccnditions, explain current monitoring
techniques, and clarify the function for which equipment was intended. There
is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident-or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR.-

The operating characteristics of equipment has not been affected. There is no
-possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment impor: ant to safety
of.a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The changes-made do not change any parameters discussed in the Technical
Specifications. The margin of enfety as defined in the basis for any

' ~

Technical Specification is not reduced.

1-
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SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-0251 Revision: O

. hydrostatic'And Pneumatic Testing Procedure

Dencription:
The hydrostatic test of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), which was perforned
because of the removal of the resistance temperature detector manifold:,
requires the Installation of temporary pressure gauges off of the RCS. The
USAR does describe hydrostatic testing of the RCS, but does not describe or
reflect the temporary installation of commercial grade pressure gauges and
associated hardware.

The teot package installs the temporary gauges downstream of a 3/8-inch
diameter drilled restriction 1.n the ACS piping provided for a permanent local ,

RCS-pressure gauge located in Containment. The temporary pressure gauges are
installed.at the block manifold for the permanent local RCS gauge and secured
to its square tube ateel support stanchion. Double isolation of the gauges

,

from the RCS is provided by the root and manifold valves.

Safety Evaluations
The failure of the commercial grade gauges or associated connection hardware

,

would-not be considered a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) event because of
failure of the temporary test hardware is downstream of the 3/8-inch diameter
opening. The leakage from this opening is within tl.e normal operating
capability of the charging system. A small break LOCA is defined as a rupture
-of.the RCS prescure boundary with a total crose-sectional area less than 1
square foot in which the nermally operacing charging system flow is not
sufficient to sustatn pressurizer level and pressure. There is no increase in
the probability of occurrence or the-consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The seismic integrity of the stanchion used to support the local permanent
indicator-is.not degraded by the smell additional-mass of-the temporary

,

, gauges. Additionally, the environmental and seismic qualification of the
equ'pment-in. Containment has not been introduced to a unique or different
factor which could impair or degrade the function of this equipment in a way
different1than previously evaluated. There is no possibility that an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than any
evaluated previously-in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
-is not reduced.'

<
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-SAFETY KVALUATION:- 91-0253 Revision: O
,

Teodwater System Piping Instrumentation Addition

-Description:
This modification adds temporary non-oafety related instrumentation for
monitoring the temperaturn stratification occurring inside the Feedwater
System (FW) piping. The instrumentation was installed during the Refuel V
'cutage and will be removed durinj the Refuel VI outage. The instrumentation
consists of 23 thermocouples (T/C) and two linear motion transducers located
-inside Containment and five T/Cs located in Area 5 of the Auxiliary Building, ;

mounted on FW piping to Steam Generator EBB 01D. For the instrumentation
*

inside containment, an existing datalogger, data link and the personal
computer (PC) installed for a separate moditication is used to collect the
required data. 'For the~1nstruments located in Area 5 of the Auxiliary
Building, a separate set of monitoring and data collecting equipment is
located in the Turbine-Building.

Safety Evaluation
The cables connecting the instrumentation to the datalogger is supported by
tul e steel supports or structural. steel at adequate intervals ao that the
'installetion does not affect integrity of the support and does not cause any
seismic II/I concerns. The cable installation meets physical separation
criteria. Installation of the datalogger and the PC connected to the
containment ^1nstrumentation_is addressed in the other modification safety
evaluation. The data collection devices attached to the instrumentation
located in Area 5 of Auxiliary'aullding is located in the Turbine Building and
installed such that-they do.not impair the performance of any other systems.

The function of this instrumentation is strictly for monitoring equipment and
system performance-and'for collecting the data for engineering evaluation.
The instrumentation installation dcas not affect the function or operating
characteristics of any safety related plant equipment. .There is no increase

_

,

in1the probability of. occurrence or the consequences of an accident or -
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or calfunction of. equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may'be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
'

is not reduced.

i
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SAP'ETY EVALUATION: 91-0254 Revision: O

compressed Air System Temporary Modification

Description:
This temporary modification installs a jumper in the control panel for
Instrumont and Service Air Comprwssor CKA01A to bypass the low flow trip from
the cooling water flow switch. This in done to eliminate spurious trips of
the air compressor.

Safety Evaluation:
This temporary modification does not adversely affect operation of the non-
safety related Compressed Air System. There is no increase in the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no effect on any equipaent important to safety. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to saft ty
of a dLfferent type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced,

n
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CORRtcTIVE WORK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 04705-89 Rev1wton 3

i
Service Water Cheruiral Injection

Descriptione
This disposition approves the continued use (une-an-is) of a temporary g
modificatkon in the Service Water (SW) System. The subject temporary -

modification provides the injection of a microbiocido into Sif at the auction g
of Chlorine Booster Punpa 1CLO1PA & D p

Safety Evaluations
Tha SW cystem is nnt required for the saf e shutdown of the plant. During ,

normal plant operations, the SW system aloc provides cooling water to the -

Essential Sorvice Wa'er (ESW) System safety colated components. Therefore,
the ESW System is albjected to th6 effect of the corrosion, scale, and depocit
control inhibitors injucted into the SW. lioweve r , it has been determined that

ti e chemicair will not adveraoly a'fect t.e components or materials that come

!
in contast with the chemically treated f1 in the sw and ESW Systems.

4Accidents previously evaluated in tha USAR do not address the injoction of
chemica16 into the 11W System, therefore thera is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the conaequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the USAR. Also, it has been determined that the occurrence of a
me.1 function of equipaent important to nafety and its consegueness are not

*inersa,ed.

The addition of chemicals to the SW Syrtem will not create the pocalbility of
occurrence of an cecident or us1f unction of equipt.ont important to saf ety of a
different type than any evaluated prnviously in the USAR.

The margin of sidety as dofined in the basis for any Technical Specificatiou ,

is not reduced.

,

|
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CORRECTIVE HORK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 0430b 89 04498-89 Revisic;ns 2

Im
a

Service eater Chemical Injection

-

Desexiption:
Chese dispositions approve the continued une (use-as-le) of temporary
modificatientr in the Service Water (SW) System. One temperary modification
providen the injection of a corresion inhibitor into the drain line on the
bottom of t.he SW strainers; whereas, a scale inhibitor or deposit enntrol

, ,
agunt is injected into the drain lines on the discharge piping of the SW
pumps. ..,

The other tem- n ry edification provides injection of a corrosion inhibito- -

( - . trol agent at a valve located in the SW supply line to iteatand microb: l
Exchangen '*1A & B within ti.e Central Chilled Water System.

.

Safety Evaluations ,

The SW System is not required for the safe shutdown of the plant. During

{ nortnal plant operations, the SW System also provider, c ooling water to the
Essential Serview Water (ESW) System safety related ccmponents. Therefore,

the ESW System is oubjected to the effect of the corrosion, secle, and deposit
centrol inhibitors injected into the SW. 11oweve r , it har been deterrnined that

the chemicals will not adversely affeet the cotrponente or materialn that come
in cantact with the chemically treatml SW in the SW and EsW Systems.

=, Accidento previously L.vsluate<. in the USAR do not address the inf ection of ,
'

chemicals into the 3M System, therefore there in no increase in the
probability of occurrence cr :he consequences of an accidenc previously
evaluated its the USAR. Also, it han been determined that the occurrence of e ,

ma5 function of equipment impe,rtant to safety and its conaequences are not
increased.

The addition of chomicola to the Sif System ws)1 not create the poasibility of
occurrence of al accident or malfunction of equipment important to safoty of a

__

different type than any evaluated previously la the USAR. The margin of 4

,

i safety as defined in the banis for nny Technical Specification is not reduced.

,

-
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,

CORRECTIVE WORK REQUEST DISPOSITION 54 Revisions )
i

ASME Code Compliance Substantiation !
!

Descriptions
Tbg purpose of these diopcsitions was to provide a parmanent use-c.e-tu for the
subject components in Revision 0 of the dispoultionn. The subject components
are piping flangen in the reedwater System, Auxiliary Feedwater System,
Peactor Coolant Syet em, Steam Generatar Blowdown System, Essential Service
Water System, component Cooling Water System, Auxil.ary Feeuwater Turbine .

,

System, Hiscellanenus 3uilding Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning
(HVAC) System, Auxiliary Building HVAC System, Containment Internal Luak Rate '

Test System, and Standby Diesel Itnglee System.

These dispositions incorporate standa-d industry position that the subject [
tlange. materia) is acceptable for une ci a permanent basis and the documented
justification for continued operation 10 no longer required. Revision 0 to ?

these dispositions documented that the results of testing on the subject
,

components were within guidelines regarded so acceptable in a Nucicar
Regulatory Commission (NEO) approved generic study and analysin p-epared by
the Nuclear Nanagement. and Renoureco Counuil (NUMARC).

i

Safet) Evaluations L

Although the subject components cannot be substantiated t.a meet al A the
applicabla ASME Code requirement e, the HRC has reviewed the nuclear industry's

,

effort in locatir.g, eyeluating, and +esting the suspect components. . In |
NbRIG-1042 the NRC approved the use of installed subfwet components as an ;

acceptable alternative in accordance with 10 CPR 50.5%4 (a)(3)(ii). There is
no increase in the probabili*y of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or nelfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR. |

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important '

to safety of a different type than any evaluoted previously in the USAR may be
croated.

The margJr of safety ac defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not rctJeed.;

I-
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i
NON-CoNFORMANCE REPDMT DISP 3311*iOWs N-395 Revision 0

' Reactor Trip /Cloua Handswitch ?.cceptance For Une

Description:
This disposition addresses concerno resulting from a vendor's (Electroswitch)
fal.$ urn to comply with n'1 of the specifications on a purchase order for a.

reactor trip /close handswitch. The disposition accepts the use oft n
different colored isceplate; qualification to a more recent revieion of the'

ANSl/TEEE Standard; a different Calted Laboratories f0L) rating; and use of an
adhesively affixed label on aach switch bearing instead of a corrosive
resistant tab (used for dioplaying information).

Safety Evaluation:
The color change on the facepla*e was determined to not create any human
factore concerna or violate the specification under which the switch was
procured. Qualification certification to the more recent revision of the
ANSI /IEEE Standard was determined to meet the intent of the specification
requirement to qualify in accordance with the previous revision and that it
provides reasonable assurance that the switch will perform reliably in service
under the postulated anvironmental and seismic conditions.

Electroswitch is r qurlified supplier of class IE electrical switches and
r< slays and was required to do all of the necessary testing, therefore the
rating specified by UL is acceptable.

The adhesively af fixed label on each switch bearing served i+.e purpose of
identification for shipment. The labels will not remain affixed for
instal'ation, as is the case for some components, and therefore causes no
concerns.

There is no increaue in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to cafety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

Thore is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
'is not reduced,

n.
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I

REGULATORY MERVICES SAFETY EVALUATION: 91-02 Revision 0 i

t

Manager Nuclear-Safety Engineering Reporting Change

!

Descriptions
Thiu is a-safety evaluation for t.n organization change. It involves a change
from Manager Nuclear Safety Engineering (NSE) previously reporting to Hanager
Regulatory Services to Hanager NSE now reporting to Vice President Engineering i

and Technical services.'

Safety Evaluation
The reporting relationship for the Manager N8E will not affect any USAR
accident or the operation of any equipment impe.,rtant to safety. Therefore,

'
there is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously '

'evolunted in the USAR.
I

Thero.is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment irr.por t ant
to safety of a diffsrent type than any evaluated previously in the % AR may be
created.

The reporting relationship for the Manager NSE is not mentioned in the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced.
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UMREVIEMED SAFErY QUESr10N DCTEPHIf?ATION: USQ-91-002 Revision: O

CVCS Letdown Line Rupture Outside Of containment Radiological
Consequence Determination

Description:
As descrlued in the USAR, a break flow rate of 100 gpm was used in evaluating
the radiolcgacal consequence of a chemical volume control System (CVCS)
letdown line rupture outside of containment. This flow rate is not conoistent
with the design basis of plant operation. During nornial operation, the
charging and lutdown functions of the CVCS are eeployed to maintain a
programmed Later level in the pressurizer. This is achieved by means of a
continuous feed-and-bleed process. The bleed rate of 120 gpm is chosen by
selecting the proper combination of letdown orifices in the letdown flow path
during normal plant operation. For a postulated pipe rupture of the CVcs
letdown 15ne at a point outside of the contair. ment, the reactor conlant
letdown flow would have pauseo sequentially frco the cold leg and through thw
regenerative heat exchanger and letdown orifices. Since choked flow exints at
the letdown orifices during nortrsi operation, no increase in flow will occur
due to a rupture of the letdown line dowantream of the orifices. Therefore,

the calculation of the radiological consequence of the postulated pipe rupture
of thu CVCS letdown line should be based upon a break llos rate of 120 gpm.
This evaluation la performed to confirm that there is no unreviewed safety
question involved with the inconsistency between the design basis value of the
CVCS letdown flew and that used in evaluating the radiological consequence as

described in the USAR.

Safety Evaluation
The need to revice the USAR to bring it into agreement with the design basis
of the CVCS letdown flow has r.o effect cn mechaniums postulated in the USAR to
claue design basis events, nor does it change assumption.s dealing with
malfunctions of equipment important to safety. Therefore, there is no
increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR,

T1.ere are no physical modifications to the facility or changes in methods or
operation. Therefore, the USAR tevisions required to be made do not create
the possibility of a different kind of a.cident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR.

The chance will not result in a reduction in the margin of safety as defined
in the bacio for any Technical Specification since the radiological
conweguences remain well within the guidelines of 10CFR 100.

- - _ - _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - , - -
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UNREVIEWED SAFETY QUESTION DETERMIl!ATION: USQ491-003 Revision: 1

Boron Dilution Accident He-Analysis

Description
A positive count rate (noise) was discovered in source range channul N32 while
no voltage was present to the detector. The presence of noise in the baseline>

count rate 4ncreases the time to generate a flux doubling alarr signal during
an inadvertent boron dilution transient. A concern raised was that ths I

minimum required time for the automatic boron dilution protection system to I
- terminate dilution may no longer be avalleble if theri is noise present in the
flux doubling mitigation system and the plant was run at the cycle 5 Boron
Dilution Event (BDE) limits during operating Moden-3, llot Standby, 4, Hot !

Shutdown, and 5, Cold shutdown.

Tho-bcron dilution accidents for Hodos 3, 4, and 5 were re" Analyzed to address ,

the noise concerno for Cycle 5 and Cycle 6 operation.

,

Safety Ewaluations ;

The noiso present in the source range channel of the flux doubling protection ,

system as discovered in the actual plant configuration does not adversely .

Iaffect the plant operations of cycle 5. -The key safety analysis pirameters
for Modes 3, 4, and 5 of the BDE analysis fot cycle 6, particulerly the
- initial boron concentration and the differential boron worth, have been
revised to add an. additional analysis margin to account for.the noico present
in the flux doubling mitigation system. i

,

!

,
.The noise present in the source rangu channel of the boron dilution mitigation :

' system has no affect en mechanteme postulated in the USAR to cadde design t

bacia events. The analysis results have also confirmed that there-is
sufficient time available for either automatic action or operator intervention
to terminate the dilution.ovent before shutdown matgin is lost. There is no t

= increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to aafety previously evaluated in thei ,

USAR.-
,

.There are no-physical modifications to the. faci'ity or changes in methods of
operationi- The presence of:a noise in the source range channel will delay the
- actuation of the. flux doubling alarm. Hcwertr, applicable acceptance criteria ;

j - are not changed. Therefore, there is no poenibility that an accident or
i

malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type then any',

svaluated'previously in the USAR-may be created,
i

The. margin of safety as defined in the basis for any rechnical Specification
' '

is not reduced since the BDE calculation'reoults have reasonably aquured that !

there is sufficient time available for the automatic boron dilution mitigation v

system to terminate the dilution event before shutdown margin is lost.
,

l.
!

,

,
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USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 90-090 Revision: 0
!

GInsric Cora Data In llSAR ;

Descriptions
This USAR change involves the incorporation og genoric or bounding reactor

'

,

core and physica data rather than cycle specific infarmation.

- Safety Evaluation:
The probability of oc utrence and the consequences of a., accident or

Imalfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR
does not increase as a result of the replacement of cycle specific reactor

'

core data with generic or bounding information in the USAR. The basis for
p this is the continued applicability of the safety analymio design parameters.

All' design parameters are checked on a cycle by cycle basis to verify that the *

c .

;ycle design is. enveloped by the existing safety analysis. This cycle by
cycle verification is forms 11y documented during the reload design process. j

!Additionally, procedures requise ttst a 50.59 sef e:y evaluation be performed
each cycle as part of the reload design process.

i
i.

Thare are no unique or difrer.ut challenges to.eycipment due to the
,

replacement of cycle specific reactor core data with generic or boundinc {
'

information in the USAR. The change is . sot guch as to csuse equipment
'

malfunctions of any kina. There is no pencibility that an accl3ent or
.

iLmalfunction of equipment important to sutety. of a dif ferent type than sny
evaluated previously in the USAR me.y be created.

.

!Previously reviewed and licensed safety lirit s are unchanged. . Plant
operating limits given in the Terbnical specifications are also unchanged.
Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety as' defined by the ;

Laois for'any Vechnical. Specification.
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.USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 90-154 Revisions 0

Dissolved Oxygen And Caseous Oxygen Analyzer Range Change

Description:
This USAR change involves a measurement range change on the Post Accident
Sampling Syotem dissolved oxygen and gaseous oxygen analyzer. The new
analyzer has a digitti readout capablo of displaying values up to 19.99 ppm,
which is functionally equivalent to 20 ppm.

.

Safety Evaluation:
The Post Accident Sampling System is non-safety related and is not required
for saf6 shutdown of the plant. There is no increase in the probability of
occurrence or the ' consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

The location and function of the analyzers did not changs or affect the
equipment located around_it. 1here is no possibility that an accident _or
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a differcat type than any
evaluated previous 1) in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification
is not rede ed.
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i

UNAR CEANGE REQUESTS 9D-?67 Revision: O

Chapter 17 Review And Update |

Description:
This USAR change requent involves changes resulting from an annual review and

*

- update of Chapter 17. Major changes include a rewrite of the corrective
actions section to identify additional corrective action documento utilized by,

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCHOC) to document conditions
adverse to Quality. Also included is a change of the requirement for an
annual independent. assessment of the effectiveness of tha Operating Quality
Program under the direction of the WCNOC President and Chief-Executive
Officer. This requirement has been replaced by a semi-annual independent
assessment of the effectiveness of the Guality Assurance Evaluation Program
under the direction of the Chcirman of the Nuclear Safety Review Committee.

I

Safety' Evaluation |

'The changes included in this 11SAR change do not reduce the quality assurance
previously accepted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The changes clarify
procedures being reviewed by Quality Assurance and clarifles program
*oquirements for program implementation. I

l

There is no increase in the probaoility of occurrence or the consequenece of |
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously !

evaluated in the USAR. I

I

' there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important i
to safety of a different type tain any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

|- created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical specification . |
is not reduced. -

(
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1

USAR LRANGE REQUEST: 91-013 Revision: O

Chapter 13 Organization Changes

Description:
This is a change to Chapter 13 reflecting changes to the Wolf Creek Nuclear
Operating Corporation organization. These organizational changes include
titic changes, reporting changes, and in one case a change in personnel.

Safety Evcluation:
Clear reporting lines and program responsibilities with required management
oversight by qualified personnel has been maintained. These changes do not
increase the probability of occurrence or the consequenceu of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to sarety previously evaluated in the USAR.

These changos do not constitute a change to systeme, components or methods of
-operation. There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
.

is not reduced.

.USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 9?.-021 Revisicn 0

Engineered Safety Featuren Actuation System Updste

Description:
'The purpose of this USAR change is to provido proper documentation for a
design change that affected a fLgur- and text in the USAR. The actual design
change was approved prior to receipt of the fusi load license but was not '

incorporated into design documents. This incorporation was accomplished by a
general plant modification that administrative 1y reconciled some of the
prv-license documentation. It did not address this change to the USAR (FSAR).

The UsAR change removes the Control Room Ventilaticn Isolation Signal (CRVIS)
input symbol to bypass reset and bypass channels I and IV from the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) logie dicgram. The applicable text
is also updated.

Satety Evaluation:
The activity described by this USAR change has no adverse impact on the
operation of the ESFAS. There is nt increase in the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunctio; :t equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

This activity does not impede the initiation of a CRVIS. There is no
possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

. .. _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 91-031 Revision: 0 ;

Onsits Meteorological Measurement Program Change

Description:
'USAR Seccion 2.3.3 "Onsite Meteorological Heasurement Program' is confusing
as to the differences between the pre-operational and the operational
meteorological progritms. This change request revises Section 2.3.3 to
delineate those differences.

Safety Evaluation:
The changes involve only-the Meteorological Program. None of the equipment in !

the Mateorological Program is safety related. There is no increase in the -

probability of occurrence or the consequenews of an accident or malfunction of
-equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

}IThe changes do not impact any data gathering or other required actions. There
is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important to ,

safety of a different typo than any evaluated previousl*/ in the USAR may be
created.

e

All required meteorological data io still being recorded and the Technical
Specifications are not affected. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined
in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reducad.

USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 91-038 Revision: 0
:
'CommitmentLTo Regulatory Guide 1.89 Revision Change
.

'

Description: ,

This change to the USAR involves changing the revision at Regulatory Guide
1.89 committed to.in USAR Chapter 3. Regulatory Guide 1.89 provides NRC
guidance _on environmental qualification of equipment to the requirements of 10
CFR 50449.

Safety Evaluations
Changing the USAR Regulatory Guide 1.89 commitment to Revision 1 does not
increase the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There11s no possibility that an accident or malfunction ot equipment important
to safety of.a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

| ;,
,

created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.
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i

USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 91-040 Revision: 0
|

Snubber Draq Force Increase |.

!

Descriptions t

This USAR change increases the allowable snubber drag force to five pounds or ,

tuo percent of the normal load rating of the snubber, whichever is greater.

Safety Evaluation:
Piping, component and equipment loads, and stresses resulting from an increase |
in the allowable snubber drag force have been determined to be within
allowable limits. There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previoissly evaluated in the USAR. !

There As no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important i

to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be i
created.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
1s- not reduced.

;

USAR CEANGE REQUEST: 91-047 Revision 0

Boron Concentration-Limit Incorporation

Description:

This change involves only the correction of some USAR pages and tables that
had been left out of a previous change request (90-114). .This change revises
the pages'and tables to be consistent with the rest of the USAR and the

Technical Specificatione, and to incorporate the new boron concentration range
,

that was previously evaluated and. approved,

iSafety Evaluation:

There la no increase in the probability of cecurrence or the consequences of I

an accident or malfunction .of . equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

There is no _ possibility that an acef dent or malfunction of equipment- important
to safety _of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be

i
created.

The margin of safety las defined in the basis for any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

,
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USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 91-049 Revision O

rire Protection Personnel Qualification Cr.teria Provision

Description:
This change to the USAR provides qualification criteria for individuals who
assist in the review of ongoing revisions to the Fire Protection System. The
change adds a statement which specifies that these ir.dividuals will be
graduate fire protection engineers or graduate engineers (graduates is a
related science) who have been certified through a course on fire protection,

Safety Evaluations
This change provides additional guidance on the qualifications of an
individual not previously stated in the USAR, it does not change aay existing
requirement or affect the Fire Protection System operation. The new
requiremont ensures that these engineers are qualified to sr.andards
appropriato for the work they are assigned. There is no increase in the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of en accident or malfunction of
aquipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USSR.

Since this change does not affect the operation of the Fire Protection System,
there is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The qualification of the individual performing fire protection reviews are not
discumued in the Technical spacifications. Therefore, the margin of safety es
defined in the basis for any Technicel Specification is not reduced.

USAR CHANGE REQUEST: 91-053 revisions 0
-

Offsite Processing of Dry Wastes
a

Description:
This USAR change provides for the option to use NRC/ DOT approved radweste
containers, such au a sea van container, for the collection and
offsite shipping of dry wastes. Controls are used for the placement of wastes
into the container, performance of radiation monitorino around the container,
and inspection / surveillance of the container for possible leakago er
deterioration.

Safety Evaluation:
There in no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety praviously

evaluated in the USAR.
:

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different typa than any evaluated previcuely in the USAR may be
created.

The margin of saf ety as defined in the basis f or any Technical Specification
is not reduced.

._ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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USAA CHANGE REQUEST: 91-054 hevision: 0

Regulatory Guide 1.134 Revision Change

Description:
This USAR change involves committing to revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.134,
" Medical Evaluation of Licensed personnel for Nuclear Power Plants". Revision
2 of Regulatory Guide 1.134 endorses ANSI /ANS-3.4-1983, " Medical Certification
and Monitoring of Perconnel Requiring Operater Licenses for Nuclear Power
Plants." The reyision previously referenced in the USAR endorses
ANSI-N546-1976.

Safety Evaluation:
The later revision of the Regulatory Guide and ANSI Standard imposes greater
medical requirements than the previous revisions. Committing to a later
reviaton does not decrease operator skills. Therefore, there is no increase
in tha probability of occurren e or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

There is no possibility that an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety.of a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR may be
created.

The Technical specifications do not address medical qualifications of Licensed
personnel. The margin of safety as defined in tha basis for any Technical
Specification is not reduced.
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USAR CRANGE REQUEST: 91-083 nevision: O
,

control Building Heating, Ventilation, And Air conditioning Systein USAh
Change

Descriptions !

This USAR Change provides for revision of the time for coupleting operator
action from 30 minutes to 5 hours post-accident to provide compensatory action
for assumed single failures in the control Building Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) System. Addition. ally, the safety evaluation assesses 1

the impact associated with thw filtered and unfiltered flow from the Control
Building to the control Roci which were found to be approximately 20 percent i

higher than'previously analysed when two pressurization fans were runnir.g.
i

Safety Evaluations

fIncreasirg the time for completing operator action post-accident, from 30
minutes to 5 houra, to compensate for a. single failure affecting the Control i

cuilding HVa0 System results_in increased doses tc Control Room occupants.
However, the radiological' consequences were re-evaluated, considering aeasured

'

system flow rates (including the higher filtered and unfiltered flow from the
control Building to the control Room), the calculated Control Building volume,
and taking credit for 95 percent radioindine removal efficiency for the <

control Room, Control Building, and Emergency Exhavet HVAC System filters.
The resulting radiatior. doses are within 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design ,

criteria (GDC)'19 limits of 5 rom whole body (or its equivalent).

'

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Safet y Evaluation Rep 3rt 'SER) for
Wolf Creek addressed the design of the emergency ventilation and Control Room
. habitability' system. The SE9 concluded that the Wolf Creek facility design is :

'
acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 1C, with respect to maintaining
the control Room in a safe and hab?. table condition under accident conditions.
There is no increase in the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident previoucly, evaluated in the USAR. :

-

The required. operator actions are based on previously analyzed Design Basis '[
Accidents (DBA) and postulated malfunctions (or single failures).of equipment

'
important to safety. Revising the time to take-operator action does not

L increase the probability of occurrence or the consequences of a malfunction of i

L equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR, nor.will

|; . increased ur. filtered flow from the control Building to the control Room.

.
. t

|- . Various failures of Control Building HVAC System components have been
| evaluated. The Control Room dose consequonces are still bour.ded by the

| postulated failure of a Control Room filtratica fan. The Control Building
HVAC System components relied upon to mitigate the consequences of an-accident
have been previously qualified and/or evaluated for consequences of Design'

Basis Accidents. Therefore, neither the delay in operator actions to
compensets for postulated Control Building HVAC System single failures nor the ,

increase in control. Building filtered and unfiltered air flow to the Control ,

| Room, result in the' possibility of an accident or malfunction of equipment

| 'important to safety cxf a dif ferent type than any evaluated previously in the
JUSAR being created.

There 14 -sua reduction in the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any3

Technical Specification because the system was evaluated in the SER against
GDC '19 liuite and the revised analysis demonstrate that operator actions

[ i
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*i, thin b hours of the postulated DBA (to isolate offacted HVAC train
'.tcaponents or repcsition darnpers) result in radiological consequences which
are still within these limits.
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